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From: Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet
To: ViceChiefof Naval Operations.

Subj: COMMAND INVESTIGATION INTO THE 6 MAY 2021 AND 20 NOVEMBER 2021
INCIDENTS AT RED HILL BULK FUEL STORAGE FACILITY

1. Forwarded, approving the findingsoffat, opinions, and recommendationsof the
investigatingofficeras modified in paragraph 20 below.

2. The Navy is responsible for the 6 May 2021 and 20 November 2021 fuel spills at the Red Hill
Bulk Fuel Storage Facility (Red Hill) and subsequent water contamination. As documented by
the investigation, the root causes of the fuel spills and subsequent water contamination emanated
from Naval Supply Systems Command (NAVSUP), a business-centric organization tasked at
Red Hill with an engineering-focused mission. Fixing these significant problems demands
immediate organizational reforms and improvements supported by a new “No-Fail Operational
Framework” that i singularly designed to ensure safe and effective operations at Red Hill.

3. The Navy has a moral obligation and ethical duty to fix our mistakes, safeguard the
environment, and rebuild trust. We must act.

4. As documented in the investigation, human error was the primary causeofboth the
6 May 2021 and 20 November 2021 fuel spills ~ which led to as much as 3.322 gallons of fuel
contaminating the Navy drinking water system in and around Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam
(UBPHH). But human error is not the ull story. The investigation further revealed several
preventable contributing factors including a cultureofprocedural non-compliance; material
deficiencies; poor raining and supervision; ineffective command and control; absence of
‘ownership regarding operational safety; unacceptable immediate response actions, including a
lack oftimely, accurate, and thorough reporting; and a fundamentally flawed investigative
process conceming the 6 May 2021 spill

5. The lack of critical thinking, intelectual igor, and self-assessment by key leaders at decisive
moments exemplifiedaculture ofcomplacency and demonstrated a lack of professionalism that
is demanded by the high consequence nature of fuel operations. Two examples are particularly
disturbing and salient.
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Subj: COMMAND INVESTIGATION INTO THE 6 MAY 2021 AND 20 NOVEMBER 2021
INCIDENTS AT RED HILL BULK FUEL STORAGE FACILITY

a. The Fleet Logistics Center Pearl Harbor (FLC Pearl Harbor) Commanding Officer's
decision to modify the duticsofthe Fuels Officer (a Navy Lieutenant Commander) in February
2021 effectively removed uniformed, military oversight of day-to-day operations at Red Hill,
significantly increasing the risks associated with fuel handling operations. The FLC Pearl
Harbor Commanding Officer failed to identify, mitigate, or directly address these risks. As a
result, not single uniformed military member participated in the planning, execution, or
oversightof nearly 12 hours of fuel transfer evolutions on 6 May 2021. The alarming level of
procedural non-compliance exhibited by civilian personnel on 6 May 2021 — including “poorly
writin and unclear operations orders” and personnel taking an “intentional procedural shortcut”
~dircetly reflected the Commanding Officer's lackof critical thinking and leadership regarding
the appropriate responsibility, authority. and accountability for uniform personnel in supervising.
and executing safe operations at Red Hill

b. Key leaders a the sceneofthe 20 November 2021 fuel spill including both the FLC
Pear Harbor and NAVFAC Hawai'i Commanding Officers - failed to exercise the sense of
urgency, critical thinking, forceful backup, and timely and effective communication demanded
by the seriousnessofthe situation. Leadership failed to comprehend the multiple pathways for
releasing fuel into the environment and did not adequately understand or appreciate the risks to
the nearby Red Hill well. Although on-scene leaders took early steps to verify that no fuel
flowed from the spill arca to the well, they incorrectly assumed there was no risk to the drinking
water system and failed to exercise the investigative rigor and intellectual scrutiny demanded by
the situation. The critical moments immediately after the spill represented a tipping point in this
situation and the on-scene leaders fled to think critically, communicate clearly, and take the
necessary and prudent actions to effectively respond to the situation while protecting the
environment,

6. Having invoked my authority under the U.S. Navy Regulations as the Navy's Senior Officer
Present in Hawai'i o convene this investigation, | am now responsible o provide the
Departmentof the Navy a plan to restore safe operations at the Red Hill Underground Storage
Tanks. In fulfilling my responsibility,I wil ensure compliance with al governing laws and
regulations. To that end, on7 January 2022, 1 issued an order requiring cognizant commanders
to take actions consistent with the Hawai'i Department of Health's 3 January 2022 Final
Emergency Order. Always maintaininga laser-focus on safety. we will act with the necessary
agility to adjust to any future change in the governing laws and regulations from appropriate
authority.

7. Lam also responsible to set the conditions for the Departmentof the Navy and Department of
Defense to make fully informed longer-term decisions regarding Red Hil tha protect our
national security interests while safeguarding the environment. This endorsement memorializes
my immediate actions to fix what is broken while providing recommended framework to
comprehensively address operational safety at Red Hill (including the Underground Storage
Tanks, Upper Tank Farm, and associated fuel transfer infrastructure).

8. 1 recommend continuing the Secretary of the Navy's cessation ofall operations at the Red
Hill Underground Storage Tanks until Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet certifi to the Chicf of
Naval Operations (CNO) that the Red Hill Underground Storage Tanks arc Safe-to-Operae.
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Subj: COMMAND INVESTIGATION INTO THE 6 MAY 2021 AND 20 NOVEMBER 2021
INCIDENTS AT RED HILL BULK FUEL STORAGE FACILITY

“This inital Safe-to-Operate certification requires a successful inspectionofoperations and
system integrity conducted by an independent third party in consultation with local, state, and
federal partners, including the Hawaii Department of Health and the Environmental Protection
Agency. This initial Safe-to-Operate certification will be fully informed by the findings and
recommendationsofthis investigation, the Safety Investigation Board, and any other relevant
assessment or inquiry.

9. Applying this construct, resuming operations will be predicated on a conditions-based
certification process rather than a st timeline. Thereafter, implementinga permanent, semi-
annual Safe-to-Operate certification process combined with the No-Fail Operational Framework
and Core Tenetsof Safe and Effective Operations as outlined below will ensuresafe and
effective operations while protecting our local community and preserving the environment,

10. While providing this plan to restore safeoperations at Red Hill | further recommend the
Navy and Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) conduct a deliberate and careful assessment as to
whether the Navy and joint force are better served by implementing a government owned,
contractor operated (GOCO) model at Red Hill. Under the present construct, the Navy operates
Red Hill in support of DLA, the Department of Defenses Executive Agent for bulk petroleum.
AURed Hill the Navy provides fuel to the joint force to fulfil joint requirements and execute a
joint mission — and does so using a primarily civilian work force operating within a business-
centric command structure (NAVSUP). Therefore, while acting with a sense of urgency to
estore safe operations at Red Hill I recommend the Navy and DLA evaluate whether operations
at Red Hill representa core Navy function, or whether the Navy and joint force are better served
by implementing a (GOCO) model at Red Hill that meets world class industry standards while
protecting the national security interests ofthe United States.

11. In lightofthe significant risks presented by fuel storage and transfer operations coupled with
the potential impact to national security and the environment,I further recommend the Navy
comprehensively review material, operational, and incident response readiness at the 48 unique
Defense Fuel Storage Points managed by the Navy worldwide. We cannot assume Red Hill
represents an outlier, and similar problems may exist at other locations.

Background

12. Invoking my authority as Senior Officer Present in Hawai'i under Chapter 9 of the US,
Navy Regulations, | convened this command investigation on 23 November 2021 to inquire into
the 6 May 2021 and 20 November 2021 fuel spills at Red Hill 1100k this action when presented
new information regarding the scope andscaleof the 6 May 2021 fuel spill combined with its
possible impact on the subsequent 20 November 2021 incident

13. As the Navy's Senior Officer Present in Hawai'i, | was best postured to direct and supervise
an independent, fact-based, and comprehensive investigation into both incidents. | appointed a
nuclear-trained lag officer to lead the investigative team that included a multi-disciplinary group
of experts possessinga broad rangeofskills to provide the necessary scrutiny and quality
assurance demanded by Red Hill's potential impact on the environment and importance to
national security. | directed the investigating officer to consult with an independent (non-DoD)
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Subj: COMMAND INVESTIGATION INTO THE 6 MAY 2021 AND 20 NOVEMBER 2021
INCIDENTS AT RED HILL BULK FUEL STORAGE FACILITY

commercial or governmental engineering company or entity o provide an independent
assessment, technical support, and expertise to the investigation.

14. After residents in the JBPHH area began reporting water contamination, | modified the
scopeof the investigation on 3 December 2021 to include a determinationof whether the 6 May.
2021 or 20 November 2021 incidents contributed to or caused the water contamination in and
around JBPHH. This investigation does not include the Navy's response to the contaminated
drinking water system, whichi being addressed throughongoingorganizational self-
assessment; feedback from service members, families, community neighbors, and our local, state,
and federal partners; and appropriate legislative oversight.

Implementing a No-Fail Operational Framework

15. Our preeminent obligation is o ensure the health, safety, and well-beingof our people, our
families, our neighbors, and the communities we call home. To that end, the command
investigation —along with conversations with service members, families, and many appropriately
concemed and sincerely helpful local, state, and federal officials and community members~
convinced meofone fundamental imperative: Conducting safe and effective operations at Red
Hill demands a No-Fail Operational Framework. Because failure is not an option, we must
invest for success.

16. Investing for success requires more than money. An enduring, No-Fail Operational
Framework must be built on five pillars: (1 creating a cultureofsafety; 2) executing effective.
command and control; (3) providing requirements-based manpower (4) building strong
partnerships (local, state, and federal); and (5) prioritizing necessary funding,

a. Creating a CultureofSafety.

(1) Safety Maximizes Effectiveness. The Navy is an organization wherein safety
represents a necessary and essential precondition to mission accomplishment. Simply stated,
safety maximizes effectiveness and promotes excellence. We must foster a culture of safety that
is selfassessing, self-correcting, and always leaming — and we must apply this safety-focused
mindset to every aspect of operations at Red Hil: skilled, trained, and motivated personnel;
effective supervision and strong leadership acting within an effective command and control
structure; and the highest standardsof material readiness - including physical infrastructure,
equipment design, and systems integrity.

(2) Safety Demands Critical Thinking. A culture ofsafety requires critical thinking,
which means every actor in the Red Hill operational spectrum must actively question the status
quo while proactively identifying risk through exhaustive and thoughtful inquiry. At the same
time, we must climinate “best case” thinking that assumes an outcome thal serves one’s purpose.
thereby acting as ifthe desired outcome is true regardless of information or evidence to contrary.
Opinion 11 exemplifies this typeof thinking: “The FLC Pearl Harbor CO, XO, and Fuels
Department leadership exhibitedaconsistent bias toward assuming and reporting the “best case”
scenario following the 6 May fuel spill.” This “best case” thinking on 6 May 2021 directly
contributed to the 20 November 2021 fuel spill and subsequent contaminationofthe drinking
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water system. Fostering a cultureof safety will eliminate “best case” thinking while promoting
exhaustive and thoughtful inquiry and demanding intellectual rigor and scrutiny.

b. Executing Effective Command & Control. An effective command and control structure
requires (1) unityof command and (2) unityofeffort. As the Navy On-Scene Coordinator
(NOSC) to coordinate environmental matters and respond to oil and hazardous substance spills,
Commander, Navy Region Hawaii (CNRH) provides unityof command through rank (the only
on-scene flag officer). positional authority (CNRH owns the facilities), and command
relationships with subordinate Red Hill commands (both on-site Commanding Officers report
additional duty to CNRH). In addition, CNRH provides unity of effor by exercising its NOSC
coordinating authorities while integrating the activities of Red Hill's command structures. As
revealed by the investigation, Red Hill does not represent a failed command and control structure.
Instead, Red Hill represents the failed executionofcommand and control exemplified by poor
on-scene leadership combined with inadequate Immediate Superiorin Charge (ISIC) oversight.

(1) Commands at Red Hill. The command structure is composed of four commands:

(a) Commander, Navy Region Hawai'i (CNRH), an echelon 3 command which
reports to Commander, Navy Installations Command (CNIC), an echelon 2 command.

(b) Fleet Logistics Center Pearl Harbor (FLC Pearl Harbor). an echelon 3 command
which reports to Commander, Naval Supply Systems Command (NAVSUP). an echelon 2
command.

(¢) Naval Facilities and Engineering Systems Command Hawai'i (NAVFAC Hawai'i),
an echelon 4 command which reports to Naval Facilities and Engineering Systems Command
Pacific (NAVFAC Pacific). NAVFAC Pacific is an echelon 3 command which reports to Naval
Facilities and Engineering Systems Command (NAVFAC), an echelon 2 command

(d) Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) is the Department of Defense Executive Agent
for bulk petroleum and funds operations and maintenance at Red Hill. DLA Energy East Pacific
represents DLA Energy in Hawai'i,

(2) Red Hill Command & Control. As stated by the investigating officer in Opinion 46:
“The [command and control] of Red Hillis complex but fairly well defined. .| expected to find
significant seams or overlaps in [command and control] that created ambiguity- but | did not. In
short: (1) FLC Pearl Harbor is responsible for day-to-day operations: (2) NAVFAC Hawai'i is
responsible for maintenance and repair contracts; (3) CNRH is responsible for environmental
functions and incident response; and (4) DLA funds operations and maintenance. This
arrangementof multiple stakeholders is not unique among shore facilities.” The day-to-day lines
of responsibility, authority and accountability are clear, and CNRH provides unityofcommand
and unity ofeffort for incident readiness. response, and reporting.
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(3) Eailed Executionof Command and Control. When everyone i in charge, no one is in
charge. As described in Opinion 47: “In practice, the [command and control] among Red Hill
stakeholders has devolved into ‘management by committee’ among 0-65,” which is anathema to
the strong and effective on-scene leadership demanded by the high consequence nature of fuel
operations.

(4) EffectiveExecutionofCommandand Control. Inlightofthe findingsof the
investigation, | am firmly convinced that effectively executing command and control at Red Hill
requires (1) strong local leadership executing clear linesofresponsibility: (2) robust ISIC
oversight; and (3) seamless integration of the actionsofall commands operating at Red Hill
which wil be executed by CNRH as Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet's Executive Agent for Red
Hill Integration and Safety.

(a) Strong Local Leadership. Safe and effective operations at Red Hill demands
leaders exercise the full scope of thei authorities and eliminate “management by committee.
Opinion 24 states in part: “No single person took charge at the scene[of the 20 November 2021
spill)” This unacceptable failureofon-scene leadership cannot happen again. The
Commanding Officersof both FLC Pearl Harbor (responsible for safe and effective day-to-day
operations) and NAVFAC Hawai'i (responsible for maintenance) report additional duty to
CNRH. To enhance unityof command (through CNRH) and empower both Commanding
Officers, CNRH will coordinate with both NAVSUP and NAVFAC to strengthen these lines of
responsibilty, authority, and accountability;clearly define responsibilities and expectations; and
clarify any ambiguities. As the Region Command and NOSC with both rank and positional
authority, CNRH will resolve any gray areas while demanding timely, accurate, and thorough
reporting and communication at all times. At the same time, NAVSUP and NAVFAC must
carefully detail and supervise leadership teams (commanding officer, executive officer, senior
enlisted, and senior civilians) at FLC Pearl Harbor and NAVFAC Hawai'i to meet the high
standards of leadership, experience, and technical expertise required at Red Hill

(6) Robust ISIC Oversight. Proactive and engaged ISIC oversight reinforces.
responsibility, authority, and accountability: represents the hallmark of effective command and
control; and must become partofthe foundation of leadership at Red Hill. Opinions 3, 4, and 12
represent stem criticism of NAVSUP and its failed ISIC oversight of FLC Pearl Harbor - but
there is a path to success. In coordination with NAVFAC, NAVSUP will establish an inspection
team to monitor and assess all aspectsofsafe operations at Red Hill as informed by independent
third party evaluations and reviews. This NAVSUP inspection team will serve as a standing
inspection team responsible for continually assessing Red Hill's operational safety, physical
infrastructure, and design/material readiness. The NAVSUP inspection team will operate akin to
the Navy's Board of Inspection and Survey (INSURV), Nuclear Propulsion Examining Board
(NPEB) for nuclear powered ships, and Aviation Maintenance Management Teams (AMMT).
Although the specific scope and natureof the NAVSUP inspection team requires more detailed
study (ic. usinga newly created Navy Petroleum Office Detachment Hawai'i; establishing and
meeting manpower requirements; expanding inspections and certifications to other fuel storage
and transfer locations). NAVSUP will take immediate steps to implement this inspection team
Additional improvements will include direct ISIC management and assistance with manpower
requirements and material deficiencies: proactive and deliberate detailing to leadership positions;
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improving supervision and accountabilityat all levels; andupdatingestablishing support
agreementsclearlydelineating specific roles and responsibilities.

(¢) CNRH as Exceutive Agent for Red Hill Integration and Safety. To further
strengthen unityof command and unity of effort, | am designating CNRH as Commander, U.S.
Pacific Fleet's Executive Agent to integrate the activities of Red Hill commands and report on
the safety of Red Hill operations. Empowered with this authority, I expect CNRH will
proactively identify and resolve any command and control issues while ensuring all commands
operate with one mindset: safe and effective operations at Red Hil

¢. Providing Requirements-Based Manpower. The Navy has taken unnecessary risk in
failing to provide the required manpower to safely operate Red Hill. The findings of the
investigation - along with my personal observations informed by experience and insights from a
broad-range of experts ~ crystallize the need for additional manpower to ensure safe and
effective operations. Exercising my authority as Senior Officer Present, I direct CNIC,
NAVSUP, and NAVFAC to assess their respective manpower requirements (military and
civilian) relative 10 their responsibilities at Red Hill identify current shortfalls, and implement
immediate and long-term solutions in coordination with the ChiefofNaval Personnel (CNP) and
cognizant civilian personnel human resources authorities. Solutions must provide the best mix of
highly skilled and well-trained military and civilian talent and expertise to fil the requirements.

d. Building Strong Partnerships. Developingenduring, broad-based partnerships with local,
state, federal, and private entities and individuals is mission essential. We must act in
consultation and coordination with our partners - including government officials; the Hawai'i
Department of Health; the Environmental Protection Agency: and private industry ~ throughout
the entire spectrumof Red Hill operations: remediation; inspection and certification; testing: and
regulatory and environmental compliance.

c. Prioritizing Necessary Funding. Strategy requires applying limited resources to infinite
needs. Because Red Hill represents a unique intersection of our two most important obligations
~ensuring the safety of ou people and protecting the national security interests of the United
States- Red Hill mustbeapriority. Whether Navy leadership implements the recommended
framework herein or an altemate framework, we must collectively resolve to fully fund the
requirements necessary to implement effective and enduring solutions. Understanding the Navy
and our nation have many legitimate competing interests, our actions must be carefully targeted
and narrowly tailored to meet the mission without wasteful spending or unnecessary use of
limited resources.

Safe-to-OperateCertification (Initial and Semi-Annual)

17. Building on the foundationof the above No-Fail Operational Framework, | assess the
following Safe-to-Operate Certification process will ensure safe and effective operations at Red
Hill. Under the below paradigm, resuming operations should be predicated on a conditions-
based certification process outlined below rather than an arbitrary timeline. The specific scope
and nature of future operations at Red Hill will ulimately be determined by the Department of

Defense and Department of the Navy
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a. Initial Safe-to-Operate Certification. On 7 December 2021, the Secretaryofthe Navy
ordered the cessationofall operations at the Red Hill Underground Storage Tanks. | recommend
continuing the Secretaryofthe Navy's cessationof ll operations at the Red Hill Underground
Storage Tanks until Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet certifies to the CNO that the Red Hill
Underground Storage Tanks are safe to operate. This initial Safe-to-Operate certification will
require a successful inspection ofoperations and system integgity conducted by an independent
third party in consultation with local, state, and federal partners, including the Hawai'i
DepartmentofHealth and the Environmental Protection Agency. This initial Safe-to-Operate.
certification will also be fully informed by the findings and recommendations of this
investigation, the Safety Investigation Board, and any other relevant assessment orinquiry.

b. Semi-Annual Safe-to-Operate Certifications. Following the CNO's approval ofthe initial
Safe-to-Operate certification, continued operations will require a semi-annual Safe-to-Operate.
certification from Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet o the CNO that Red Hill (including the
Underground Storage Tanks, Upper Tank Farm, and associated fuel transfer infrastructure) is
safe to operate. These semi-annual Safe-to-Operate certifications willbe due on 1 June and
1 December each year. Semi-annual certifications require a successful inspectionofoperations
and system integrity conducted by an independent third party in consultation with local, state,
and federal partners, including the Hawai'i Departmentof Health and the Environmental
Protection Agency.

¢. Strict Enforcement and Transparency. The Safe-to-Operate certification process and
timelines will be strictly enforced. Failure to timely certify that Red Hills safe to operate will
result in ceasing operations until the certification is complete. All certifications will be shared
with our local, tate, and federal partners.

Core TenetsofSafe and Effective Operations

18. As the “Fatherofthe Nuclear Navy,” Admiral Hyman G. Rickover, USN (Ret) demanded
brutally honest organizational self-assessment in order to exceed (not merely meet) standards of
excellence. Recently, the CNO issued a call to all Navy leaders to apply “Get Real, Get Better”
principles for self-assessing, self-correcting, and continuous learning. Guided by Admiral
Rickover's safety-focused mindset and the CNO's best practices to empower our people to
achieve maximum performance, the following core tenets provide the foundation for safe and
effective operations at Red Hill

a. Strong Leadership and Personnel Excellence Across All Commands. Red Hill requires a
highly skilled, well-trained, and properly supervisedstaffrepresenting the best mix of military
and civilian talent and experience. Ofprimary importance is technical fuels management and
engineering expertise ~ Red Hill demands the highest possible standards of fuels management
and engineering rigor, expertise, and professional excellence. Cognizant commanders are
responsible and accountable for ensuring theirpersonnel are at al timesproperly rained and
well supervised. As stated by the CNO in his Chargeof Command: “Success demands that you
hold true to the timeless elementsofCommand, while you continuously learn and adapt to keep
pace with a rapidly changing world. You must remain accountable for both action and inaction
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as well as the outcomes and the learning that make your team better. You are ultimately
responsible for every aspectof your command.”

b. State of the Art Technology, Physical Infrastructure, Equipment, and Design. Stateofthe
art technology, physical infrastructure, equipment, and design complements and augments
human expertise and professional excellence. Comprehensive, redundant, fail-safe controls (c.g.,
a supervisory control and data acquisition type program, or SCADA) will constantly monitor
systems and identify risk in real-time. Technology will provide a resilient and redundant
complement to the staff personnel. Top-guality infrastructure and equipment combined with an
effective, industry-approved operational design will maximize safety and minimize risk.

<. Fomality and Procedural Compliance. As a military facility in high consequence
industry, Red Hill must operate with the same sense of formality, attention to detail, and zero
defect procedural compliance employed by the Navy's nuclear power community. Rather than
meting minimum standards, Red Hill's operational safety must exceed standards.

d. Applying Best Practices and Lessons Learned From Private Industry. As directed by the
Secretaryofthe Navy in his 7 December 2021 “Immediate Actions” Memo, the Navy has.
contracted with an independent, third-party (Simpson Gumpert: & Heger. Inc) to conduct an
assessment to determine design and operational deficiencies that may impact the environment
and develop a work plan and implementation schedule to conduct any necessary repairs and
make changes in operations to address any deficiencies. The integration of independent, third
party expertise will become a firmly rooted, permanent component of Red Hill operations. Best
practices and lessons learned from private industry will guide every aspectof operations and
design/material readiness, ensuring Red Hill exceeds the highest indusiry standardsofexcellence.

¢. Communication and Transparency. A clear, transparent, and constant flowof information
within organizations, up-and-down the chainof command, and acrossstakcholders (including
local, state, and federal partners) is a critical elementofsafe operations. As documented in the
investigation (e.g., Finding of Fact 138 notes the root cause analysisofthe6 May 2021 spill was
not shared with Fuels Department operators and engineers ina timely manner),a lack of
transparency and effective communication — both internal and external — hindered operational
safety at Red Hil. Increased scrutiny based on Red Hill's environmental, legal, and national
security sensitivities created a strong desire to minimize mistakes, errors, or problems. This
dysfunction stifled the flowofinformation within and between the CNIC, NAVSUP, and
NAVEAC organizations. Moreover, Red Hills high-visibilty status resulted in unnecessarily
tight control of information, which hampered organizational learning and created an environment
where on-site leaders failed 10 inform higher evel decision-makers who could have averted the
current crisis. Opinion 27 exemplifies this lack of communication and transparency, i... if
leaders at the scene of the 20 November 2021 spill had communicated the seriousnessof the
incident, it may have resulted in a more aggressive response from CNRH and other senior
leaders. My guidance to those acting within the scopeof my authority is clear: We will
communicate clearly within the Navy organization through vibrant command-and-feedback
while acting with maximum transparency in sharing information with our local, state, and federal
partners
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£. Continuous Learning. All actors across the Red Hill operational spectrum must actively.
participate in an organization that continually challenges assumptions, fostersaquestioning
attitude, and demands forceful backup regardlessofrank, status, or position. Quickly identifying
mistakes coupled with taking immediate corrective action must be the rule that permeates every
activity at all levelsof command. Acting witha sense of urgency as informed by real-time
information from personnel and technology, leadership must continually assess risk, apply
lessons leamed, ensure accountability, adapt processes, and make changes in a timely and
resolute manne — this is the continuous learning process in a healthy, mature organization. In
short, the learning process never ends. There is no room for complacency. We must learn a key
lesson as stated by Admiral Rickover

Too often officials are willing to accept and adapt to situations they
know to be wrong. The tendency is to downplay problems instead of
actively trying to correct them. Recognizing this, many subordinates
give up, contain their views within themselves, and wait for others to
take action. When this happens, the manager is deprived of the
experience and ideas of subordinates who generally are more
Knowledgeable than he in their particular areas."

Immediate Actions

19. Acting pursuant to my authorities as Senior Officer Present under Chapter9ofthe U.S.
Navy Regulations, | direct the following actions to ensure safe and effective operations at Red
Hill” Cognizant Commanders will request an extension to the indicated timelineif necessary to
complete execution.

a. US. Pacific Fleet Na:

(1) Assignanofficerofappropriate rank and experience to coordinate and report the
statusofrequired actions in this investigation, including “Immediate Actions” in paragraph 19
and required actions to implement approved Recommendations in paragraph 20. Make monthly
reports to Commander, U.S, Pacific Fleet and CNR.
Due: I February 2022

(2) Coordinate with an appropriate contracting authority to contract or (or leverage an
existing contract) a highly qualified fuel control and management expert to advise Commander,
USS. Pacific Fleet on all aspects of supervising safe and effective fuel storage and transfer
operations.
Due: 1 March 2022

b. CNIC

(1) Review and update Red Hill emergency response procedures as informed by this
investigation. Working in coordination with NAVSUP and NAVFAC, updated emergency.
response procedures wil include a comprehensive Red Hill emergency response plan that

!Admical Hyman G Rickover, USN (Re. “Doinga Job” (Columbia Universi. 1952),bps. gosicadersorg rickoverbum,
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includesclearlydelineated roles and responsibilities and incorporates Recommendation 37.
Due: 1 March 2022

(2) Report completed improvements to Red Hill command and control identified in this
investigation and through critical self-assessment. Improvements must include specific measures
to improve ISIC oversight
Due: 1 March 2022

(3) Providea planofaction and milestones to implement Core Tenetsof Safe and
Effective Operations as defined in paragraph 13 above with respect to matters under CNIC
cognizance at Red Hill. Coordinate with NAVSUP and NAVFAC as necessary and appropriate.
Due: 1 April 2022

(4) After assessing current Red Hill manpower requirements (military and civilian) and
identifying shortfalls, implement manpower solutions in coordination with CNP and cognizant
civilian personnel human resources authorities. Solutions will address manpower at CNRH, with
a focus on incident response and emergency management along with environmental compliance.
Solutions must provide the best mixofmilitary and civilian talent and expertise to fill the
requirements
Due: 1 May 2022

(5) In coordination with the U.S. Pacific Fleet N4, provide a plan of action and
milestones to establish CNRH as Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet's Executive Agent for Red Hill
Integration and Safety. CNRH will integrate the activitiesofRed Hill command structures to
ensure unityof command and unityofeffort. This plan must address formal procedures (c.g.
‘memorandumsofagreement), reporting requirements, timelines for completion, and necessary
resourcing at CNRH to execute these duties. This plan must also clearly delineate roles and
responsibilities regarding technical authority for maintenance at Red Hill (coordinated with
NAVFAC, NAVSUP, and DLA)
Due: 1 May 2022

(6) Provide a planofaction and milestones for implementing the Safe-to-Operate:
certification procedures (including initial and semi-annual inspection and certification
requirements as outlined in paragraph 17). In conducting this assessment, coordinate with the
independent third party entity conducting the Secretary of the Navy-directed assessment noted in
paragraph 13(c) above while consulting with the Naval Safety Command, INSURV, NPEB,
AMMT, NAVFAC, NAVSUP, DLA, and other entities, as appropriate. The plan of action and
milestones must account for completing any necessary repairs and any changes in operations to
address any deficiencies identified in the independent assessment.
Due: 1 June 2022

(7) In coordination with theother military services, area medical facilites, and local and
state authorities, establish acentralized reporting system for water contamination from the Navy.
drinking water system.
Due: 1 June 2022
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c NAVSUP:

(1) To enhance unityofcommand (through CNRH) and empower the FLC Pearl Harbor
Commanding Officer, coordinate with both CNRH and NAVFAC to strengthen lines of
responsibility, authority, and accountability; clearly define additional duty responsibilities and
expectations: and clarify any ambiguities
Due: 1 March 2022

(2) Support CNIC in reviewing and updating Red Hill emergency response procedures as
informed by this investigation. Updated procedures must specifically address improvements to
ensure FLC Pearl Harbor personnel are trained and equipped to effectively respond to a ful spill.
Due: 1 March 2022

(3) Report completed improvements to Red Hill command and contro structures
identified in the recommendations and through critical self-assessment. Improvements must
include specific measures (0 improve ISIC oversight, including the establishment of an ISIC
supervised inspection team and resourcing necessary to provide day-to-day oversight in the same
‘manner as other Navy ISICs. Improvements will include creating Navy Petroleum Office
Detachment Hawai'i o provide local oversight and liaise with CNRH.
Due: 1 April 2022

(4) Provide a planofaction and milestones to implement Core TenetsofSafe and
Effective Operations as defined in paragraph 18 above with respect to matters under NAVSUP
cognizance at Red Hill. This plan must specifically address measures to provide resilient and
redundant safety measures to offset human error. This plan must also integrate lessons leamed
from the 6 May 2021 spill (Recommendation 9) and implementing best practices from military
and industry (Recommendation 11).
Due: 1 April 2022

(5) After assessing current Red Hill manpower requirements (military and civilian) and
identifying shortfalls, implement manpower solutions in coordination with the CNP and
cognizant civilian personnel human resources authorities. Solutions will specifically include
improvements within the FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department as identified in Opinion 41 and
Recommendations 10 and 27. Changes must also address detailing practices and training
pipeline requirements for the Commanding Officer, Executive Officer, and Senior Enlisted
Advisor of FLC Pearl Harbor: providing sufficient manpower to FLC Pearl Harbor to
accomplish administrative tasks not related to fuel operations (e.g. conducting tours and
responding to requests for information) without impacting mission accomplishment; and
manning a Navy Petroleun Office Detachment in Hawai'i to facilitate local assistance and
oversight of Red Hil and liaise with CNRH. Consider options and determine appropriate roles,
responsibilities, experience, rank, and status (militaryorcivilian)of the FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels
Officer and Deputy Fuels Officer. Solutions must provide the best mix of military and civilian
talent and expertiseto il the requirements.
Due: 1 May 2022
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Subj: COMMAND INVESTIGATION INTO THE 6 MAY 2021 AND 20 NOVEMBER 2021
INCIDENTS AT RED HILL BULK FUEL STORAGE FACILITY

(6) Report the findings of the Secretary of Navy-directed independent, third-party
assessment to determine design and operational deficiencies that may impact the environment.
“This will include the work plan and implementation schedule to conduct any necessary repairs
and make necessary changes in operations to address any deficiencies identified in the
assessment
Due: 1 May 2022

(7) Upon receipt of the independent engineering analysis funded by DLA to determine
the material cause ofthe vacuum conditions and pressure surge that occurred on 29 September
2021, take corrective action toremedy all operational design, material, or other deficiencies.
Due: 1 May 2022

(8) In coordination with Naval Safety Command,debriefthe findingsof the Red Hill
Safety Investigation Board to Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet, CNIC, and CNRH. All
recommended corrective measures must be complete prior to the initial Safe-to-Operate
Certificationofthe Red Hill Underground Storage Tanks
Due: NLT 30 days after completionofthe IB.

d. NAVEAC:

(1) Report the findingsof the engineering assessment being conducted by Gf North
America, Inc. regarding the contamination path or paths that led to fuel from the 20 November
2021 spill entering the Red Hill well and water distribution system
Due: 1 March 2022

(2) Report the findings of the independent engineering analysis funded by DLA to
determine the material cause of the vacuum conditions and pressure surge that occurred on
29 September 2021. Make recommendations to NAVSUP and DLA regarding any required
corrective actions.
Due: 1 April 2022

(3) Provide an environmental assessmentof the 20 November 2021 fuel spill
Due: 1 April 2022

(4) Provide a planofaction and milestones to implement Core Tenetsof Safe and
Effective Operations as defined in paragraph 18 above.
Due: 1 April 2022

(5) After assessing current Red Hill manpower requirements (military and civilian) and
identifying shortfalls, implement manpower solutions in coordination with CNP and cognizant
civilian personnel human resources authorities. Solutions must provide the best mix of military
and civilian talent and expertise to fill the requirements.
Due: 1 May 2022
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INCIDENTS AT RED HILL BULK FUEL STORAGE FACILITY

(6) In consultation with local, state, and federal partners, develop an enhanced water
sample testing capability on Oahu
Due: 1 May 2022

(7) In consultation withlocal, state, and federal partners, develop a water treatment
capability at Red Hill. This capability must comply with all governing laws and regulations.
Due: 1 May 2022

(8) Conduct an assessment and report findings of potential system impacts ofa
decommissioned defueling line at Hotel Pier.
Due: 1 June 2022

(9) Conduct an assessment and report findings of potential environmental impactsof the
water main breaks at the Fuel Oil Recovery Facility on 26 October 2021
Due: 1.July 2022

Findings of Fact, Opinions, and Recommendations

20. With the reservation that | make no determination regarding individual accountability herein,
approve the findings of fact, opinions, and recommendationsof the investigating officer as
modified in below.

a. approve Findings of Fact 1 through 409. The following Findingsof Fact arc highlighted
for their salient importance

(1) Finding of Fact 41: “On 6 May 2021, Red Hill operators improperly executed a fucl
transfer procedure, resulting in two piping joint ruptures and a subsequent JP-S fuel spill
Although unknown at the time,a ire suppression system sump pump transferred mostof the ful
[up 10 16,999 gallons] ino a retention line, where it remained unlil 20 November.” Appendix C
notes: “The quantity of fuel released to the environment on 6 May cannot be calculated, but is
assessed to be small.

(2) Finding of Fact 174: “On 20 November 2021, the Red Hill over inadvertently struck
a fire suppression system retention line drain valve with the passenger cart ofa rain, cracking
the PVC pipe near Adit 3. Although not known at the time, his retention line contained up to
16.999 gallonsof IPS fuel from the6 May spill A portion of his fuel was released to the
environment and ultimately entered the Red Hill well and the Navy water distribution system.”
Appendix C notes: “A total of 3,322 gallons of remain unaccounted for, and some or all of that
fuel contaminated the Red Hill well and Navy water distribution system.”

b. Lapprove Opinions I through 48. The following Opinions are highlighted for their salient
importance.

(1) Opinion 1 states in part: “The proximate causeof the fuel spill on 6 May 2021 was
human error.”
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Subj: COMMAND INVESTIGATION INTO THE 6 MAY 2021 AND 20 NOVEMBER 2021
INCIDENTS AT RED HILL BULK FUEL STORAGE FACILITY

(2) Opinion 9 describes the 6 May 2021 NAVSUP command investigation as “cursory,”
“inadequate,” and a “critical missed opportunity” for ISIC oversight.

(3) Opinion 10 states: “FLC Pearl Harbor's extemal reportingofthe6 May spill was not
timely.”

(4) Opinion 19 states in part: “The underlying cause of pressure surges at Red Hill is sill
not fully understood.” The ongoing independent analysis and corrective actions are addressed in
paragraph 19(d)(2) above.

(5) Opinion 20 sates: The proximate causeof the fuel spilled from the fire suppression
system retention line on 20 November 2021 was a failure toproperlyaccount for the fuel spilled
on 6 May 2021 (human error), as discussed above.”

(6) Opinion 22 notes the fire suppression system struck on 20 November 2021, was
cracked, poorly designed. and had not been properly maintained.

(7) Opinion 24 asserts: “No single person took charge at the scene”of the 20 November
2021 spill.

(8) Opinion 26 notes that formal incident response procedures were not implemented
during the 20 November 2021 fuel spill. Although implementing formal response procedures
‘would not have automatically secured the Red Hill drinking water well, it would have “alerted
CNRH and other senior leaders that the incident was more serious than understood.”

(9) Opinion 27 states in part: “Leaders at the scene[ofthe 20 November 2021 fuel spill]
failed to communicate the seriousnessof the incident.” These leaders “displayed a consistent
bias toward assuming and reporting the “best case” scenario. Further, the FLC Pearl Harbor CO
failed to report that the inital responder to the spill had gone to the hospital that evening duc to
chemical bums or that a second person had been injured. Failure to communicate the seriousness
of the incident would not have changed the controlling actions at the scene, but it would have.
resulted in a more aggressive response from CNRH and other senior leaders.”

(10) Opinion 28 reads in part: “The FLC Pearl Harbor CO was awareofthe potential for
a fuel release to the environment via the installed groundwater sump pump, but he did not
communicate that possibility 1o senior leaders.”

(11) Opinion 29 states in part: “The history, visibility, and charged natureofRed Hill
issues are reality, but they do not absolve leaders from their duties to think critically and report
accurately. This complacent atmosphere likely contributed to the consistent bias toward
assuming and reporting “best case” scenarios.”

(12) Opinion 30 asserts in part: “The proximate cause of contaminated drinking water
was a failure to properly respond to the fue spill on 20 November 2021 (human error). Opinion
30 further highlights that a lack of communication, critical assessment, and a questioning attitude
prevented a timely and decisive response that could have protected the drinking water system.
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(13) Opinion 32 states in part: “The JP-S fuel released to the environment on 20-21
November contaminated the Navy drinking water system.” There are “multiple pathways” the
fuel may have entered the drinking water. The precise path and quantityoffuel that
contaminated the drinking water system is currently being investigated and will be reported as
required in paragraph 19(d)(1) above.

(14) Opinion 35 states: “The total quantity of fuel spilled on 6 May 2021 was 18,579
gallons. Austin Brockenbrough and Associates. LLC. a private engineering and consulting firm,
conducted an independent third-party validation of this quantity. After the spil, 1,380 gallons
were recovered. Therefore, up to 16,999 gallonsoffuel were transferred to the fire suppression
system retention line.”

(15) Opinion 36 states in part: “The quantity of fuel released to the environment on 6 May
cannot be calculated, but is assessed to be small.”

(16) Opinion 37 states in part: “The majorityof the fuel that was transferred to the fire:
suppression system retention line on 6 May, up to 16,999 gallons, spilled on 20 November. At
thetime of this report, 13,647 gallons of fuel were recovered.”

(17) Opinion 38 states: “A total of 3,322 gallonsoffuels remains unaccounted for. Some
or all ofthis fuel is the sourceofcontamination of the Navy drinking water system in and around
JBPHH and its surrounding areas.”

(18) Opinion 42 highlights the need 10 assess the risks posed by material issues including
pipelines, valves, sensors, and ancillary systems. This critical requirement is specifically
addressed in the above No-Fail Operational Framework and Core Tenets of Safe and Effective
Operations (Stateof the Art Technology, Physical Infrastructure, Equipment, and Design).

(19) Opinions 44 and 45 address the need to incorporate best practices from industry while
embracing self-assessment and lessons leamed, which are specifically addressed in the above.
Core TenetsofSafeand Effective Operations.

(20) Opinions 46 through 48 discuss command and control, with Opinion 46 noting
command and control “is complex but fairly well defined.” Opinion 47 sates in part that
“commanders have not embraced the full extentoftheir authority.” Implementing the above
framework will clarify roles and responsibilities to ensure unity of command while integrating
various command actions to ensure unityofeffort

<. Lapprove Recommendations | through 54 subject to the disapproval and modifications
below. Where not duplicative with paragraph 19 (“Immediate Actions”), the approved
recommendations require additional action

(1)Recommendation I is modified to read: “As Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet's
Executive Agent for Red Hill Safety and Integration, CNRH will issue clear and concise
guidance on expectations and command relationships among various Red Hill stakeholders. The
purposeofthis document is to define an oversight role for CNRH and clarify any current
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ambiguities in responsibility, authority, and accountability under the command and control
structure.”

(2) Recommendation 2 is disapproved. Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet has operational
control of CNRH and may also exercise Senior Officer Present authorities when necessary to
regulate or otherwise supervise the activities, operations, or commands at Red Hill

(3) Recommendation 3 is modified to read: “Assign CNRH as Commander, U.S. Pacific
Fleet's Executive Agent for Red Hill Safety and Integration.”

(4) Recommendation 5 is modified to read: “Continue the Secretaryof the Navy's
cessationofall operations at the Red Hill Underground Storage Tanks until Commander, U.S.
Pacific Fleet certifies o the CNO that the Red Hill Underground Storage Tanks are safe to
operate. This inital Safe-to-Operate certification will require a successful inspection of
operations and system integity conducted by an independent third party in consultation with
local, state, and federal partners, including the Hawai Department of Health and the
Environmental Protection Agency. This initial Safe-to-Operate certification will also be fully
informed by the findings and recommendations of this investigation, the Safety Investigation
Board, and any other relevant assessment or inquiry. Following the CNO's approvalof the
initial Safe-to-Operate certification, continued operations will require a semi-annual Safe-to-
Operate certification from Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet othe CNO that Red Hill (including
the Underground Storage Tanks, Upper Tank Farm, and associated fuel transfer infrastructure) is
safe to operate. ‘These semi-annual Safe-to-Operate certifications will be due on 1 June and
1 December cach year. Semi-annual certifications require a successful inspection of operations
and system integrity conducted by an independent third party in consultation with local, sate,
and federal partners, including the Hawai'i Department of Health and the Environmental
Protection Agency.

(5) Recommendation 25 is modified to read: “NAVSUP will direct, manage, and
supervise FLC Pearl Harbor with the recommended actions above.”

(6) Recommendation 29 is modified to read: “Lead and organizea formal material and
operational readiness inspectionof Red Hill. This process will be led by the NAVSUP
inspection team that will operate akin 10 the Navy's Boardof Inspection and Survey (INSURV),
Nuclear Propulsion Examining Board (NPEB) for nuclear powered ships, and Aviation
Maintenance Management Teams (AMMT)."

(7) Recommendation 30 is disapproved (duplicative with Recommendation 29 as
modified).

(8) Recommendation 42 ismodified to read: “CNIC will direct, manage, and supervise:
CNRH with the recommended actions above.”

(9) Recommendation 48 is modified to read: “NAVFAC will direct, manage, and
supervise NAVFAC Pacific and NAVEAC Hawai'i with the recommended actions above.”
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(10) Recommendation 51 is approved. In lightof the significant risk presented by fuel
storage and transfer operations coupled with the potential impact to national security and the
environment, | further recommend the Navy comprehensively review material, operational, and
incident response readiness at the 48 unique Defense Fuel Storage Points managed by the Navy
worldwide.

(11) Recommendation 52 is modified to read: “In lightof the scope and complexity of
this matter, designate Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet as the Consolidated Disposition Authority
to determine and execute any administrativeordisciplinary actions, as appropriate, relating to
any military members identified in this investigation. | further recommendforwarding this
investigation to the cognizant supervisorofcivilian employees identified in this investigation for
action as appropriate.”

(12) Recommendation 53 is modified read: “NAVFAC wil conduct an assessment and
report the findings of potential system impacts of a decommissioned defueling line at Hotel
Pier

(13) Recommendation 54 is modified to read: “NAVFAC will conduct an assessment and
report the findings of potential environmental impacts of the water main breaks at the Fuel Oil
Recovery Facility on 26 October 2021.”

(14) Additional Recommendation 55: Continue to enforce the Secretary of the Navy's
7 December 2021 order to cease all operations at the Red Hill Underground Storage Tanks until
‘Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet certifies to the CNO that the Red Hill Underground Storage
“Tanks are Safe-to-Operate.

(15) Additional Recommendation S6: Approve the Safe-o-Operate certification process
delineated in paragraph 17 of this endorsement.

(16) Additional Recommendation 57: Advocate for and prioritize necessary funding and
resource allocations to implement the immediate actions delineated herein. This includes
appropriate Navy funding along with advocating for appropriate Department of Defense funding
for DLA operations at Red Hill

(17) Additional Recommendation 58: Conduct an assessment as to whether operations at
Red Hill represent a core Navy function, or whether the Navy and joint force are better served by
implementing a govemment owned, contractor operated (GOCO) model at Red Hill. This
decision should be informed by the NAVSUP feasibility assessment ofaGOCO mode for Red
Hill as approved in Recommendation 34.

Conclusion

21. The Navy is responsible for the6 May 2021 and 20 November 2021 fuel spills and
subsequent water contamination. We are taking ownership of the solutions. Implementing this
Safe-t0-Operate certification process combined with a comprehensive No-Fail Operational
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Framework and Core Tenets of Safe and Effective Operations represents my immediate actions
and recommendations to ensure this never happens again

22. The Navy cansafely operate Red Hill - but we must do it the right way, and we must do it
tight now. The immediate actions and recommendations herein are specifically designed to
ensure safe and effective operations at Red Hill, thereby setting the conditions for the
Department of the Navy and Department of Defense to determine the nature and scope of future
operations at Red Hill. Whether Navy leadership implements the recommended framework
herein or an alterate framework, we must resolve to get ths right.

23. 1 commendthdiligence of the investigation team led by RDML. ChristopherJ. Cavanaugh,
USN, and sincerely appreciate their efforts.

24. Mu point of contact for this matters hel

S.J. PAPARO.

Copy to
No
CDRUSINDOPACOM
Nie
NAVSUP
NAVFAC
ora
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14 Jan 22

From: RDML ChristopherJ. Cavanaugh
To: Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet

Subj: COMMAND INVESTIGATION INTO THE 6 MAY 2021 AND20 NOVEMBER 2021
INCIDENTS AT RED HILL BULK FUEL STORAGE FACILITY

Ref: (a) COMPACFLT ltr 5830 Ser N00/1232of 23 Nov 21

(b) COMPACFLT ltr 5830 Ser N00/1260 of3 Dec 21

(c) COMPACFLT ltr 5830 Ser N00/1275 of9Dec 21

(d) COMPACFLT ltr 5830 Ser N00/1279 of 10 Dec 21

Encl: (1) Final Report

1. Reference (a), as modified by references (b) through (d), directed a command investigation
into the facts and circumstancesregarding the 6 May 2021 and 20 November 2021 incidents at
Red Hill Bulk Fuel Storage Facility.

2. My report is provided as enclosure (1).
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CHAPTER |
Executive Summary

1. Purpose. Pursuant to enclosures (1) through (4), this investigation examined the facts and
circumstances regarding incidents at the Red Hill Bulk Fuel Storage Facility (Red Hill) on
6 May 2021 and 20 November 2021. The investigation also assessed the quantityoffuel
released into the environment, which ultimately caused contamination of the Navy water system
in and around Joint Base Pear Harbor-Hickam (JBPHH)

“This report provides a comprehensive, fact-based, and transparent examination of fuel operations
at Red Hill informed by three fundamental priorities: (1) ensuring there are no additional
spillages released into the environment; (2) ensuring Red Hill operations are environmentally
safe and secure; and (3) identifying root causes and remedial actions to safeguard the local
environment and ensure this does not happen again.

2. Summaryof Events. On 6 May 2021, Red Hill operators improperly executed a fuel transfer
procedure, resulting in two piping joint ruptures and a subsequent spillof Jet Propellant-5 (JP-5)
fuel. Although unknown at the time,a fre suppression system sump pump transferred up to
16.999 gallonsof the fuel into a etcniion line, where it remained until 20 November 2021

On 20 November 2021, a Red Hill watch stander inadvertently struck a low point drain valve in
the fire suppression system with the passenger cart ofa train, cracking the pipe and spilling the
fuel deposited there on 6 May. To date, up to 3,322 gallons of fuel remain unrecovered. Some
portionofthat fuel contaminated the Red Hill well and Navy drinking water distribution system.

“This water contamination resulted from aseriesof cascading failures, and those failures were
preventable. They were duc to both individual errors and systemic problems. Although the
Navy is proficienta conducting technically comple, high-conscquence operations at sca, many
of those processes were not applied at Red Hill

3. Causation. The investigation analyzed these failures by identifying their proximate causes
(i. events or failures that would have prevented subscquen evens, had they not occurred). We
identified three proximate causes, all of which can be categorized as human error.

a. The causeofthe fuel spill on 6 May 2021 was a failure to properly follow the required
procedure fora fuel transfer evolution.

b.. The causeofthe fuel spill on 20 November 2021 was a failure to properly account for all
fuel spilled on 6 May 2021.

c. The cause of contaminated drinking water was a failure to properly respond to the fuel
spill on 20 November 2021

1
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4. Findings. This investigationprovides 48 opinions and 54 recommendations. Resuming
operations at Red Hill will require significant effort over an extended period, in coordination
with regulatory partners.

a. Material Readiness. Red Hill tanks have been the focusof scrutiny and significant
investment since the 2014 leak. As this investigation highlights, other components such as
pipelines, valves, sensors, and ancillary systems are also sourcesof risk that must be assessed
and mitigated.

b. OperationalReadiness. Safe and effective operations at Red Hill require: (1) clear and
accurate procedures, (2) trained and proficient operators, and (3) effective supervision.
Weaknesses in all threeofthese areas contributed to the cascading failures described above. Red
Hillis undermanned at every level and will require a significant overhaul to improve standards
and resume operations.

c. Incident Response Readiness and Execution. A lackof training and drills resulted in a
poor response to the spill on 20 November 2021. Absent a unityofeffort and clear lines of
reporting, leaders lacked a common sight picture. This investigation also identifieda persistent
bias by Red Hill leadership toward assuming and reporting the “best case” scenario following
incidents

d. Command and Control (C2). The C2of Red Hill is complex but fairlywelldefined.
However, it has devolved into “management by committee” with blurred linesofresponsibility,
authority, and accountability. This mustbe corrected.

c. Oversight. Oversightof Red Hill was not adequate to identify weaknesses in procedural
compliance and incident response training. Immediate superiors in command (ISIC) must
provide a higher level ofassistance and oversight to those commands tasked with safe and
effective mission execution at Red Hill

5. Scope and Methodology. After preliminary briefings and site visits, we conducted over 60
interviews and reviewed over 500 piccesof documentary evidence. All personnel and
organizations cooperatedfullywith the investigation. Areas where the investigation team was
unable todefinitelydetermine a cause or where additional analysis is required arc highlighted in
the report.

“The investigation team consisted of subject matter experts from across the Navy. Team
members included line officers; Supply Corps officers with extensive petroleum management
experience; current and former inspectors from the Nuclear Propulsion Examination Board, the
Nuclear Weapons Inspection Team, and the Board of Inspection and Survey (INSURV); a
civilian Petroleum Facilities Engineer: Judge Advocates: and administrative support personnel.

The investigative team also received excellent support from four commercial entities that
provided technical expertise and independent assessment: Austin Brackenbrough and
Associates, LLC; AECOM; GSI North America. Inc.; and Signature Flight Support. The
AECOM and GSI North America, Inc. assessments are ongoing.
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CHAPTER 2
Findings of Fact

Section I: Red Hill Overview

1. The Navy has eight Fleet Logistics Centers (FLC) worldwide. FLC Pearl Harbor provides
logistics solutions throughout the Indo-Pacific to generate and sustain readiness. [Encls (5), 6).
@

2. Among other responsibilities, FLCs provide operational oversight and direction for bulk fuel
and aviation fuel operations, logistics functions, and bulk fuel facility management including the
oversight and control of one or more Defense Fuel Support Points (DFSPs).! [Encl (8)

3. FLC Pearl Harbor oversees and controls DFSP Pearl Harbor. This DFSP is a goverment-
‘owned, government-operated (GOGO) fuel storage and distribution facility that supplies fuel and
lubricating oils to support Navy fleet units, Navy overseas activities, Air Force units, Coast
Guard units, and other authorized customers.> DFSP Pearl Harbor includes Red Hill
underground bulk fuel storage facility, two aboveground tankfacilites (Pearl Harbor and
Hickam Field). a fuel oil recoveryfacility (FORFAC), an underground pump house, and the
JBPHH fuel distribution network. [Encls (6), (7), (9)]

4. Red Hill consistsof20 underground fuel tanks, each with a capacity of 12.5 million gallons,
and provides a significant fuel reserve for ships and aircraft in the United States Indo-Pacific:
Command (USINDOPACOM) areaof responsibility. [Encl (10)]

5. The FLC Pearl Harbor Commanding Officer (CO) is responsible for FLC Pearl Harbor
mission execution. The responsibility of the CO for his or her command is absolute, and
authority is commensurate with his or her responsibilities. The FLC Pearl Harbor CO reports to
‘Commander, Naval Supply Systems Command (COMNAVSUP). [Encls (6), (7), (11), (12)]

6. CAPT Trent Kalp, SC, USN was the FLC Pearl Harbor CO from June 2019 t0.6 August
2021. He was relieved by CAPT Albert Homyak, SC, USN. [Encls (13), (14)]

7. The FL Pearl Harbor Executive Officer (XO) is the direct representativeof the CO in
maintaining the general efficiency and conduct of FLC Pearl Harbor work. He or she executes
policies and ordersofthe CO, directs public affairs matters for the command, and serves as the
‘Command Training Officer. The XO reports o the CO. [Encls (6), (7), (15)]
S. [NGNGYGIE. SC, USN has been the FLC Pearl Harbor XO since June 2020. [Encl
any

Ths section includesa limited discusion ofcommand relationshipsan responsibiliest provide context or
facts asociaed wit the evens of6 May 2021, 29 September 2021 and 20 November 2021. Section IV providesa
more comprehensiveand detailed discussionofcommand. conro, and oversight relationships
DFSPs have theedifferent ownerioprator models. Across he Joint Force, some DFSPs are GOGO, some are:

govemmentowned, contactor-aperaed (GOCO). and some sre contractor-owned, contractor operated (COCO).
‘Among he 48 NAVSUP DESPs. 18 (38%) are GOGO, 20 (60%) are GOCO, and one (2%) s spi by fuel ype

between GOGOand GOCO. (Enel(16)]
3
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9. The FLC Pearl Harbor Executive Director (ED) is the senior civilian manager, responsible
for development and excutionofcommand policies, strategic plans, goals, and objectives. He
or shei the contact point for congressional inquiries, labor/management relations, and questions
concerning the organization and its programs. He or she is also the principal pointofcontact for
Navy stock material under the cognizance of NAVSUP, stored by various commands in the
region, including Defense Logistics Agency (DLA). The ED reports to the CO, [nls 6), (7),
(18). (19)]

10. [EYE@NENGIEN hes been the FLC Pearl Harbor ED since September 2018. [Encl (19)]

11. The FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Director is a Supply Corps officer. He or she directs fuel
operations, advises the CO on all matters pertaining to fuel operations, conducts studies of fuel
handling and storage operations, recommendsinitiates actions toward increasing efficiency and
effectiveness, and provides regional fuel support services. The Fuels Director reportsto the CO.
[Encl 6), (7), 9). 20)]
12. EOXONOXGIEN. SC. USN was the Fucs Director from 30 May 2020 fo 12 May
2021 |OXONOIGENE. SC. USN assumed duties as the Fuels Director on 13 July 2021. [Encls
@n-en

13. The FLC Pearl Harbor Deputy Fuels Director is a General Schedule (GS-14) civilian who
exercises full associate authority concurrently with the Fuels Director, represents the Fuels
Department in the Director's absence, and advises the Fuels Director on all matters pertaining to
fuel operations. The Deputy Fuels Director reports to the Fuels Director and is thedirect
supervisor of the training administrator. [Encls (6), (7), (9), (28)]

14. NEXYGEN hos been the Deputy Fuels Director since February 2015. [Encl (29)]

15. The FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department (Code 700) consists of four divisions: Facilities
(Code 701), Control (Code 702), Operations (Code 703), and Technical (Code 704). [Encls (6).
a

16. Facilities Division (Code 701)i responsible for facilities planning and maintenance
operations for the command, including DLA funded maintenance, military construction
(MILCON), and special facilities projects. Among other functions, Facilities Division provides
technical advice and recommendations on the maintenance and repair to FLC Pearl Harbor
facilis, structures, and grounds. Facilities Division also coordinates FL Pearl Harbor's
Safety, Fire Protection, and Energy Management programs. [Encl (6). (7)]
17. Among other functions, Control Division (Code 702) manages the procurement, receipt, and
issueof stock 10 the extent specified by DLA Energy. Control Division also manages the Fuel
Department's budget, finances, and job order system. [Encls (6), (7)

Effective11February2021, QIGNBILHB Was no longerperforming duties asthe Fuels Director. (Encls (26),
EE
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15. Operations Division (Code 703) is responsible for operationof the JBPHH fuel distribution
system to include the receipt, storage, issue, and control ofground, bulk, aircraft fuels and
cryogenic products, including Red Hill operations. (Encls (6), (7)]

19. Among other functions, Technical Division (Code 704) maintains quality control checks on
all petroleum products received and in storage at FLC Pearl Harbor. (Encls (6), (7)]

20. Naval Facilities Engineering Systems Command (NAVFAC) Hawaii is responsible for
developing, awarding, and administering contracts funded by DLA in support of Red Hill
maintenance and repair. NAVFAC Hawaii also conducts all environmental monitoring functions
for Navy Region Hawaii. The NAVFAC Hawaii CO serves as the Commander, Navy Region
Hawaii (CNRH) Region Engineer (N4). [Encls (10), (30), (31)]

21. CAPT James “Gordie” Meyer, CEC, USN has been the NAVFAC Hawaii CO since § August
2020. [Encls (33), (34)

22. CCIE.CEC. USN has been the NAVFAC Hawaii Red Hill Program
Management Office (PMO) Director since June 2018. He is embedded in the FLC Pearl Harbor
Fuels Department to coordinate work and manage the clean, inspect, and repair (CIR) process for
all petroleum, oil, and lubricant (POL) storage tanks. EUGENE also serves as Deputy
Environmental Director for CNRH (N45A). providing technical expertise in supportof the
Administrative Order on Consent (AOC) and technical coordination with the US. Environmental
ProtectionAgency (EPA) and Hawaii Department ofHealth (DOH). [Encls (33)-36))

23. CNRH is the Navy's representative for community matters and communication with
regulatory agencies regarding Red Hill permits and the AOC. CNRH is designated as the
Regional Environmental Coordinator (REC) as well as the Navy On-Scene Coordinator (NOSC)
with responsibilities to respond to oil and hazardous substance (OHS) spills. CNRH, as a
subordinateofCommander Navy Installations Command (CNIC), maintains ownershipofClass
1 (land) and Class If (buildings and structures) property for Navy installations in Hawaii. [Encls
BIH)

24. RDML Robert Chadwick, USN was CNRH from June 201910 18 June 2021. He was
relieved by RDML Timothy Kott, USN. CNRH is dual-hatted as the Commander, Naval Surface:
Group Middle Pacific (CNSG MIDPAC). [Encls (42), (43)]

25. DLA is the Department of Defense (DoD) Executive Agent (EA) for bulk petroleum and
funds operations and maintenance at DFSPs. Commander, DLA Energy is the integrated
material manager for the Defense Working Capital Fund (DWCF) bulk petroleum supply chain.
DLA Energy East Pacific represents DLA Energy in Hawaii. (Encls (44), (45)]

26. CDR William Jakubowicz, SC, USN has been the DLA Energy East Pacific CO since June
2021. [Enel (46))
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27. “The fuel stored at Red Hill is DWCF capitalized fuel, owned by DLA Energy. Red Hill
tanks and pipelines contain either JP-5, aviation turbine fuel (F-24), or diesel marine fuel (F-76).
(Encls (16), G1), (49), 45), (47), 4)]

28. In addition to the tanks, the Red Hill facility includes tunnels and sumps hollowed out of
volcanic rock. The decks and sumpsofthe tunnel are lined with concrete. The concrete tunnel
deck is porous and has minor cracks and imperfections. The walls of the tunnels are lined with
gunite, which also porous. (Encl (50))
29, Three main ful pipelines extendRlrom the tanks at Re Hill 0 BPH. Pipelines
exit the tanks, pass through a concrete plug, and run through the lower access tunnel, where they
are inspected and monitored by roving watch standers and cameras. [Encls (51), (52)]

30. The upper access tunnel and lower access tunnel are centered between the two rows of
tanks. The upper access tunnel provides access to upper access manholes, tank tops, and access

to ventilation. The lower access tunnel provides access to fuel outlet nozzles, tank sample taps,
tank bottom drains, soil vapor monitoring ports, and groundwater monitoring ports. Several adits
provide access tothe upper and lower access tunnels. (Encl (50)]

31. An emergency oil pressure door is located at the endofthe tank gallery in the lower access.
tunnel. Ii designed to automaticaly close when ofl s detected, or it can be closed manually
via a ncarby push-button. The door provides anoil-tight sal and is designed fo withhold the
contentsof on ofthe facility's storage tanks in the cvent ofa spill. (Encl (50)]
32. A fire suppression system is installed to mitigate the risk of fire in the upper and lower
‘access tunnels. The system became operational in carly 2019, but maintenancedid not
commence unil ate 2021. (Encls (53)-(57)]

33. The fire suppression system consistsofan lar sub-system anda suppression sub-system
The alarm system includes any sensor that detects fire or heat. The suppression system includes
water, concentrate, and FM-200. FM-200,a fire suppressant, is predominately used in the
control oom in the underground pump house. The retention pipe is constructedofsil in some.
sections and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) in others. PVC sections are not compliant with UFC 3-
600-1. Some piping material was changed from steel to PVC following intial design approval
[Encls (58)-(61)]

34. Aftera fre suppression event, the system i designed to collet anydispersed agent, ful,
and water in retention sumps in the tank gallery. The contents of these sumps are then
transferred by installed pumps to ire suppression system retention tank located outside Adit 3.
[Encls (54), (58)
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36. Red Hill fuel tanks are approximately 100 feet above the basal groundwater table on the
boundary of the Waimalu and Moanalua Aquifr Sysieas ofthe Pearl Harbor and Honolulu
Aquifer Sectors, respectively. Both aquifrs sectors are sources of potable water for several
public water systems. [Encls (51), (52)]

37. The Re Hill soil vapor monitoring syst and groundwater monitoring wells are sed t
deict petroleum release. Results ar reporid to the Hawaii DOH. [Encs (51), 52)

35. “The Red Hil soil vapor monitoring system has sampling ports located below 18 operational
{anks. The sampling por arc on the deck ofthe lower acess tunnel. Each port s covered with
a metal cover. Sample results are immediately available. [Encls (51), (52)]

ASN
SRSee  SApIES UL be SPP 0 the mand fr
‘analysis, and results generally take 2-3 weeks. [Encls (51), (52), (63)]

40. (DONTNESEETAOE)]
EEEE aaaI Ei,

ey

Section II: Sequence of Events
6 May Fuel pil
Overview
41. On 6 May 2021, Red Hil operators improperly executed a fue transfer procedure, resulting
in two piping joint ruptures and a subsequent JP-S fuel spill® Although unknown at the time, a
fire suppression system sump pump transferred mostof the fuel into a retention line, where it
remained anil 20 November 2021. [Encl 6460]
Timeline
42. Two fuel raster evolutions wer scheduled on 6 May 2021. Both movements were
associated with tank tighines esting, which involves fling a tar to ts allowable limit and
verifying it does not leak. The Navy conducts semiannual tightness testingofcach tank at Red
Hil, and hes tess account fora significant portionofRed Hill ful movements. (Encs (14)
3). 40), (7169)
Sol par monetig angesed or sllagi ompounts, Ms tanks ae brane salon
‘medium. and deep sample line. [Encl (52)]FCroeniwtet moog amples rsd alps ydoarbons, sllcg pounds,
polynucleararomatic hydrocarbons, and lead. [Encl(52)]Some cranes ndens 8fer ete ms “i an “rele” change. Coss ithUSC hs report sh rn “Sp fo tapTaoan adress he em rn
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43. FLC Pearl Harbor Operations Division developsoperationsorders to control each fuel
evolution. Operations orders provide responsibilities, communication requirements, emergency
response procedures, and system lineups for the watch team. Operations Division supervisors
approve most operations orders, and the Deputy Fuels Director approves the most complex

operationsorders. [Encl (68)]

44. Three of the four upper tanks weredisconnected from the main JP-S pipeline on 6 May
2021. Tanks 17and 18 were outofservicefor CIR maintenance,andtank 19is permanentlyout
of, service because its capacity is not required. Tank 19 is used as a “tour” tank. [Encls (68).
0(72)]

45. Red Hill tanks are connected to main pipelines by lateral perpendicular piping. When a tank
is out of service for CIR,a portionof this lateral piping is removed for isolation and ventilation.
“The Red Hill tank piping alignment on 6 May 2021 was a result of several concurrent
‘maintenance actions. Tank 19 has been outofservice since 1996, tank 17 has been out of
service since 2014, and tank 18 was taken outofservice in May 2020. [Encls (73), (74)]

46. When tank 18 was taken outofservice, the new configuration was not identified as a
potential risk to safe operation by FL Pearl Harbor, NAVFAC Hawaii, or the contractor
‘Although not common, paired tanks (directly across the main pipeline from each other) have
been outof service at the same time without incident. However, having tanks 17, 18, and 19 out
ofservice may be a unique arrangement in the Red Hill tank maintenance history. [Encls (73),
as)

47. Each Red Hill tank has at least two isolation valves. One is a double block and bleed valve
for isolation (also known as the “skin valve” because tis closest t the tank). and the other is a
ball valve for throtling flow. Surge tank 2, located in the underground pump house, is primarily
isolated by a double block and bleed valve. Surge tank 2 also has a gate valve that isolates it
from the pipeline gravity feed header and an additional gate valve that isolates it from the
common pump header. The main pipeline has two butterfly valves that throttle flow. Butterfly
valves are not intended for isolation, and other inline valves are installed for isolating various
portionsofthe system. (Encls (76). (77)
48. Personnel conducting fuel transfer evolutions at Red Hill on 6 May 2021 were the primary
control 100moperator (CRO), pump operator, Red Hill rover, and Kuahua rover. (Encl (68)]

49. The CRO is the senior watch stander. He or she is responsible for pump and valve
operations, monitoring tank levels and piping pressures, and coordinating with terminal fuel
distribution system workers. The CRO uses the computer-based Automated Fuel Handling
Equipment (AFHE) system from the control room, located in the underground pump house at
Pearl Harbor, 0 control motor-operated valves throughout Red Hill [Encls (9). (70)]

50. The pump operator serves as assistant CRO. He or she helps the CRO monitor the AFHE.
system, makes phone and radio calls, controls some motor-operated valves, and provides general
backup to the CRO. [Encls (9). (70), (78)
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51. The Red Hill rover is responsible for roving and monitoring the Red Hill facility. The
Kuahua rover is responsible for roving and monitoring the aboveground tanks and fuel
distribution system at Pearl Harbor. Both rovers take manual gauge measurementsoftank ful
levels and manually operate valves, as necessary. [Encl (79)]

52. AC0745 on 6 May 2021, the nigh shift CRO, BOIONOIGEN. initiated fuel transfer
evolution 3. The night shift pump operatorwasKNGNOIGIEN. (Enc (30)]
53. Fuel transfer evolution 3 consistedof gravity feeding fuel from tank 12 to surge tank 2, then
pumping fuel from surge tank 2 to destination tank 20 for tank tightness testing. The watch team
conducted evolution 3 in four increments. [Enel (68)]

54. The operations orders for6 May 2021 were poorly written and unclear regarding valve
operations. For example, operations orders directed the watch team to reposition alistof valves
without specifying the desired final position of each valve. Operations orders also directed the
watch team 10 realign the system without specifying the associated valves. Finally, operations
orders directed the watch team to close al valves at the endofthe evolution, even though this
was not the normal positionofall associated valves. [Encl (68)]

55. Prior t0 0500.IONONOIGIEN relicved as CRO, and[IEEE continued duties as the
pump operator. IONGNDIGISHN relieved as Red Hill rover withSENOIONOIGISHE
stationed as Red Hill roverunder instruction. |OIGNOIGIEN relicved as Kuahua rover. They
continued fuel transfer evolution 3 from the previous shift. (Encls (80)-(82)]

56. No watch standers reported any unusual conditions during the day shift. [Encl (83)]

57. Atapproximately 1600,IINCNDIGIEHN relieved as CRO, andNUXGNOIGIEN relieved as
pump operator. EXGNOIGENE relieved as Red Hill rover, andSEOIONDIUISH rlicved
as the Kuahua rover. They continued fuel transfer evolution 3, pumping fuel from surge tank 2
to tank 20. [Encls (79)-(82), (84). (85)]
58. AU 1709, the pump operator secured pumping fuel and isolated surge tank 2 from the pump
discharge header. Tank 20 remained aligned to the main pipeline. [Encl (65)]

59. At1725, contrary to the operations order, the pump operator opened the surge tank 2
pipeline gravity feed valve. Once this valve opened, all valves between tank 20 and surge tank 2
were open except for the inline butterfly valves. This alignment put the full gravity head oftank
20 on the JP-S pipeline between the upper tank gallery and closed butterfly valves lower in the
system. Leakage past the butterfly valves resulted in fuel lowing into surge tank 2. [Encls (64),
(69). (73). (76)]

60. At 1735, the pump operator isolated tank 20 by shutting both the associated ball valve and
double block and bleed valve. Surge tank 2's fuel level continued to ise duc to continued
leakage past the butterfly valves. This resulted in a vacuum condition at the topof the pipeline.
[Encls (64), (65)]
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61. AU1742, the pump operator isolated surge tank 2 by shutting the pipeline gravity feed valve
Surge tank 2 level stopped rising. Surge tank 2 fuel level had increased a totalof 23 barrels (966
gallons), correlating to a 23-barrel vacuum in the pipeline. [Encls (64)-(66), (73)]

62. At 1800, the CRO and pump operator completed fuel transfer evolution 3. Contrary to the
operations order, they did not close all valves or return the piping system to its normal
configuration once the transfer was complete. This was an intentional procedural shortcut while
transitioning between evolutions 3 and 4. [Encl (64). (65). (73)]

63. A reviewof valve operations recorded in the AFHE system shows that noneofthe
increments of fuel transfer evolution 3 were performed in accordance with the approved
operations order. Specifically, watch teams performed each incrementdifferently and did not
restore the syste to a norma lineup between increments. Additionally, CROS utilized ball
valves to isolate the tanks between increments, insteadofusing double block and bleed valves,
[Encl (64)]

64. AUISOL watch standers initiated fuel transfer evolution 4. [Encls (64), 65), (73)]

65. Fuel transfer evolution 4 consistedofgravity feeding fuel from tank 12 to surge tank 2, then
pumping fuel from surge tank 2 to destination tank 9 for tightness testing. [Encl (64)]

66. AUIS03, contrary to the operations order, the pump operator opened the surge tank 2
pipeline gravity feed valve. Because the watch team did not properly restore the system at the
completionof evolution 3, leakage past the buterfly valves again resulted in fuel flowing into
surge tank 2. This exacerbated the vacuum condition at the top of the pipeline. [Encls
(64), (713)

67. AUIS08, the pump operator isolated surge tank 2 by shutting the pipeline gravity feed valve.
Surge tank 2 level stopped rising. Surge tank 2 fuel level had increased to a totalof 39 barrels
(1,638 gallons) since tank 20 was isolated, correlating to a final 39-barrel vacuum in the pipeline.
[Encls (64)-(66)]

68. AUIS 10, the CRO aligned tank 1210 the pipeline. This caused the 39-barrel vacuum in the
pipeline to collapse and exert forces on the system leading to failureofdresser couplings a tanks
18nd20. [Encls (70). (73)]

69. At tank 18, the coupling and a 500-pound, 6-foot sectionofpipe separated completely from
the piping and landed on the floorofthe lower access tunnel. This failure was duc to the large
and sudden axial force from the vacuum collapse. [Encls (70), (73)

70. At tank 20, the dresser coupling failed and leaked but did not separate. The failure at tank
20 was due t0.a bending force caused by the main pipeline moving away from tank 20 by
approximately 16 inches. [Encls (70), (73)]
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71. The piping joint failures at tanks 18 and 20 resuled in a JP-5 fuel spillof approximately
18,579 gallons.” [Encls (66), (86))

Incident Response

72. The Red Hill over was in the gauger station at the time of the incident. He hearda loud
noise and immediately informed the CRO. [Encls (65). (73), (79)]

73. As an emergency response, the operations order directed the watch team to stop the fucl
transfer, contact the chainofcommand, and align the system to transfer fuel back to the source
tank. [Encl (68)]

74. AUI812, the CRO began isolating tank 12. The CRO verified tank 20 isolation valves
closed, and the level in tank 20 was not changing. He determined the spill was from the JP-5
pipeline and nota fuel tank. [Encls (64), (65)

75. After donning personal protective equipment (PPE), the Red Hill rover walked through the
‘auger station door, near tank 12, and into the lower access tunnel. He walked through the blast
door near tank 18, saw ful spraying in the vicinity of tank 20, and noted the floorof zone 7 was
covered with fuel. [Encl (79)]

76. The Red Hill rover observed the zone 7 sump and fir suppression system sump | were
filled to their grates with fuel. He heard a pump running, which he assessed was the zone 7
sump pump. He had never heard the fire suppression system sump pumps operate, so he was not
able 10 differentiate between different pumps in the area. [Encl (79)]

77. The Red Hill rover closed the blast door, noting that a small quantity of fuel continued to
leak through the door seal into the lower portionof the tunnel. After 5-10 minutes, he noticed
fuel was no longer leaking under the door and assessed it was safe to re-enter zone 7. Upon re-
entering zone 7, the Red Hill rover saw fuel was no longer flowing from the tank 20 pipe. He
reported this observation to the CRO and evacuated the lower access tunnel via Adit 3. (Encls
(64), (73), (79)]

78. While not recognized a the ime ofhe incident or during postincident assessments, the fire
suppression system sump | pumps ran on 6 May 2021 and transferred up to 16,999 gallonsofJP-
5 fuel into the fre suppression system retention line. Eachof the four sump pumps has a
1,000-gallon per minute capacity, so this transfer could have occurred in less than five minutes
“The elevation profile and capacityofthe fir suppression system retention line allowed this
volume of fel to remain in the line without reaching the fire suppression system retention tank.
[Encls(13), (53). (54), (87)-89)]

* AppendCprovidesadetailed summary offuel quaniie spilled, recovered, and potentially eased othe
environment
Append Cprovides detailed summary offuel quaniies spilled. recovered. and potentially relased 0 the.
environment
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79. Shortly after the incident, the NAVFAC Hawaii Construction Manager,INOIONOIGISHN-
was informedofthe spill by an APTIM contractor who was on-site for CIR maintenance. The
NAVFAC Hawaii Construction Manager went to Red Hill and contacted an FLC Pearl Harbor
Facilities Division general engincer, IOXONGNGEN. and the NAVFAC Hawaii Red Hill PMO
Director. [Encls (90), (91)]

80. ACI819,a Fuels Department Work Lead dirceted the pump operator to align valves to drain
the JP-S pipeline to surge tank 2, using the ruptured joint asa vent path. [Encl (65), (92)]

81. AU1905, the pump operator commenced draining the JP-S pipeline to surgetank 2. He
completed this evolution at 1950. [Encl (65)

82. The Fuels Department Work Lead instructed the CRO to continue informing the chain of
command. The CRO then sent the Deputy Fuels Director a text message. Once he saw the text
message, the Deputy Fuels Director called the CRO and instructed him to contact the Federal
Fire Department. The Deputy FuelsDirector attempied to call the Fuels Director, but he was
unable to leave a voice message. [Encls (28), (92), (93)]

83. The Deputy Fuels Director called the FLC Pearl Harbor CO and notified himofthe spill.
The Deputy Fuels Director's inital report included his assessment that the spill was contained,
and no fuel was released to the environment. [Encls (13). (28))

84. At1937, the CRO notified the Federal Fire Department ofthe spill. The Federal Fire
Department logged the call as a “gasoline or other flammable liquid spill” and dispatched a unit
at 1940. [Encls (93)-(95)]

85. That evening, the Fuel Department Bulk Fuel Operations Supervisor called the NOSC
Representa,NNGNGIREN. informing him of the spill at Red Hill and explaining it was
contained in the lower access tunnel and sumps. No personnel at FLC Pearl Harbor requested
assistance from the NOSC Representative for spill response or cleanup. [Encl (96)]

86. The responsibilityof the NOSC Representative, as delegated by CNRH, is to oversee the
response to actual or potential Navy OHS spills or releases within the CNRHareaof
responsibility. [Encls (96)-98))

87. Per the CNRH OHS Integrated Contingency Plan (ICP), the spilling activity fills functional
roles for incident management in the Incident Command System when the spill is small
However.ifcleanup is beyond the actvity's capabiltis, the activity is required to request
assistance from CNRH. In those cases, the NOSC Representative fills the roleof Incident
Commander and oversees afully staffed CNRH Spill Management Team to manage the
response. [Encl (99)]

88. The FLC Pearl Harbor CO, in coordination with the NAVFAC Hawaii CO and CNRH Chief
ofStaff (COS). determined the spill was contained and within his command's capabilities to
respond. Further, he determined no fuel was released to environment. Asa result, FLC Pearl
Harbor maintained incident management responsibilities. [Encls (51), (96), (100)]
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89. At1955, Federal Fire Department personnel arrived on-scene. [Encl (93), (94)]

90. Atapproximately 2000, the Fuels Director became awareof the incident when she received
a call from the NOSC Representative. The NOSC Representative reported that the Deputy Fuels
Director and NAVFAC Hawaii Red Hill PMO Director were both on-scene. [Ens (21), (96)]

91. The Fuels Director then called the Deputy Fuels Director, who informed her the spill
occurred due to over-pressurization, and the Red Hill over was evacuated. The Fuels Director
did not 0 to Red Hill on 6 May 2021 based on a discussion with the Deputy Fuels Director. The
Fuels Director was also in contact with the CRO, who was providing information about the
amount of fuel recovered. (Encl (21)]

92. The FLC Pearl Harbor CO initially went to the FLC Pear] Harbor Fuels Department
building at JBPHH to obtain more information about the incident. He later met the FLC Pearl
Harbor XO at the FLC Pearl Harbor headguarters building to discuss reporting requirements
‘The FLC Pearl Harbor CO, FLC Pearl Harbor XO, and NAVFAC Hawaii CO did not go to Red
Hill on 6 May 2021. [Encls (13), (33))

93. Upon arrival at Red Hill on 6 May, an FLC Pearl Harbor Engineering Technician, Jil
UIMEIBEEN checked and gauged the fuel oil reclaimed (FOR) tank (tank 311). At2030, the
level in tank 311 had increased by 722 gallons and was stable. [Encls (21), (54)]

94. From the tank gallery, the Engineering Technician noted that fire suppression system sump |
was filled to the grate with fuel. He checked the associated sump pump controllers for signs the
‘pumps had activated. He noted they were in automatic mode with no audible indication and no
Tights illuminated. He also directed an APTIM contractor to check the fire suppression system
retention tank, which was empty. (Encls (21), (54), (87), (101)]

95. Based on these observations, the Engineering Technician assessed the fire suppression
system sump | pumps had not activated. If functioning properly, the pumps should have
activated with a full sump. [Encls (54), (87), (102)]
96. At approximately 2200, the FLC Pearl Harbor CO, Fuels Director, and Deputy Fuels
Director conducted a three-way conference call to coordinate follow-on actions, They agreed
reports 0 Navy leadership and to regulators were required within 24 hours. [Encls (21), (103)]

97. The Deputy FulDirector visually estimated the amountof fuel spilled in the lower access
tunnel was between 1,000 and 1,500 gallons. He recommended delaying cleanup until 7 May
2021, which the FLC Pearl Harbor CO approved. [Encls (21), (103)]

98. A total of 1,580 gallonsof fuel was recovered immediately following the 6 May 2021 spill*
[Encl (86))

* AppendC providesadetailed summary of uel quanitie spilled, recovered. and potentially released othe
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External Reporting.

99. The 6 May 2021 Red Hill spill met requirements for a NAVSUP Immediate Commander's
Critical Information Requirements (CCIR) report. Contrary to these requirements, FLC Pearl
Harbor failed to make the required voice report within one hour and the written report within two
hours. FLC Pearl Harbor made a voice report to NAVSUP at 0844 on 7 May 2021 and sent the
required CCIR report at 1710 on 7 May 2021. [Encls (13). (22), (29), (104), (105)]

100. The 6 May 2021 Red Hill spill also met the requirements for a CNRH CCIR. specifically
an immediate voice or ¢-mail report 1 the Regional Operations Center (ROC). FLC Pearl
Harbordid not make anyreports to the ROC. [Encls (105), (106)]

101. Additionally, any incident that could gamer negative media interest also requires an
OPREP-3 Navy Blue voice report within fiveminutesand message within onc hour, as well as
CIR reports to both NAVSUP and CNRH. FLC Pearl Harbor transmitted an OPREP-3 Navy
Bluc at 080450ZMAY21 (1950 local time on 7 May 2021). [Encls (106)-(108)]

102. Local media, monitoring police scanncrs, became awareofthe Federal Fire Department
response at Red Hill and contacted the CNRH Public Affairs Officer(PAO),IE
I (Encl (109)]

103. After receivinga phone call from the CNRH PAO at approximately 2000 on 6 May 2021,
CNRH COS contacted the FLC Pearl Harbor CO to inquire about the response at Red Hill. The
FLC Pearl Harbor CO was awareofan incident but was unable to provide many details.
CNRH COS then notified the CNRH; the NAVFAC Hawaii CO; and the PACFLT Director of
GovernmentAfluirs,[[NGINTINEANE. (Encl (109))

104. The FLC Pearl Harbor CO and NAVFAC Hawaii CO subsequently informed CNRH and.
CNRH COS that the spill was from a ruptured piping joint and that the spill was contained. The
FLC Pearl Harbor CO and NAVFAC Hawaii CO assessed there was no need to immediately
contact regulators since there was no release (0 the environment, CNRH COS and the Pacific
Fleet (PACFLT) DirectorofGoverment Affairs agreed that formal notification could be made
the following moming. [Encls (33), (109)]

105. Early on the moming of 7 May 2021, prior o scrior Navy leadership or congressional
delegate notification, local media reported a fuel spill at Red Hill of approximately 1,000
gallons. [Encls (33), (43), (100), (109)-(111)]

106. At approximately 0700, the FL.C Pearl Harbor CO ordered the Fuels Director to take the
lead on notifications. The Fuels Director prepared a draft OPREP-3 message and a NAVSUP
Immediate CCIR report with assistance from the NOSC Representative; the FLC Pearl Harbor
Fuels Intern, IEMSNOYGGHN; 2nd the FLC Pearl Harbor XO. [Encls (17), (21), (96),
112]
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107. Between 0830 and 0840, the FLC Pearl Harbor CO made required incident notifications.
He left a voicemail report 10 COMNAVSUP. He then successfully made voice reports 0 the
NAVSUP COS, NAVSUP N4, and CNRH COS. [Encl (113)]

108. At0844, the FLC Pearl Harbor XO made a voice report to the NAVSUP Logistics
Operations Center. (Encl (113)]

109. At 1006, the FLC Pearl Harbor CO emailed COMNAYSUP a link 10 the local media
release and stated “All released fuel was contained within the tunnel and recovered. No fuel was
released into the environment.” This assessment was based on visual observations alone,
NAVFAC Hawai was unable 10 conduct soil vapor or groundwater monitoring until 10 May
2021, due to safety concems. [Encls (105), (114)]

110. On 7 May 2021, the Hawaii DOH On-Scene Coordinator,INSEE, called the
NOSC Representative to ask why he had not notified her of the spill. The NOSC Representative
tolEERIE there was no release to the environment, So reporting Was ot required. (Encl
©6)]

111. A1 1323, based on information provided by FLC Pearl Harborand CNRH, COMPACFLT
(Acting), RADM Stephen Koehler, emailed COMINDOPACOM and CNO, stating: *...the.
design of the lower access tnnel and the piping within prevents release to the environment via a
networkof drains and sumps...there was NO release to the environment.” He also stated: “EPA
reports no concems duc to no releaseto the environment... CNRH will initiate root cause
analysis/investigation and facilitate repairof failed piping.” (Encl (111)]

112. On 7 May 2021, FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department reported to DLA that less than 1,000
gallonsof ful spilled. (Encl (115)]
Post-ncident Assessment

113. On 7 May 2021, FLC Pearl Harbor conducted an operational pause. This event was
focused on damage assessment and cleanup. It was not focused on determining the causeof the
incident or conducting training. [Encl (116)]

114. On7 or 8 May 2021,a FLC Pearl Harbor Facilities Division Engincering Technician
contacted the fire suppression system contractor, Kinetix, 10 request an inspectionof the fire
suppression system. Fire suppression system sump | remained filled with fuel. During the
inspection, Kinerix concluded the pumps had not activated based on checking the Gamenell
control panel, which is designed to record system activity. However, following the 20
November 2021 spil,Kinetixcontractors assessed that the direct digital controler was not
properly communicating with the Gamenell control pancl. {Encls (54), (87)]

115. Fuels Manager Defense (FMD) is DLA Energy's accountable property system of record for
processing iransactions at DFSPs. FLC Pearl Harbor Control Division personnel manually input
tank level data into FMD daily. They compare AFHE levelsto manual soundings, and if there is
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adiscrepancy greater thanor equal to 3/16ofan inch, the manual reading is used. [Encls (88),
am

116. On 7 May 2021, the Deputy Fuels Director directed the Control Division accounting team
to conducta post-spil inventory reconciliation. They noted that the AFHE system recorded a
drop in tank 12 fuel level of 19,983 gallons between 1801 and 1815 on6 May 2021
Additionally, a lossof 20,139 gallons was recorded in FMD for all JP-5 evolutions on 6 May
2021. (Encls (88), (118), (119)]

117. On7 May 2021, FLC Pearl Harbor Facilities Division engineers determined the volume of
spilled fuel was equal 10 the volumeofthe main pipeline and cross piping above the damaged
dresser coupling at tank 20. They calculated this volume as 1,016 gallons. At this point, they
did not know the tank 18 dresser coupling was also damaged, because it was behind a
maintenance partition. [Encl (120)]

118. Facilites Division engineers were awareofthe level drop in tank 12. but this was a
significantly larger volume of fuel than they visually observed during post-incident assessment.
“They concluded mostof the fuel went into available space in the pipeline. However,a detailed
reviewofAFHE datafor valve lineups, tank levels, and head pressures shows that the system
lineup could not have accommodated this amount of fuel. [Encls (14), (22), (28), (53), (88).
17,19), (121), 122)]

119. On 12 May 2021, the FLC Pearl Harbor CO emailed COMNAVSUP, reporting the total
quantity of fuel recovered was 557 gallons. He stated: “Levels in the sump tank have been
holding steady to confidently state 557 as the quantity of the release.” This was the last total
reported to him by the Deputy Fuels Director. [Encls (111), (123), (124)]

120. On 12 May 2021, the FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Director transferred withouta relief.
[Encl (125)]

121. The following week, an FLC Pearl Harbor Facilites Division general engineer,Sill
EE, discovered the dresser coupling for tank 18 had also been damaged during the 6 May.
2021 incident. This discovery prompted a recalculationofthe spilled fuel based on the volume
of the main pipeline and cross piping above the damaged dresser coupling. They calculated this
volumeas 1,618 gallons. [Encls (126), (127)]

122. On 26 May 2021, the FLC Pearl Harbor Control Division Supervisory Management
Analy,INSEE crcated a memorandum for the record (MFR) documenting a total
inventory loss of 20,139 gallons in the FMD accountable property system of record. The MFR
stated, “Pec Operation Controller. his evolution was cancelled and did not occur. The 19,983
gallons was put into the pipeline and not accounted for inside any tank." [Encl (119)]

123. Based on the Facilities Division engineering assessment on 17 May 2021, a volume of
1618 gallons was accounted for as spilled, and a volume of 18,521 gallons was accounted for as
having remained in the pipeline.

5 While FL Peat Harbor uses th word “release,” he continues0asses no fuel has made tothe environment.
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“The inventory discrepancy was reported to the Deputy Fuels Director, who reported this to the
FLC Pearl Harbor CO. However, the FLC Pearl Harbor CO did not recall this report. [Enls
(13) (86), (18), (119), (121)]

124. F1.C Pearl Harbor's final determination from 6 May 2021 was 1.618 gallons spilled. with
1,580 gallons recovered. The FLC Pearl Harbor CO was not involved in any discussions
regarding the final amountof fuel spilled. [Encls (13), (86), (119))

125. On 10 May 2021, the FLC Parl Harbor ED dirceted the FLC Pearl Harbor Business
DepartmentDirector,ISS.‘0 conduct a formal Management Inquiry into the
events surrounding the spill and damages on 6 May 2021. IEEEas instructed to
conducta thorough inquiry into all the circumstances connected with the fuel spill, “including a
reviewofoperational methods, operating documentation, preventive maintenance, and more
importantly a detailed reviewofthe AFHE information.” The ED’s memorandum directed the
inquiry be limited to findings of fect and not include opinions or recommendations. The
Business Department Director completed his inquiry on 28 May 2021. However, contrary to the.
EDsdirection. the inquiry did not examine AFHE information or Fuels Department operations.
[Encl 64))

126. On 12 May 2021, CNRH asked COMNAVSUP to conduct an extemal investigation into
theeventsof 6 May 2021. He noted there was significant damage and had concerns about FLC
Pearl Harbors ability to conduct an adequate intemal investigation. [Encls (109), (128)]

127. On 13 May 2021, COMNAVSUP appointed Naval Petroleum Office (NPO) Deputy
Officer in Charge (OIC),[ETYTAMTEATEY. © conduct a command investigation into the facts
and circumstances surrounding the 6 May 2021 fuel spill at Red Hill. The order noted that FLC
Pearl Harbor was conducting its own administrative review and NAVFAC (Engineering and
Expeditionary Warfare Center) EXWC was conductinga root cause analysisofthe incident. The
appointing order furtherinstructed JEEERRIRN © conducta review, validation, and
consolidation of the FLC Pearl Harbor and NAVFAC EXWC efforts, in addition to the
NAVSUP Headquarters-level investigationof the incident. The completed report. including
opinions and recommendations, was due by 10 June 2021. This deadline was extended to 30
June 2021. [Encls (70), (129))

128. COMNAVSUP appointed the NPO Deputy OIC as the investigating officer, because the
NPO OIC was conflicted, having already been appointed in March 2021 to investigate an FLC
Pearl Harbor personnel matter. [Encls (1301(132)]

129. On 28 May 2021, the FL Pearl Harbor Business Deparument Director issued a
‘memorandum to the NPO Deputy OIC providing the findingsofhis Management Inquiry. The
synopsis of the findings stated, based on the evidence collected from employee interviews and
analysisofdocuments and records, that the Fuels Department received a rating of
SATISFACTORY (with minor concerns) in the inquiry’ three focus areas: (1) records
management, (2) raining and qualifications, and (3) inspections and preventive maintenance.
The FLC Pearl Harbor Business Department Director noted the inquiry was not meant to be a
root cause or technical analysis of the fel release. The inquiry’s focus was to ensure personnel
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are properly trained and to document whether inspections and preventive maintenance were
conducted. (Encl (64)]

130. During the investigation that followed the 6 May 2021 spill, the NAVFAC Hawaii CO
dircotedoneofhiscivilianenginecrs,IERURERGEINNY. to validate the amount of fuel lost. He
shared concernswithJEESRHERN that the calculations were based on an incorrect assumption that
the pipeline was not pressurized, and therefore, the loss calculation was too low. However, he
id not revisit this concern until October, after the NPO Deputy OIC amended his investigation.
[Encls (33), (70), (133), (134)]

131. On 10 June 2021,GREER validated the calculationsof the FLC Pearl Harbor Facilites
Division engineers. He concluded that the calculations were reasonable for a static system;
however, he said these would not have been correct if the plant was pressurized. The NAVFAC
Hawaii Red Hill PMO Director informed SEIMEI the pumps were off and the plant was not
pressurized. This was confirmed by the FLC Pearl Harbor Facilites Division engineers. (Encl
0]

132. On 25 June 2021, the NPO Deputy OIC submitted his investigation report. The
investigation focused on determining the causeof the 6 May 2021 fuel spill, how much was
released, and the impact of the release on the environment. It noted each objective of the
appointing order was met with the exception of validating the work of the engincering root cause
analysis contracted by NAVFAC EXWC, which was not complete at that time. As partofthe
NAVSUP investigation, he interviewed a number of FLC Pearl Harbor personnel, including
CROS, Red Hill rovers, and supervisory staff. (Enel (135)

133. The NAVSUP investigation did not reveala dircetly atiributable cause for the 6 May 2021
fuel spill. The report stated that additional engineering analysis was needed. [Encl (70)]

134. The NAVSUP investigation concurred with FLC Pearl Harbors assessmentof the quantity
of fuel spilled on 6 May 2021. The NPO Deputy OIC, workingwith FL Pearl Harbor Facilities
Division engineers, determined 1,618 gallons spilled and 1.580 gallons were recovered. He
concluded 37.9 gallons were released to the environmen. The FLC Pearl Harbor CO was not
aware of the 37.9 gallons released o the environment uniil after bis changeof command in
August. On | October, NAVFAC Hawaii Environmental Business Line Leader,INil.
forwarded a memorandum to the Hawaii DOH reporting 1,618 gallons spilled and 1,580 gallons
recovered. [Encls(65). (66). (71), (135), (136)]

135. The NPO Deputy OIC did not critically asscss the known 20,139-gallon discrepancy in the
FMD ledger or the imbalance report tha showed a similar discrepancy. He concluded both
reports were unreliable, because the system can take days 0 accountformissing fuel. As a
result, he determined the information was irrelevant and did not include cither report in his
investigation. [Encls (65), (66), (71). (118), (135). (137)]

136. Between 26 and 30 July 2021, the Fuels Department implemented and tained on a “point
and call” process for controlling major valve operations. Specifically. one operaor points to the
step in the operations order and announces their intention 10 take that action. A second operator
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is present to provide backup Fuels Department personnel continue to refine this process based on
operator feedback. As of September 2021, operations orders also include atable with initial
blocksfor cach valve operation and verification. [Encls (116), (138)]

137. In August 2021, the new FLC Pearl Harbor CO and Fuels Director questioned the 6 May
2021 fuel spill calculations. Based on a discussion with the FLC Pearl Harbor Lead Regional
Fuel Engincer, INERRIGRIN. thes accepted his explanation that the drop in tank 12 was
consistent with fuel being repacked into the main pipeline. [Encls (14), (22)]

138. On 7 September 2021, NAVFAC EXWC TechnicalDirector,ISIE, issued a
memorandum to the NPO Deputy OIC providing the resultsof a oot cause analysisof damage
during the 6 May 2021 event conducted by Austin Brockenbrough and Associates, LLC, a private:
engineering and consulting firm. Per NAVSUP guidance. the FLC Pearl Harbor CO was unable
10 release the root cause analysis report to the Fuels Departmen. FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels
Department operators and engincers did not know the root causeof the 6 May 2021 spill unl
raining conducted during an operational pause following a pressure transient even on
29 September 2021. The training consistedofone slide that focused on the operator error and
mitigations implemented by the command. [Encls (73). (139)

139. On 15 September 2021, the NPO Deputy OIC issued an amendment to his investigation to
incorporate the engineering root cause analysis. The analysis concluded the double block and
bleed valve of tank 12 was opened, and a rapid inflow of fuel resulted in the collapse ofa
vacuum created by operator error. “The resulting pressure wave displaced the piping, damaged
the dresser couplings, and resulted in a level decreaseof473 barrels (19,866 gallons) in tank 12.
“The only recommended corrective action was to reinforce training on operations orders. The
investigation did not evaluate the effectivenessofthe operations orders, raining, and
qualifications. Additionally, the investigation did not address the 19,866-gallon discrepancyor
recommend accountability actions. [Encls (135), (140)-(142)]

140. Neither the NPO Deputy OIC nor FLC Pearl Harbor supervisors reviewed APHE data to
determine which operators incorrectly operated the valves that resulted in the JP-S pipeline
vacuum condition. As a result, FLC Pearl Harbor leaders held the CRO accountable who re-
pressurized the pipeline, but failed to note that many of the valves that created the vacuum
condition were operated by the pump operator (albeit under the supervisionof the CRO). [Encl
39)

141. In October 2021, after the root cause analysis and NAVSUP command investigation was
finalized, the NAVFAC Hawaii CO reiterated his concerns with the previous spill calculations,
this time 10 the FLC Pearl Harbor CO. He was concerned the system was prossurized and the
calculations were based on the system being under static conditions. The FLC Pearl Harbor CO
informed the NAVFAC Hawaii CO that the extra ful was repacked into the main pipeline and
that this was validatedby the NAVEAC Hawaii Red Hill PMO Director. (Encls (33), (133)]
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Environmental Impact

142. Potential pathways to the environment in the areaofthe6 May 2021 spill arethreesoil
vapor monitoring ports in the upper tank gallery and at least six imperfections in the concrete.
Specifically, the soil vapor monitoring port covers are not oil-tght. the soil vapor monitoring
port cover for tank 20 was not properly secured during the spill and cleanup, and small
imperfections exist in the fuel oil recovery trench and concrete floor. [Encls (35), (54), (143)]

143. Soil vapor monitoring identified elevated levels oftotal volatile organic vapors for tanks
17,18, and 20, due to some fuel entering the ports during cleanup. NAVFAC Hawaii removed
contaminated soil from all three soil vapor monitoring ports. The elevated levels tapered off
over the following 50 days, retuming to levels consistent with historic measurements. However,
the tank 17 soil vapor monitoring shallow port has had intermittent increases in volatile organic
vapors since the event. Ofnote, tanks 17 and 18 do not currently contain fu, and there are no
indications that tank 20 is compromised. [Encls (144), (145)

144. NAVFAC Hawaii increased the samplingof their soil vapor monitoring ports from
quarterly to daily for the week following 6 May 2021, and then weekly for the following four
weeks. [Encls (146). (147)]

145. Total petroleum hydrocarbons diesel for Red Hill groundwater monitoring wel 02 has
historically been detected at elevated concentrations but below the 50 percent Site-Specific Risk
Based Levels. These results are reported quarterly to Hawaii DOH. However, concentrations
have increased since the events of6 May 2021 for Red Hill groundwater monitoring well 02
above the 50 percent Site-Specific Risk Based Levels. [Encl (144)]

146. Between 4-8 June 2021, total petroleum hydrocarbons oil and grease for Red Hill ground
water monitoring well 03 increased above the Environmental Action Level. All follow-on
samples were below the Environmental Action Level. [Ens (144), (148)]

Independent Third-Party Assessment

147. As part ofthe post-incident assessment, NAVFAX EXWC contracted Austin
Brockenbrough and Associates, LLC, a private engineering and consulting firm, to conduct a root
cause analysisofthis incident. That analysis is consistent with the investigation team’s
assessment outlined in the timeline above. [Encl (73)]

148. The investigation team requested an independent verification of the quantity of fuel spilled
on 6 May 2021 from Austin Brockenbrough and Associates, LLC. That analysis is consistent
with the investigation team’s calculations. (Encl (149)]
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29 September Pressure Surge

Overview

149. On 29 September 2021, personnel at Red Fill observed indications of a pressure surge in
the F-24pipelineduring a fuel transfer evolution. The FLC Pearl Harbor CO conducted an
operational pause, and during a reviewofdata over the past year, Fucls Departmen engineers
determined pressure surges are more common than previously thought. FLC Pearl Harbor put
corrective actions in place to monitor for and mitigate pressure surges, but this phenomenon is
not fully understood and requires further analysis. [Encls (68), (84), (150))

Timeline

150. At approximately 0800 on 29 September 2021,ISSR licved as the day shift
CRO, andISSRrc/cved os the assistant CRO.EN2)ll
SERRE <licved as the Red Hill rovers. (Encls (83), (151)-(153))

151. The CRO initiated fuel transfer evolution 2 at 0836 on 29 September 2021. This evolution
consistedoftransferring F-24 fuel from Red Hill tank 4 to Hickam Airfield. Reconstructed
AFHE information shows a pressure indicating transmitter (PIT) located inside the underground
‘pump house read 34 psig just priorto commencing the evolution. Due to an approximateJill
JN clevation change from Red Hill to the underground pump house, the F-24 pipeline static:
condition pressure at this PIT should never fall below 46-48 psig. Any pressure below this range
indicates there is some degreeof vacuum in the pipeline (or the instrument is inaccurate). The
exact pressure for creating a vacuum in this partof the system depends on the specific gravity of
fuel inthe pipeline and the valve lineup. [Encls (150), (154)]

152. A083, the CRO opened the tank 4 isolation ball valve, then the associated double block
andbleedvalve. (Encls (68),(155)]

153. Similarto6 May 2021, the operations orders for 29 September 2021 were unclear
regarding valve operations. For example, while the operations order listed the tank 4 double
block and bleed valve prior to the ball valve, the valve operations were not required to be:
completed in that order. [Encls (68), (156)]

154. As the double block and bleed valve opened, the PIT recorded a rapid pressure increase
from33psigto 125psig. [Encls (150), (154)]

155. At the same time, two ENGlohal contractors and one Red Hill rover who were working in
the lower access tunnel heard a loud noise and felt the pipe shake. The Red Hil rover, Jill
WEreported this noise to the CRO. [Encls(83),(84),(150), (153), (154)]

156. The CRO instructed the other Red Hillrover,ISSR, who was near Adit 5, to report to
the locationofthe noise. He arived at the lower access tunnelshorly thereafter, and the
contractors informed him the loud noise was in the vicinityoftanks 7 and 8. [Encl (83)]
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157. The two Red Hill overs immediately inspected the entire Red Hill F-24 line, tanks, and
valves for visual damage or a fuel spill. Upon completion, they reported to the CRO there was
no evidenceofdamage or abnormal conditions. [Encls (83),(152), (153)]

158. The CRO secured the fuel transfer evolution, informed their work supervisorsofthe event,
and then notified the Fuels Director and Deputy Director. [Encls (28), (151)]

159. The Bulk Operations Supervisor directed the Hotel pier Person in Charge, ISSN.
10 2010 Red Hill and investigate the reported noise. After conducting a walkthrough and
inquiring with several contractors, he reported to his supervisor he did not see anything
abnormal. [Encl (34)]

160. On 29 September 2021, the Fuels Director informed the FLC Pearl Harbor CO about the
reported noise at Red Hill. On 30 September 2021, the Fuels Director updated the FLC Pearl
Harbor CO and reported a pressure surge occurred. The FLC Pearl HarborCO ordered an
operational pause (0 investigate the incident, and the Deputy Fuels Director submitteda request
10 DLA for AFHE data to analyze the event, FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department received
AEHE data on 1 October 2021. (Encls (28), (150),(157)]

Assessment

161. The defucl pipeline at Hotel pier, which received pressure relief from all three fuel
pipelines, was taken out of service without a formal engineering analysis and/or procedural
modifications. Afr taking the defuel pipeline outof service, operators left some mainline
valves open to allow thermal relief (0 tank 301 and into the surge tanks. These actions were
taken without engineering analysis and were based on informal guidance from Operations.
Division supervisors. [Encls (138), (158), (159)]

162. On 1 October 2021, FLC Pearl Harbor Facilities Division engineers conducted a post-event
review and discovered that the night shift CROs from 22-24 September 2021 operated multiple
underground pump house valves to cqualize a perceived dangerous differential pressure in the F-
24 pipeline. No operations orders directed these actions. They assessed that these valve
operations may have contributed to creating s vacuum condition at the topof the F-24 pipeline.
‘Additionally, they assessed the Red Hill tank double block and bleed valve should be fully open
prior to opening the Red Hill tank ball valve. However, they required AFHE data from DLA to
validate their analysis. (Encls (63), (150)

163. The Fuels Director and Deputy Fuels Director conducted a walkthroughofRed Hill on |
October 2021. They observed a low pressure condition in all three fuel pipeline PITS, ranging.
from 33-43 psig. The Fuels Director notified the FL Pearl Harbor CO and expressed concem
that these conditions were potentially similar to the conditions tha resulted in the 6 May 2021
spill. [Encls (22). (160)]

164. On 12 October 2021, after analysisofthe requested AFHE data, FLC Pearl Harbor
Facilities Division engineers concluded that the sequenceofopening the tank 4 ball valve before
the double block and bleed valve led to the pressure surge. Additionally, they evaluated data
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from 2020 for comparison and concluded the rapid vacuum collapse did not occur when the
valve sequence was followed correctly. They also discovered that night shift personnel routinely
cycled valves outsideofthe underground pump house without operations orders to equalize
pressures throughout the system. AFHE data also indicated pressure surges had occurred
frequently during normal plant operations at Red Hill in all pipelines. [Encls (53). (126), (154),
el), (162))

165. On 15 October 2021, FLC Pearl Harbor Operations Division updated operations orders 0
direct specific valve sequences and added notes to ensure the double block and bleed valve is
opened prior to the ball valve. [Encl (68)]

External Reporting

166. On 3 October 2021, the FLC Pearl Harbor CO emailed COMNAVSUP, informing him that
apressure surge caused by a vacuum collapse had occurred on the pipeline in Red Hill. He
reported that he had completed an inspectionofthe tanks, pipeline, and valves for damage but
noted no damage or spills. He also reported he had secured all Red Hill operations while his
team investigated the cause of the pressure surge but was able to meet near-term mission
requirements via the Pearl Harbor and Hickam Field aboveground tank facilities. The FLC Pearl
Harbor CO also emailed CNRH reporting the operational pause, also conveying that he was able
to meet all current mission requirements. [Encls (162)-(164)]

167. On § October 2021, the FLC Pearl Harbor CO reported to COMNAVSUP that he was
resuming Red Hill operations and that operator error was not the causeofthe pressure surge. He
stated that the root cause ofpressure surges at Red Hill was vacuum migrating from the pipelines
outside the underground pump house into the Red Hill pipeline. His report further explained that
the vacuum migration was caused by movement of valves outside the underground pump house:
to equalize pressure, that the actions creating the vacuum had been identified and stopped, that
the operations orders were revised, and that he was comfortable the risk was mitigated. He
resumed Red Hill operations on 8 October 2021. [Encls (68), (150), (165)

Corrective Actions

168. FLC Pearl Harbor implemented corrective actions for the pressure surge on 4-5 October
2021. Specifically, they adjusted pressure alarm setpoint, updated existing operations orders,
and conducted intemal training with CROS. The training covered updated operational
procedures and provided direction not to operate valves in the underground pump house (0
equalize pipeline pressures, which had become a common practice. [Encls (116), (154)]

169. FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department engineers and NAVFAC engineers established
pressure alarm set points and developed a procedure to equalize pressure throughout the system
without causing vacuum conditions in the pipeline. [Encls (161), (165)]

170. ENGlobal technicians calibrated existing PITs to alert watch sanders to indications of
vacuum conditions. [Encls (161), (165), (16)]
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171. On 11-14 October 2021, FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department conducted training with Red
Hill operators on valve opening and closing procedures and monitoring PIT settings. The
‘command also conducted an operational pause for personnel training related to the 6 May 2021
fuel spill and 29 September 2021 pressure surge incidents. This training did not discuss the
importanceofcorrect sequencing of valve operations. [Encl (116)]

172. FLC Pearl Harbor did not request assistance from an independent third party to evaluate the
29 September 2021 pressure surge. The FLC Pearl Harbor CO reported to COMNAVSUP he
wascomfortable with mitigation measures pul in place in the operations orders. However,
NAVFAC EXWC determined additional analysis is recommended to ensure appropriate
comective actions have been implemented.[Encls (165), (167))

Independent Third-Party Assessment

173. NAVEAC EXWC is contracting Austin Brockenbrough and Associates, LLC. a private
engineering and consulting firm, © conduct an engineering analysis to determine the root cause
of the vacuum conditions and pressure surge that ocurred on 29 September 2021. (Enel (167)]

20 November Fuel Spill and Release to the Environment

Overview

174. On 20 November 2021, the Red Hill rover inadvertently struck a fire suppression system
retention line drain valve with the passenger cart of a tain, cracking the PVC pipe near Adit 3
‘Although not known at the time, thi retention line contained up to 16,999 gallonsof JP-5 fuel
from the 6 May 2021 spill. A portion of this fuel was released o the environment and ultimately
entered the Red Hill well and the Navy water distribution system. [Encls (33). (59), (83), (168),
(169), (170), (172)]

Timeline

175. At approximately 1600 on 20 November 202.ISSEY relieved as swing shift
CRO, andISASrelieved zs swing shift assisiant CRO. NEEKIEENE
relieved as a swing shill Red Hill rover,andJQINHH] commenced his second shiftof the day
asthe second Red Hill rover. [Encls (78), (83), (153). (171)]

176. There i a 3.510 trainwithan attachedpassenger cart in the lower access tunnel. The
train travels the lengthof the lower access tunnel from tanks 15 and 16 0 Adit I, in addition to
the Adit 3 Y. The rovers utilize the tain to conduct physical checks and collect Samples in the
Tower access tunnel. [Encls (83), (172)]

177. At approximately 1650, the Red Hill rover was driving a train from the Red Hill lower tank
gallery toward the Adit 2 Y while conducting pipelin checks. He passed a fire suppression
system low point drain valve near the ventilation control door, which is normally closed
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(see Figure 1). He slowed the trainto a stop and disembarked to open the door. He noted
‘nothing abnormal as he got back on the train and drove through the doorway. [Encl (83), (168),
169]
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Figure 1: Imageofopen oil-tight door (foreground) and closed ventilation door on cither side of
the damaged fire suppression system low point drain valve. [Encl (169)]

178. After driving through the doorway, he aga stopped the train and disembarked to close the
ventilation contol door. As he tuned t0 close the door, he discovered liquid spraying from the
lowpoint drainofthe fire suppression systemretention line. He reported the leak immediately
to the CRO. He recognized the source was a non-fuel system, first reporting it was from a
sewage line, then fire suppression agent then wate. Finally, he reported th leak as water with a
fuel smell. This line should have been empty. [Encls (83), (173)-(186)]

179. The low point drain valve cracked as a result ofthe train striking it. A preliminary
investigation conducted by FLC Pearl Harbor concluded excessive speed may have been a
factor; however, no definitive evidence confirmed this. Red paint was found to be missing on
the valve hand wheel, and red paint was found on the topof the passenger cart. Various
interviewees suggested lateral movement of the train while driving, or that downward deflection
ofthe pipeo pipe support over time due to the weight of fel in the line, may have contributed.
[Encls (14), (19), (22), (162), (172)]

180. The Red Hil over described the flow of th Lek to the CRO as being the equivalent of
four safety showers on “full blast” at one time. During the emergency response. the Red Hill
rover atempied to stop the spill and was doused with fuel. [Enel (75)]
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Incident Response

181. The CRO contacted FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department Engineering Technician,Jill
SESEnd reported water leaking outofthe fire line. The Fucls Department
Engineering Technician immediately called the emergency line for the contractor responsible for
fire suppression system maintenance, Hawaii Kinetix. Kinetix dispatched a technician. [Encl
Ga

182. Shortly after the first report to the CRO, the Red Hill rover reported that the leak smelled
like fuel. The assistant CRO directed the Red Hill rover to attempt to identify what kind of
liquid was coming from the pipe. [Encls (78), (83), (171)]

183. At the scene, the Red Hill rover closed the ventilation door leading to the lower section of
Adit 3. This did not prevent the flowoffluid from entering the sectionofthe tunnel down-
gradient from the leak, due to a gapbetweenthe bottomofthe door and the deck. The rover also
unplugged the train to prevent any potential fora spark. He then attempted to locate a fire
suppression system isolation valve to stem the lowof what he assessedas a fucl/water mixture,
but was unable 10 find one. Meanwhile, the leaks location near an exhaust fan resulted in fuel
vapors being blown into the outside environment. The Red Hill rover considered securing the
exhaust fan next 10 the leaking low point drain, buthe did not. [Encls (22), (78). (83)]

184. The second Red Hill rover arrived on-scene, but both Red Hill rovers left shortly thereafter
due to the buildup of fumes. Both Red Hill rovers exited via Adit 3. Afier exiting, the first Red
Hill over washed his eyes with water, because they were burning. He then re-entered Adit 3 and
ascended to the upper tunnel via the elevator. He located and closed a fire suppression system
supply line isolation valveat Adit 6 in the Red Hill upper tunnel, which had no effecton the
leak. {Encl (83)]

185. The fuel continued to flow from the fir suppression system retention line low point drain
down the tunnel, filling the train track all the way down o the Adit3 Y. At the Adit3 Y, the
flow split toward the Harbor Tunnel in ane direction and Adit 3 in the other (sce Figure 2). The
fuel trickled 0 stop further down the Harbor Tunnel andfilled the Adit 3 groundwater sump
near the endofthe Adit3tunnel. [Encl (83), (187))
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Figure 2: Imageof wnnel split at the Adit3 Y. [Encl (188)]

186. The Red Hill Response Plan provides procedures for responding to a catastrophic fuel leak
at Red Hill. The plan was finalized in August 2020 and consistsoffour sections: (1) the Red
Plan, (2) the Main Plan, (3) Scenario Tabs, and (4) Appendices. The Red Plan directs actions
that FLC Pearl Harbor personnel must take in the event ofa catastrophic fuel leak emergency at
Red Hill. The Main Plan provides general information about Red Hill and the surrounding
environment. The Scenario Tabs outline two different scenarios: a worst case discharge and a
‘maximum most-probable discharge. The Appendices provide supporting information, o include
notification lists, financial responsibility, spill information log, etc. [Encl (S1)]

187. Although FLC Pearl Harbor did not formally activate this plan on 20 November 2021, the
FLC Pearl Harbor CO referred to it, and many ofthe required actions happened. Ofnote, the
plan does not address securing the Red Hill well. [Encl (189)]

188. CNRH, FLC Pearl Harbor, and NAVFAC Hawaii were generally awareofthis plan, but
had not practiced it and had a low understanding ofplan details. [Encls (43), (57), (109), (189)-
aon)

189. Ifa fuel leak cannot be immediately stopped or controlled, the CNRH Red Hill Response
Plan directs personnel to de-energize the sump pump at Adit 3 andto check the outlet for fuel
(Section RP 2.2, step 1). The Red Hill over was forced to evacuate the area due to spraying fuel
and did not de-¢nergize the sump pump motor controller. [Encls (51), (83)]

190. The CNRH Red Hill Response Plan does not specify any response requirements associated
with the nearby collection, holding, and transfer (CHT) pumps or any other cquipment in the
Adit tunnel. [Enel (51)]
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191. The Deputy Fuels Director, monitoring operations via a radio from home, overheard
reports 0 the CRO. Once he heard reports ofa fuel smell, he ordered the CRO to secure ll fuel
transfer operations andto call the Federal Fire Department. The Deputy Fuels Director
contacted the Fuels Director, who notified the FLC Pear] Harbor COofthe incident. The Deputy
Fuels Director arrived on-scene shortly thereafter. (Encl (28))

192. When the Deputy Fuels Director departed his home 10 go to Red Hill, he knewhe was
responding to a fuel spill, not a water leak. (Encl (57)]

193. At 1718, the CRO contacted the Federal Fire Department. Federal Fire Departmen asseis
were dispatched at 1720 and arrived at 1735. Federal Fire Department personnel noted a fuel
odor at the entranceof Adit 3. A small team entered the tunnel and assessed the leak was not
contained, as fuel continued to spill. The Federal Fire Department then tookairquality readings
and established additional ventilation while FLC Pearl Harbor employees unsuccessfully
attempted to isolate the leak. (Encls (78), (192)]

194. After exiting Adit 6, the first Red Hill rover met his supervisor. They went to Adit 3,
where the Red Hill rover gauged the FOR tank (tank 311), finding no significant increase.
Additionally, they checked the fire suppression system retention tank and found that it contained
no fuel. Shortly afterward, the first Red Hill rover met with the Deputy Fuels Director and
representatives from the Federal Fire Department. [Encl (83)]

195. Prior to Federal Fire Department assets arriving, the NAVFAC Hawaii Red Hill PMO
Director arrived at Red Hill. Unawareof the ongoing incident, he was informed by the gate
‘guard that there was an active spill incident. The guard redirected him to a different entrance
gate. While driving through an adjacent neighborhood to the second gate, he detected a strong
smell of fuel. He arrived at the Adit 3 entrance shortly thereafier. [Encl (193)]

196. At approximately 1745, the Deputy Fuels Director arrived on scene. During the drive to
Red Hill he smelled fuel from the H-3 interstate and, upon arrival, concluded the smell was
coming from Red Hill. [Encls (22), (194)]

197. A Fuels Department Engincering Technician arrived at JBPHH at approximately 1800,
where he obtained a work truck and PPE prior to driving to Red Hill. While on the drive to Red
Hill, he fielded phone calls from Kinetix and the CRO. Kinetix personnel stated they do not
respond to fuel leaks. [Encl (54)]

198. A Fuels Department Engineer,SEER, arrived at approximately 1800 and entered
the lower access tunnel from the dircetion of Adit 5. He smelled fuel upon entering the
venilation room where the leak was in progress. He became covered in fuel afer slipping and
falling to the deck. He sustained minor chemical burns and lef the scene, but he did not need
further medical atention. [Encls (53), (57)]

199. Between 1800 and 1815, the Deputy Fuels Director arrived at Adit 3. He considered
himself the person in charge of the scene from that time forward. [Encl (57)]
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200. At approximately 1815, the FL Pearl Harbor CO coordinated with his XO priorto going
to the underground pump house to review the response plan. The XO remained at the FLC Pearl
Harbor headquarters building to assist with incident reporting. [Encl (189)]

201. The Fuels Department Engineering Technician relieved the first Red Hillroverso he could
go home and shower duc to a burning and itching sensation on his skin. After taking several
showers,EERE Went {0 the emergency room at[HIGfotreatment
[Encls (54), (83), (195)]

202. The FLC Pearl Harbor CO leamed in the early moming hoursof21 November 2021 that
the Red Hill rover went to the hospital after being covered with fuel. [Encl (189)]

203. While the Federal Fire Department was establishing ventilation in Adit 3, the Fuels
Department Engineering Technician accessed the lower access tunnel via Adit 5. He checked
the low point drain of the fre suppression system retention pipelinc at the main sump and found
fel in the line. He also isolated two valves in the fire suppression system retention lin near the
oil-ight door in the lower access tunnel. He then retumed to the leak location where Federal
Fire Department and FL.C Pearl Harbor personnel were completing the safety evaluation.
(Encl (54)]

204. Once the atmosphere was deemed safe, the Fuels Department Engineering Technician went
past the fuel leak and secured power to the motor controllers for the CHT sump pumps and the
‘groundwater sump pump near Adit 3. Oneof two CHT sump pumps is oul of commission
After secing fuel flowing into the CHT sump, he repositioned sand bags that were around the
CHT sump to restrict flow into the sump. [Encls (54). (196)

205. After securing all sump pumps and closing associated discharge valves, fuel began to fill
both sumps. Prior to securing power to the motor controllers, the Fuels Department Engineering
Technician observed both pumps running. (Encl (54)]

206. During the response, Fuels Department personnel notified the NAVFAC Utilities
Management (UM) Water Supervisor ofthe spill and he responded to the scene. Upon arrival,
he opened the door to the Red Hill well shaft and noted there was no fuel inside the door. He
closed the door and left Red Hill shortly thereafter. (Encls (28), (197), (198)]

207. At approximately 1930, the FL Pearl Harbor CO received updates indicating that the spill
was not exclusively water. He then called the NAVFAC Hawaii CO to convey that information.

(Encls (14), (33). (189), (199), 200)]

208. Between 2000 and 2030, the NAVFAC Hawaii Red Hill PMO Director received reports
that the source of the leak was a sump discharge line, not a fire main. [Encl (200)]

209. The FLC Pearl Harbor CO arrived at Adit 3 at approximately 2145. Shortly thereafter, he
teamed that the fluid was fuel and called the NAVFAC Hawaii CO to inform him. The
NAVFAC Hawaii COdecidedto go to Red Hill. [Encls (14), (191), (200))
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210. At2157, the Federal Fire Department certified that thescenewas safe {0 enter and
informed responders that they did not have the capacity to assist withcleanup efforts. They
departed the scene at 2215. [Encls (57). 168), (192), (201))

211. Atapproximately 2230, the NAVFAC Hawaii CO arrived atthescene. [Encls (33), (191)]

212. Someone at the scene filled a water bottle with the leaking liquid and passed it o the team.
Leadership on-site, including the FLC Pearl Harbor CO, the NAVFAC Hawaii CO, the Fuels
Director, and the NAVFAC Hawaii Red Hill PMO Director assessed it was fuel. [Encls (22),
©8).(189), (191)

213. The FLC Pearl Harbor CO, the NAVFAC Hawaii CO, and the NAVFAC Hawaii Red Hill
PMO Director entered the tunnel 0 observe the source of the leak. After walking the length of
the fire suppression system retention line and noting its connection to fire suppression system
sump 1, it becameclear the fuel in the pipeline originated from the 6 May 2021 spill. (Encls
(14),(53), 189)

214. FLC Pearl Harbor CO and NAVFAC Hawaii CO traced the fire suppression system
retention line to assess what happened and how much liquid could be in the line. They estimated
the volume as approximately 20.000 gallons. The FLC Pearl HarborCO later made a voice
report to CNRH. The volumeofthe fire suppression system retention fine was later calculated to
be 42,680 gallons. (Encls (14), (33)]

215. “The NAVEAC Hawaii CO's biggest concems were the groundwater sump pump and the
CHT sump in Adit 3. He asked about thisdirectlyand was informed that FLC Pearl Harbor
personnel had secured the pumps immediately. He was also told that the sump pump discharge
location had been inspected to confirm the pumps had not activated. [Encls (33), (191)]

216. “The FLC Pearl Harbor CO knew the spill on 20 November 2021 occurred in a partof the
tunnel that does not normally contain fuel, and he assessed that the only risk ofa release to the
environment outside of Adit 3 was via the groundwater sump pump. He understood the
groundwater sump contained one working pump, installed temporarily, that pumped groundwater
10a leach field below the fire suppression system retention tank. The pump actually discharges
10a holding tank. [Encls (14), (292)]

217. During the incident on 20 November 2021, the FLC Pearl Harbor COreceived conflicting
reports about the groundwater sump. Some reports indicated the pump was secured
immediately, pumping only water from the bottomofthe sump. Other reports estimated the
pump may have been on service for up to three hours. Because of the uncertainty in this
reporting, on the next day, he ordered Fuels Department personnel to examine a specific area
around Adit 3 based on his incorrect understanding of where the discharge line ended. Personnel
checked that area down tothe Halawa stceam for any evidenceof a rlcase and did not discover
anything. [Encls (14), (189)]

218. The FLC Pearl Harbor CO remained uncertain as to whether the groundwater sump pump
discharged fuel until 9 December 2021, when investigators opened the isolation valve end
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discovered fue in the discharge line. This confirmed for the CO that the pump ran and
discharged fuel. There s no evidence that he communicated this uncertainty to senior leaders
between 20 November 2021 and 9 December 2021. [Encls (57), (189)]

219. That nigh. the FLC Pearl Harbor CO and the NAVFAC Hawaii CO were not aware of any
other connections or penetrations in the Adit3 ground water sump or in other areasofthe Adit 3
tunnel. [Encls (14), (33), (189), (191)]

220. The FLC Pearl Harbor CO and Deputy Fuels Director were not concerned about the CHT
sump, because they believed the sand bags had been in place around it prior to the incident.
[Encl (189)]

221. The focus for both the FLC Pearl Harbor CO and the NAVFAC Hawaii CO was recovering
spilled fuel that they assessed was being bounded within sumps in the tunnel. Because they.
considered the spill contained at ths point, they agreed that any effort to actively stop the source:
of the spill was an unnecessary risk to personnel and might have exacerbated the spill. [Encls
14,63), (189)]

222. FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department provided vacuum trucks, and NAVFAC Hawaii
provided drivers because FLC Pearl Harbor operators had exceeded allowable work limits.
[Encls (22), (34), (168), (197)]

223. Throughout the night and into the next morning, FLC Pearl Harbor and NAVFAC Hawaii
personnel filled and oft-loaded vacuum trucks multiple times. An initial attempt to draw fuel
directly from another low point drain was unsuccessful. [Encls (189), (203)]
224. By the earlyaftemoonof 21 November 2021, FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department
personnel erected a catchment below the still-leaking valve with a hose to direct fuel away from
the ventilation fan and toward the Adit 3 sump area to facilitate continued recovery via vacuum
truck. The leak had continued for approximately 21 hours after the event started before the rate
of flow from the pipe allowed personnel to erect the catchment. [Encls (19), (92). (189))

225. On 21 November 2021 at 1104, FLC Pearl Harbor gave verbal authorization to NAVFAC
Hawaii to contract for cleanup services. (Encl (168)]

226. At approximately 1600, the cleanup contractor was on-site to conduct drain downof the
fire suppression system retention pipeline and sumps and cleaning and rinsingofAdit 3. [Encls
©2),(168)]

227. On 22 November 2021 at 0313, FLC Pearl Harbor capped the fire suppression system
retention pipeline low point drain when the flow had reduced toa manageable level. FLC Pearl
Harbor personnel continued monitoring the site. [Encl (168)]

228. On 22 November 2021 at 1000, thecleanup contractor was demobilized from the site.
[Encl (168)]
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229. On 28 November 2021, CNRH secured the Red Hill well Following reports of a fuel smell
in the Navy drinking water. [Encls (43), (189)]

230. The cleanup focused on the area of the spill inside Adit 3, as the cleanup contract did not
include CHT and groundwater systems outside the tunnel. Cleanupof these arcas was not
addressed prior 0 arain eventon 6 December 2021 that resulted in floodingin the tunnel.
[Encls (54), (189))

231. On 21 December 2021. the FLC Pearl HarborCO issued standing orders that secured ful
transfers at Red Hill and directed Fuels Department to obtain his permission for any
simultaneous fue transfers. [Encl (204))

External Reporting.

232. “The 20 November 2021 spill met the requirements for a COMNAVSUP routine CCIR and
a CNRH immediate CIR, which requires immediate voice or e-mail reports to the ROC.
Additionally, emergencies at Red Hill trigger reporting requirements per COMNAVREGHINST
3440.18, 10 include notifications to CNRH within 1 minutesofthe incident and to PACFLT
within 30 minutesofthe incident. [Encls (104), (106). (168), (203)-(208))

233. The CNRH ROC called CNRH COS at approximately 1730 and informed him that the.
Federal Fire Department had responded to Red Hill. CNRH COS then called the FLC Pearl
Harbor CO, who informed him there was an ongoing leak at Red Hill that appeared to be water
from a fire main. CNRH COS subsequently called the NAVFAC Hawaii CO, who reported the
same information. CNRH COS informed the PACFLT Dircetor of Government Affairs, who
asked him to notify Congressional Delegates (CODELS) and regulators. [Encls (109). (199)]

234. Although initial responders knew the spill was mostly fuel, the FLC Pearl Harbor CO and
NAVFAC Hawaii CO understood it to be water, based on the first reports they received. At
1815, they participated in @ group text with the CNRH COS and informed him that the spill in
progress at Red Hill was water. (Encls (14), (33), (109), (189), (199)]

235. AC1840, the NAVFAC Hawaii Red Hill PMO Director called the NOSC representative to
notify him of fire main break at Red Hill. The NAVFAC Hawaii Red Hill PMO Director
relayed that only war spilled and asked the NOSC representativeifthey were required to report
the incident. The NOSC representative advised a report was not required for a water spill. The
NAVFAC Hawaii Red Hill PMO Director told the NOSC representative itdid smell like fuel,
but this was because the water was entering sumps and causing agitation. The NOSC
representative also assessed the tunnel always smelled like fuel. [Encls (32), (35). (96). (168)]

236. At 1942, by direction from the NAVFAC Hawaii CO, the NAVFAC Hawaii Red Hill PMO
Director texted the CNRH NOSC representative: “Please notify Hawaii DOH about the fire
main break at Red Hill” Talking points were summarized as no required notification, no
environmental issues or fuel leaks, and fire suppression line leak causing loss of pressure and the
Federal Fire Department automatic response. The NAVFAC Hawai Red Hill PMO Director
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indicated that the reason for reporting was a desire to over communicate, not because a formal
report was required. [Encl (209)]

237. AU1958, the FLC Pearl Harbor CO received updates indicating that the spill was not
exclusively water He then called the NAVFAC Hawaii CO with these updates. The NAVFAC
Hawaii CO recommended CNRH COS wait on reporting to Hawaii DOH in order to gain
additional information. [Encls (14), (33), (109), (189), (200)]

238. The NAVFAC Hawaii CO relayed the decision to wait on Hawaii DOH reporting to the
NAVFAC Hawaii Red Hill PMO Director. He, in tum, relayed the message to the CNRH NOSC
representative, who had not yet made a report. [Encls (32), (33), (35). 96), (200)]

239, The NOSC representative received no further communications until 2321, when he
received a text from the NAVFAC Hawaii Red Hill PMO Director asking for Hawaii DOH
contact information. The CNRH NOSC representative provided the number for the Hawaii DOH
On-Scene Coordinator. The CNRH NOSC representative was never informed that the spill at
Red Hill contained anything other than water with a smell offuel. (Encls (96), (209)]

240. Atthe CO's direction, FLC Pearl Harbor XO made voice reports o the JBPHH CDO.
PACFLT CDO, and the CNRH ROC between 2000 and 2015. [Encls (106), (168), (205)]

241. At2130, while the FLC Pearl HarborCO was in the Red Hill control room. CNRH COS
requested an update from him and the NAVFAC Hawaii CO in a group text message
communication. The FLC Pearl Harbor CO replied that personnel were stil working to secure
the spill and that he was enroute to Adit 3. [Enel (200))

242. Atapproximately2145, the FLC Pearl Harbor CO arrived at Red Hill. [Encls (14),
91), 200))

243. Between 2230 and 2330, both the FLC Pearl HarborCO and the NAVFAC Hawaii CO
were at Red Hill, and response efforts were underway. During this time both, COs knew that the

leak was fuel and not water. (Encls (22), 189), (191)]

244. Atapproximately 2330, the FLC Pearl Harbor CO and NAVEAC Hawaii CO made a voice
report update to CNRH and CRNH COS. The report discussed recovery efforts and the contents
of the fluid. The FLC Pearl Harbor CO and NAVFAC Hawaii CO believe that they
communicated that the fluid was mostly fuel. (Encls (189). (191), (199)]

245. CNRH and CNRH COS understood the 2330 report to mean that the fluid was water with a
‘smell of fuel and that it was contained in the tunnel. The FLC Pearl HarborCO later stated, in
retrospect. that he may have used the word “contained.” but intended to communicate that the

spill was “stable and manageable.” [Encls (43), (109), (189), (191))

246. Also at approximately 2330, the NAVFAC Hawaii Red Hill PMO Director notified Hawaii
DOH, with concurrence from the FLC Pearl Harbor CO and NAVFAC Hawaii CO, reporting a
water leak with the potential of fuel [Encl (33)]
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247. Between 2330 and 0650, response efforts continued at Red Hill, and no other extemal
reports were made. [Encls (43), (193), 210), 21)

248. AL0650 on 21 November 2021, the NAVFAC HawaiiCO emailed talking points to CNRH
for a follow-up conference phone call with the FLC Pearl Harbor CO, NAVFAC Hawaii CO.
and CNRH COS. Talking points included, *...the fluid in he line appears to have fuel in i”
During the call, CNRH received the voice report that the leak was mainly fuel. [Encls (43),
Qo), @1)

249. AL0917, the FLC Pearl Harbor XO emailed COMNAVSUP stating, “At this time, an
unknown amount of fluid leaked outofthe line and has been contained within the tunnel,” and.
“Continue ongoing rigorous environmental sampling to confirm that al fluid was contained and
is not affecting the environment or groundwater. At this time, there are no indicationsof fluid
releasing to the environment or into the groundwater.” The e-mail did not mention fuel. [Encls
07), 212)

250. At 1000, CNRH emailed the PACFLT Degut ander(DCOM), RADM Blake
Converse, stating, “The leak occurred“outs ERR own of the actual fuel tanks in the
lower access tunnel and on the way to the tunnel leadingto the underground pump station near
the Harbor... All the fluid has been contained within the tunnel...It was originally reported as
predominately water yesterday, becoming more fuel aden this morning, indicating that water
and fucl may have separated over time in the pipe.” and “There arc no indications of this fluid
releasing into the environment, including the groundwater.” [Encls (168), (203), 213)]

251. AC 1013, the FLC Pearl Harbor XO forwarded CNRH's 1000 update to the PACFLT
DCOM to COMNAVSUP. The update reported the leak consisted ofa fluid mixture that
appeared to have fuel in it, with the amount of fuel unknown and being quantified. [Encl (214)}

252. On the morningof21 November 2021, CNRH toured Red Hill with the FLC Pearl Harbor
CO. During the tou, the CO informed CNRH that the spill was contained in the tunnel and the
tracks. Additionally, the CO stated that he was concerned about the groundwater sump pump, as
itled to the Halawa stream, but he did not believe this was an issu since the pumps were
scoured. During this visit, CNRH became aware that a significant amountof ful on 6 May 2021
had been accounted for as having gore back into the pipeline. The FLC Fuels Department
Deputy Director now believed that fuel went into the fire suppression system retum linc and was
the sourceofthe fel on 20 November 2021. [Encl (43)]

253. AC1545 on 21 November 2021, FLC Pearl Harbor transmitted an OPREP-3 Navy Blue.
“The OPREP-3 did not state that the fluid spilled contained fuel or that there were any personnel
injuries. [Encls (104), (106), (108), 215)]

254. On 21 November 2021, CNRH informed the media that a spill of “14,000gallonsof a mix
of water and fuel” occurred from the fire suppression system drain line at Red Hill. [Encl (216)]

255. On 23 November 2021, FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department reported to DLA that
approximately 22,230 gallonsoffuel-water mixture, including wash-down water, was recovered.
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Additionally, they reported two employees were injured, homeowners in the area reported an
odor of fuel, and there was no known fuel release to the eavironment. [Encl (170)]

256. There is no evidence that the FLC Pearl Harbor CO communicated to senior leaders that he
was uncertain a to whether the groundwater sump pump ran on the night of 20 November 2021,
potentially releasing fuel to the environment. (Encls (43), (109), (189), (206)]

Environmental Impact

257. There were five main pathways to the environment from the spill location at Adit 3 in the
Tower access tunnel: (1) penetrations in the lower access tunnel floor, (2) imperfections in the
concrete floor, (3) the hume line drainage system, (4) two CHT sumps, and (5) the Adit 3
groundwater sump.'! [Encls (33), (54)]

258. The sourceofthe spill was directly adjacent to a recirculation fan that atomized the fuel
and spread it within the lower access tunnel. A small amount of fuel evaporated in the facility.
[Encls (22), (33)

259. On 20 November 2021, fuel traveled down-gradient between the rain tracks and split in
two directions at the Adit 3 Y. The majorityofthe fuel flowed to Adit 3, and a small amount
flowed down the harbor tunnel. [Encl (58)]

260. Fuel detected in the Red Hill well following the spill on 20 November 2021 was evaluated.
as JP-S. (Encls (217), 218)]

Penetrations in the Adit 3 Tunnel Floor

261. Penetrations in the Adit 3 tunnel floor include ports to the CHT sump, ports to the hume
line drainage system, and other areas where construction altered the original design in the tunnel,
“There are at least seven penetrations between the source of the spill and the end ofthe Adit 3
tunnel. [Encls (25), 219)]

262. These penetrations arc up-gradient from the Red Hill well. [Encl (58)]

263. A small quantityoffuel entered the environment via this pathway. [Encl (58))

Imperfections in the Concrete Floor

264. As the fuel travelled down-gradient in the depression between the train tracks o the Adit 3
.a small amount entered the environment via cracks and imperfections in the tunnel floor
concrete. [Encl (54). (220)]

265. These imperfections are p-gradient from the Red Hill well. [Encl (58)

+ Append Dprovides Mowehar of pthways tothe environment from the wil action on 20 November 2021
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Hume Line Drainage System

266. “The hume line drainage system is a 6-inch pipe that runs bencath the lower access tunnel
and leads to the groundwater sump. The line runs the length of Adit 3 from the Adit 3 ¥ to the
groundwater sump. The upper portionofthe pipe is permeable and allows groundwater to enter
the pipe and flow into the sump to reduce hydraulic impact on the concrete floor. Additionally, a
floor drain in the vicinity of the drinking water well pumps and is designed to collect water and
feeds into the hume line drainage system. The hume line drainage system intersects thepathof
the Red Hill water development tunnel, which is approximately 80 feet below. (Encls (36).
(58).@21)]

267. Red Hill was built on native basalt, which i highly permeable. Water percolates through
even the most dense lava flows because ofthe significant numberofcooling cracks and myriad
individual flows compromising the rock mass. Water typically percolates downward, with litle
diversion along successive strata, until it reaches the basal water level. [Encl (222)]

268. To date, Mobile Diving Salvage Unit personnel recovered 140 gallons of fuel from the
surfaceof the Red Hill well. Thisoccurred aftr the well was secured on 28 November 2021
[Encl (58)]

269. Some fuel entered into the hume line drainage system on 20 November 2021 via
penetrations and imperfections in the concrete floor. [Encls (35). (38)

270. Mostofthe fuel that entered the hume line drainage system on 20 November 2021 came
from the groundwater sump. Specifically, once the sump filled with fuel from the tunnel to a
evel above the hume line drainage connection, fuel was pushed back into the drainage system
and then into the environment. [Encls (35), (58)]

271. Portionsofthe hume line drainage system are up-gradient from the Red Hill well. [Encl
9)

272. A significant amount of uel entered the environmen ater being pushed back ino the
hume line drainage system via the groundwater sump. (Encl (58)]

CHT Sumps

273. Someofthe fuel that flowed to Adit 3 collected in two CHT sumps. Based on the time
berween the onset of the spill and a Fuels Department Engineering Technician securing power to
the motor controller,the CHT sump pump was on service, and likely running, for approximately
two hours. Some fueli the CHT sumps was pumped to a CHT holding tank located outside of
Adit 3 before power was secured to the pumps. (Encls (54), (58), (223)]

274. The 2 CHT pumps are rated at 50 gallonsper minute and are float-activated. Only one of
two CHT pumps was operational. Both CHT pumps lift 10.2 holding tank outside of Adit 3.
NAVFAC Hawai empties the CHT holding tank approximately two weeks by a vacuum truck
Ifthe holding tank overflows, it overflows directly into the soil above Adit 3. [Encls (54), (58)]
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275. Fuel pumped from the CHT sump to the CHT holding tank on 20 November 2021
remained in the holding tank until 6 December 2021, when heavy rain led torunoff and flooding
ofthe Adit 3 tunnel. The flood water filled the CHT sump and was subsequently pumped to the
CHT holding tank, causing ito overflow. The overflow (consisting of fuel, sewage, and water)
ther entered the ground as it flowed downhill toward Adit 3 or was carried by the continuing
surfuce water runoffback into Adit 3, where it reentered the CHT sump and the Adit 3 ground
water sump. [Encls (54), 202)]

276. The CHT sump and associated systems are down-gradient from the Red Hill well.
[Encl (59)]

277. FLC Pearl Harbor recovered 148 gallons of fuel from the CHT holding tank after
6 December 2021. [Encl (54)

Groundwater Sump

278. The majority of fuel that flowed toward Adit 3 collected in the groundwater sump. There
are four pathways for fuel to leave the groundwater sump: (1) being pumped via the installed
Sump pump to the groundwater holding tank, (2) being pushed back into the hume line drainage
system, (3) cracks and imperfections in the concrete floor and wal, and (4) removal via vacuum
truck. [Encls (38), (221), (223)]

279. Based on the time between the onsetofthe spill and a Fuels Deparment Engineering
‘Technician securing power to the motor controller, the groundwater pump was on service and
likely running for approximately two hours. Fuel and groundwater entered the groundwater
sump and was pumped to a groundwater holding tank. (Encl (58)]

280. The groundwater sump pump is rated at 50 gallons per minute and is float-activated.
[Encl (589)]

281. The groundwater sump pump lift to a concrete holding tank witha capacity of
approximately 2,300 gallons. The concrete holding tank is connected to aconcrete leaching pit
that lezches into a field near Halawa Stream. Neither tank is intended for fuel containment.
[Encls (54), (224), 202))

282. Several thousand gallonsof fuel entered the groundwater sump. A majority of the fuel in
the sump was recovered via vacuum truck through the nightof 20 November 2021 and the
following two days. Some fuel in the sump was pumped to the groundwater holding tank ouside.
Adit 3 that connects to the leach pit near Helawa stream. An undetermined amount of ful
entered the environment via the leach pit. Some fuel also entered the environment via cracks and
imperfections in the floor and wallsofthe sump. (Encls (54), (58), (189)]

283. A perched aquifer is a pocket of water that sits directly below ground level, but is separated
from the basal aquifer (ic. drinking water) by a layer of clay. Groundwater monitoring well 06
sits in the vicinityof the groundwater sump leach pit and samples water from the perched aquifer
there. [Encls (225), (226))
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284. In late December, AECOM investigators detected fuel odor in groundwater monitoring
well 06. A the timeofthis report, AECOM is setting conditions to sample the perched aquifer.
[Enel 225)]

285. The groundwater sump and associated systems are down-gradient from the Red Hill well.
(Encl (58)]

286. The total fuel recovered from the groundwater holding tank and its associated piping
leading from the groundwater sump is 1,369 gallons. [Encl (54)]

Total Fuel Recovered

287. Immediately afer the spill from the fire suppression system retention line on
20-21 November 2021, FLC Pearl Harbor personnel collected 12,311 gallons via vacuum truck
from Adit 3, the Adit 3 groundwater sump pump discharge line, and the FORFAC sump line.
[Encl 227)]

268. During the week of6 December 2021, FL Pearl Harbor drained 843 gallonsoffuel that
was remaining in the fir suppression system retention line. [Encl (227)]

269. From 6-7 December 2021, a rainstorm flooded the Red Hill lower access tunnel near Adit
3. This generated a fuel and water mixture that collected in the CHT sump. The CHT sump
pump automatically pumped the fluid oa septic holding tank ouside Adit 3. FLC Pearl Harbor
recovered 148 gallonsoffuel from the CHT holding tank. [Encl (227)

290. Additionally, FLC Pearl Harbor and other recovery teams recovered 375 gallons of ful
from the Adit 3 ground water sump discharge line and from the Red Hil well shaft. [Encl (227)]

291. The total fuel recovered, including fuel recovered on6May 2021, is 15.257 gallons.
[Encl (227)]

292. Up 10 3,322 gallonsof JP-S remain unrecovered. Du 10 integrity concerns in the fire
suppression system retention line, the system has not been flushed. There is likely a small
amount of fuel remaining in the fire suppression system retention linc. [Encls (66), (189), (228)]

Independent Third-Party Consultation

293. The inspection team met with AECOM, an engineering consulting firm that performs
environmental monitoring at Red Hill under NAVFAC contract, to obtain hydrologic expertise
and to compare methodologies and findings to date. AECOMis contracted to perform an
environmental assessmentof the 20-21 November 2021 fuel release. The AECOM assessment is
ongoing. [Encl 225)

294. The inspection team met with GSI North America, Inc., acontractor with fuels construction
and environmental services experience, (0 discuss methodology and findings to date. GSI North
America, Inc. is under contract to provide an independent assessmentofhow fuel went from the
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Navy fuel system into the Red Hill well, as well as engineering and technical consultation in
suppor of analysis and recoveryof the Red Hill well andwaterdistribution system. The GSI
North America Ine. assessment is ongoing. [Encl (229), (230))

Section III: Red Hill Operations

Personnel

295. FLC Pearl Harbor CO is a major command ashore billet coded fora Supply Corps CAPT
(0-6). Officers must complete an administrative screening process to be eligible for major
command, and the Chiefof Supply Corps approvesall command and milestone assignments.
[Encls (231)-234)]

296. The FLC Pearl Harbor XO billet is coded for a Supply Corps CDR (0-5). There is no
administrative screening for this assignment. [Encl (15)]

297. Prospective FLC COs and XOs attend leadership training at Navy Leadership and Ethics
Center (NLEC), and prospective COs nomally attend a senior leader legal course. Neither
receive any training specific to their prospective PLC or fuels management. There is no
requirement that either COs or XOs have any previous fuels experience. [Encls (17), (235)-
38) .

298. The FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Director billet is coded fora Supply Corps LCDR (0-4).
There are two paths to qualify as an FLC Fuels Director: (1) a two-year Supply Corps Internship
under a NAVSUP Fuels Director and a follow-on fuels tour at a smaller DFP, or (2) caning.
an MBA with a certificate in Petroleum Management from the University of Kansas. FLC Fuels
Directors, are then screened through an application process. [Encls (239), (240)]

299. The FLC Pearl Harbor Deputy Fuels Director is coded for a civilian GS-14. The Deputy
Fuels Director is required to have comprehensive knowledge and skill in bulk fuels management,
to include the safe receipt, issucs, handling, and storage of petroleum products to manage a
complex fue facility. [Encls (27), (28).(241)]

300. Including the Fuels Director and Deputy Fuels Director, the Fuels Department has 118
available billets. DLA funds 88ofthesc billets. Key management billts are cureently filled,
with a total of 15 other billets unfilled. Vacancies in the Operations Division account for 10 of
the unfilled billets. (Encls (242), 243)]

301. FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department operators typically work 16 hours or more overtime
perweek. [Encl (78), (79), (34), (151), (244)-247)]

* ASupply Officer who completes a internshipwillconduct a Fuels Directo our at NAS Rota, Span; NAS
Sigonela lal; NSA Souda Bay, Grecce: NSF Diego Gare; or COMLOGWESTPAC (Singapore) prio to
becomingaFuelsDirectoratFLC Pearl Harbor,
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302. For fiscal year 2022, FLC Pearl Harbor formally requested DLA fund an additional 35
positions. (Encls (248), 249)

303. A Shore Manpower Requirements Determination has not been conducted for FLC Pearl
Harbor. [Encl 241)]

304. Prior t0.6 May 2021. a ful transfer operation watch section typicallyconsistedof at least
one WG-11primary CRO, one WG-09/WG-08 pump operator, one Kuahua rover, and one Red
Hill rover. fier the 6 May 2021 incident, Fucls Department added an assistant CRO and an
additional Red Hill rover. (Encls (68), (250), (251)]

Qualifications, Continuing Training, and Self-Assessment

Qualifications

305. New employees at FLC Pearl Harbor attend new employe orientation given at the Human
Resource Support Center, which includes abrief about the history and overall mission of FLC
Pearl Harbor. Personnel also receive safety training, a familiarization tourofthe facility, and are
assigned a mentor until they have successfully completed the qualification standard for the work
center and grade they were hired. [Encl (9)]

306. Fuels Department operators qualify for watch stations by on-the-job trainingand job-
specific qualification checklists that they complete witha senior operator. The qualification
checklist consists of computer-based training and on-the-job training, and includes both
knowledge factors and skills demonstrations. Fuels Department operators are approved for
qualification by the Bulk Fucls Operations. [Encls (84), (252)]

307. The Fuels Department operators are qualified by an oral board convened by other qualified
operators, the Bulk Fuels Operations Supervisor, and a work lead. There are no written
examinations or final performance tests to qualify as a Fuels Department operator. [Encls (84),
@252),253)]

308. FLC Pearl Harbor does not mention auditable records of completed qualification checklists.
[Encl (254)

Continuing Training

309. Continuing taining for CRO and rovers is computer-based training via Enterprise Safety
Applications Management System (ESAMS), on-the-job training, and classroom training with
instruction given by senior operators. Required job-specific training includes AFHE training
(DLA contracted initial and annual training) and Underground Storage Operator raining. There
are no examination eventsto assess training effectiveness. [Encls (9), (70), (84), 139)]
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310. Training, other than required ESAMS taining, has not been conducted since February
2020. AFHE training has not been conducted at the command since 2019 due to COVID-related
travel restrictions. FLC Pearl Harbor did not implement mitigating factors for the delayed
training. (Encls (70). (139)]

311. The Clean Water Act, amended by the Oil Pollution Actof 1990, requires al facilities to
train and exercise in order (0 respond to oil spills. All Fuels Department operators ere required
to participate in an annual spill response exercise, unless they are on approved leave or for a
medical condition. Annual spill response drills are conducted on the piers, but they are not
conducted at Red Hill. Intheevent ofa spill, the CRO's responsibility is to secure the evolution
and inform the chainofcommand. Operations orders and the Fuel Department Operation,
Maintenance, Environmental, and Safety Plan include the operators” pre-planned responses. Pre-
planned responses are the same for al spills: secure the evolution, inform the chain of
command, anddrain the effected portion of the system(ifrequired). [Encls (32), (68), (78), (83),
152), (255))

312. Fuels Department operators have not participated in formal training on the fire suppression
system. Rovers only know how o turn “on and of” the manual valves for the fire suppression
system concentrate. [Encls (83), (153), (245)]

Self-Assessment

313. FLC Pearl Harbor does not have an intemal monitoring process to evaluate the
effectivenessof qualifications and continuing training. [Encl (14)]

314. FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department does not conduct post-event reviewsorhave a
program to share event lessons leamed to all operators. [Encls (57), (84), (85)]

315. On 7 May 2021, the Deputy Fuels Director directed the Control Division accounting team
to conduct a post-spil inventory reconciliation. On 26 May 2021, the FLC Pearl Harbor Control
Division Supervisory Management Analys:, INSRESRESENENY. created an MFR documenting a
total inventory loss of 20,139 gallons in the FMD accountable property systemofrecord
However, while knowing this information, the command did not perform any further analysis to
determine if fuel had been lifted o the fire suppression system retention line, including checking
for ful at the low point drains. (Encls (88), (118), (119)]

316. On 10 May 2021, the FLC Pearl Harbor ED directed the FLC Pearl Harbor Business
DepartmentDirector,SSREMUGENER. to conduct a formal Management Inquiry into the
events surrounding the spill and damageson 6 May 2021. Contrary to specific guidance from
the ED, the FLC Pearl Harbor Business Department Director did not conduct a detailed review of
the APHE information or Fuels Department operations. Additionally. theanalysis did not
include an assessment of the adequacyofthe training and qualifications, and only focused on
meeting regulatory requirements. [Encl (64)]

317. FLC Pearl Harbor did not conduct a causal analysis ofthe spill on 6 May 2021. Instead,
the command relied on the extemal NAVSUP investigation. Neither the NPO Deputy OIC nor
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FLC Pearl Harbor supervisors reviewed AFHE data to determine which operators incorrectly
operated the valves that resulted in the JP-S pipeline vacuum. As a result, the FLC Pearl Harbor
Teadership held the CRO accountable who pressurized the pipeline, but failed to note that many
ofthe valves that created the vacuum condition were operated by the pump operator albeit under
the supervisionofthe CRO). [Encls (84), (135). (256)]

318. On 1 October 2021, the FL Pearl Harbor CO suspended operations to determine the cause
of an unexpected pressure surge. The FLC Pearl Harbor CO resumed operations on 8 October
2021 based on preliminary reporting and a working hypothesisof the cause. However, Facilities
Division engineering analysis was ongoing and had not conclusively determined the cause.
[Encls (139), (150), (154), (163), (165)]

Independent Third-Party Comparison

319. The investigation team consulted with Signature Flight Support, the company that provides
private and general aviation fuel support for Honolulu Intemational Airport, to better understand
industry standards for qualifications, continuing training, and self-assessment. Signature Flight
Support’ processes are more robust than those at Red Hill. (Encl (257)]

320. Signature Flight Support provides incoming personnela six-month qualification program.
Initial training and qualification consistsof computer-based training; on-the-job training and a
written tet in cach functional area; and a one-on-one performance review with the training
supervisor at 30 days, another supervisor at 60 days, and the Operations Manager at 90 days.
Additionally, there is a final written examination covering al areas and a four-day performance
evaluation. A full-time Training Manager oversees the qualification and training program.
Training is based on regulatory requirements. (Encl (257)]

321. Signature Flight Support maintains a facility response plan coordinated with the Hawaii
Fuel Facilities Corporation (HFFC) Board, Aviation Services, and Environmental Response
Management. They conduct an annual incident response event, as well as less stringent quarterly
ills, The USCG conducts a “no notice” drill approximately every two years. [Encl (257)]

322. Signature Flight Support initiates a root cause analysis for any abnormal operating
condition, safety concern, workplace injury, or any spillof one gallon or more that is not
maintenance-related. Resultsof root cause nalysis are reported to HFFC Board, Hawaii DOH,
EPA, and/or other applicable regulators. HFFC may bring a third-party contractor to conduct
additional analysis. [Encl (257)]

Additional Material Issues

323. Closed-ciruit television (CCTV) footage is unavailable in Red Hill. OFthe 57 CCTV
cameras installed throughout FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department spaces, 44 are inoperable.
“Thirteen cameras work, but those cameras do notcoverany areas inside Red Hill. [Encls
@58). (259)
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324. In December 2018, Fuels Department personnel recogniced the needfor22 PIT to provide
key pressure indications and submitted a Fucls Automation Modification Request to Naval
Information Warfare Center (NTWC). This request is still pending implementation, but has been
prioritized since the 6 May 2021spill. [Encls (260)-(262)]

325. Soon after the fire suppression system was installed, FLC Pearl Harbor discovered a leak
from the concentrate supply line into secondary containment. Portionsofthe system remain
tagged-out 10 avoid release of the concentrate 0 the environment. In the event ofa fire,
however, the system can be activated manually. [Encl (14)]

Section IV: Command, Control, and Oversight
Command Relationships and Responsibilities

Office of the SecretaryofDefense (OSD)

326. Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment (USD(A&S)) has direct
oversightof the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Sustainment (ASD(S)), who in tur has direct
oversight of the DoD Exceutive Agent (EA) for Bulk Petroleu. [Encl (46))

Director, Defense Logistics Agency (DLA)

327. DLA is a Defense Agency led by a general or flagofficerwith a headquartersat Fort
Belvoir, Virginia. DLA is under the authority, direction, and controlof the USD(AS). [Encls
(263). (264)

328. DLA functions as an integral elementof the military logistics system responsible for
providing effective, efficient, and risk-mitigated worldwide logistics support to the DoD, as well
25 0 federal agencies, and. when authorized by law or by agreement, state and local government
organizations, foreign governments, and international organizations. Director, DLA serves as
the DD EA for Bulk Petroleum with authority to delegate to the Commander, DLA Energy.
(Encls (43). 263)]

329. DLA executes integrated material management responsibilty for the DWCF bulk
petroleum supply chain by providing procurement, transportation, storage, distribution,
ownership, accountability, budgeting, quality assurance and surveillance, and infrastructure
sustainment, restoration, and modernization functions to the pointofsal.
DLA is responsible for chairing the DoD Component Steering Group (CSG) for Bulk Petroleum,
which provides a forum for DoD Component members to address bulk petroleum supply chain
issues and recommended courses of action to the EA. [Encl (45)]

330. Per MOA with NAVSUP, DLA conducts and participates in financial inspections and
audits ofNAVSUP DFSPs, including monthly reviewsofterminal operations expenditure
reports provided by NPO and participation in NAVSUP IG command inspections. DLA ensures
NAVSUP FLCs follow Quality Assurance/Quality Surveillance policies, programs, and
procedures that establish minimum standards to be used for DWCF Fuel, and coordinates with
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the NAVSUP NPO on quality related to DWC fuel operations, to include quality deficiencies.
[Encl @4))

Commander, United States Indo-Pacific Command (USINDOPACOM)

331. USINDOPACOM is oneofsix Geographic Combatant Commanders, with a headquarters
in Camp H M Smith, Hawaii. USINDOPACOM has operational control of COMPACFLT.
[Encls (26414266)]

332. As a Combatant Commander, USINDOPACOM exercises authority, direction, and control
over the commands and forces assigned to the USINDOPACOM ara of responsibilty
[Encl (266)]

333. USINDOPACOM integrates service fuel requirements to meet the most strenuous
operational plan across the area of responsibility. (Encls (45). (266)]

334. USINDOPACOM notifies the Hawaii State Legislators in the event an emergency response
isrequiredatRedHill [Encl(205)]

Office of the Chiefof Naval Operations (CNO)

335. CNO is an echelon | command witha headquarters in the Pentagon. CNO has
administrative controlofCOMPACFLT, CNIC, NAVFAC, and NAVSUP. [Encls (39), (264),
(265), 267), (268)

336. CNO establishes policy for authority, responsibilities, and roles for management and future:
planningofcapitalized bulk fuel tanks at Navy installations. CNO has assigned responsibility
for the managementofcapitalized bulk fuel tanks to NAVSUP. CNO hes assigned responsibility
for developing, awarding, and administering contracts in supportofcleaning, inspecting, and
repairing capitalized bulk fuel tanks to NAVFAC. CNO has assigned responsibility for the
‘physical propertyofthe capitalized bulk fuel tanks and associated compliance to CNIC. CNIC is
supported in this responsibility by NAVFAC and NAVSUP. [Encl (47)]
337. A capitalized bulk ful tank is a feld-consiructed tank, typically greater than 10,000
gallons, that contains DWCF fuel. [Encl (47)]

Commander, United States Pacific Fleet (COMPACFLT)

338. COMPACFLT is an echelon 2 commandwith a headquarters in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii
COMPACFLT has operational control over CNRH. [Encls (264). (265)]

339, COMPACFLT is under the administrative controlofCNO and the operational contol of
USINDOPACOM. (Encl (265)]

340. COMPACELT is formally supported by CNIC, NAVFAC, and NAVSUP. [Encls (39).
@67. (263)
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341. The mission ofCOMPACFLT is to protect and defend the maritime interestsofthe United
States in the Indo-Asia-Pacific Region by providing combat-ready naval forces and operating
Torward in global areasofconsequence. [Encl (265)]

342. Per US. Navy Regulations, COMPACFLT is the Navy's Senior Officer Present in Hawaii
As such, COMPACFLT shall assume command and direct the movements and effortsofall
Navy personnel when deemed necessary: this includes taking precautions o preserve the health
ofthe persons under his authority. [Encls (269) (270)

343. COMPACFLT notifies USINDOPACOM, the Governorof Hawai, and the Hawaii
Congressional delegation in the eventan emergency response is required at Red Hill
[Encl 205))

Commander, Naval Supply Systems Command (NAVSUP)

344. NAVSUP is an echelon 2 command, led by a Supply Corps Rear Admiral (0-8), witha
headquarters in Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania. NAVSUP is the immediate superior in command
and assigned administrative control of 11 subordinate commands, including FLC Pearl Harbor.
[Encls (264), 267), (271)]

345. NAVSUP is under the administrative control of CNO. [Encl (267)]

346. NAVSUP is formally assigned as a supporting commander to Navy component
commanders and fleet commanders, including COMPACFLT. NAVSUP also coordinates
requirements and liaisons with DLA and coordinates with CNIC for support of Navy regions.
[Encl (267)]

347. NAVSUP provides logistics support services, operations, and managementofbulk
petroleum, oil, and lubricants (POL) for afloat and ashore naval. joint, and multinational forces.
NAVSUP also serves as the service control point for all Departmentof Navy activities for bulk
POL and monitors the operational complianceofcapitalized bulk fuel tanks. As Service Control
Point, NAVSUP also coordinates requirements, technical issues. and supply actions with military
units and DLA. (Encls (47), (267)]

348. The Naval Petroleum Office (NPO) is an elementofNAVSUP headquarters that provides
technical expertise in the areaofnaval POL. Primary functions include inventory management,
facilities, operations. qualiy, business support, fuel logistics and strategy matters, IG command
inspections, and assist visits. NPOis collocated with the DLA Energy and other Service Control
Points at Fort Belvoir, Virginia. [Encls (271)273)]

349. Per OPNAVINST 4020.27, NAVSUP is responsible for monitoring the operational
complianceofcapitalized bulk fuel tanks for which NAVSUP has service control point oversight
responsibility. These responsibilities include serving as the operator: determining the
requirements for operational compliance, including the dates for tank inspections, the tank out-
of-service sequencing, the repairs required for tanks’return10-service; coordination with
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NAVFAC and other design and construction agen carly for project review and approval: and
serving as the Navy's liaison to DLA Energy to ensure proper funding. [Encl (47)]

350. Per MOA with CNIC, NAVSUP is responsible for defining and executing an enterprise
approach for regional bulk fuel oversight. operations, and maintenance and for acting as the EA
for bulk fuel icility management and fueling operations. As EA, NAVSUP is responsible for
ensuring bulk fuel facility maintenance is being performed. NAVSUP will resource and conduct
comprehensive periodic inspections and assessments of bulk fuel facilites and practices to assess
compliance with applicable regulatory requirements and industry standards through scheduled
NAVSUP IG command inspections, Management Assist Visits, and as otherwise deemed
necessary. Results shall be provided to the CNIC Installation CO. This MOA is dated 30 April
2015 and has expired. [Encl (47)]

351. Per MOA with DLA, NAVSUP is responsible for retaining supervisory and management
control and the ability to direct and approve the actions of NAVSUP personnel whose billets arc
reimbursed by DLA Energy. NAVSUP is also charged with conducting financial inspections
and audits, to include Material Assist Visits (MAV) and NAVSUP IG command inspections.
[Encl (44)]

Fleet Logistics Center (FLC) Pearl Harbor

352. FLC Pearl Harbor is an echelon 3 major command, led by a Navy Supply Corps CAPT (O-
6), responsible for providing logistics support and under the authority end dircetion of NAVSUP.
FLC Pearl Harbor has no subordinate commands. [Encls (5), (232)]

353. FLC Pearl Harbor is under the administrative controlof NAVSUP and is assigned official
additional duty to CNHR. Prior to 2020, CNRH submitted concurrent Fitness Reports on the
FLC Pearl Harbor CO. The former CNRH discontinued this practice. [Encls (5), (13),
109), @7))

354. FLC Pearl Harbor is formally assigned as a supporting commander to USINDOPACOM,
COMPACFLT, CNRH, and U.S. Army 25th Infantry Division. [Encls(5), (274)]

355. FLC Pearl Harbor provides logistics support services, operations, and Defense Working
Capital Fund (DWCF) bulk petroleum, oil, and lubricants in supportofafloat and shore naval,
joint, and multinational forces. This includes maintaining and operating Navy's deep-water
DWCF bulk fuel terminals as well as performing all tasks related (0 fuel system facilities
management, engineering services, and technical support. (Encl (5)]

356. Per MOA between CNIC and NAVSUP, FLC COs shall provide operational oversight and
direction for bulk fuel and aviation fuel operations, logistics functions, and bulk fuel facility
‘management. FLC COs shall also coordinate with the CNIC Installation CO regarding site-
specific fuel facilities requirements as well as report environmental issues, performance:
standards, and metrics. (Encl (37)]
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357. Per MOA between NAVSUP and NAVFAC, FLCs are responsible for providing oversight
of bulk and aviation fueling operations and work functions. The MOA further establishes roles
and responsibilities associated with NAVFAC Regional POL Engineers (RPES) co-located FLCs
in supportofsustainment, restoration, and modemization (SRM) programs. This MOA is dated
5 August 2014 and has expired. [Encls (275), 076)]

Commander. Navy Installations Command (CNIC)

358, CNIC is an echelon 2 command, led by an Unrestricted Line Vice Admiral (0-9), with a
headquarters in Washington, DC. CNIC is the immediate superior in command and assigned
administrative control of 11 subordinate commands, including CNRH. (Encls (264), (268)]

359. CNIC is under the administrative control ofCNO and coordinates with Director,
Environmental Readiness Division (OPNAV N43) to develop and excute the Navy's Shore
Environmental Program, which includes compliance with laws and regulations. [Encl (268)]

360. CNIC maintains ownershipofClass I land) and Class II (buildings and structures)
property and is responsible for resourcing installation management support and maintenance of
USS. Navy bases worldwide. CNIC is overall responsible for Navy installations and is the
Navy's primary liaison regarding shore installation and budget submitting office matters with
local, state, and federal officials for the region. Additionally, CNIC retains ultimate
accountability for regional environmental permits. [Encl (37)]

361. Per OPNAVINST 4020.27, CNIC is responsible for the physical propertyof the capitalized
bulk fuel tanks and associated compliance with assistance from NAVFAC and NAVSUP.
(Encl (47)]

362. Per the MOA with NAVSUP, CNIC is responsible for maintaining ownershipofClass |
(land) and Class 11 buildings and structures) property and acts as the Navy's primary liaison
regarding shore installation and Base Operating Support matters with local, state, and federal
officials. Additionally, CNIC develops and maintainsa schedule of installation assessments and
provide semi-annual copies and updates to NAVSUP. [Encl (37)]

‘Commander. Navy Region Hawai (CNRH)

363. CNRH is an echelon 3 command, led by an Unrestricted Line Officer Rear Admiral (0-7),
with a headquarters in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. CNRH is assigned administrativeandoperational
controlof Commander, JBPHH and administrative control of CO, Pacific Missile Range Facility.
(Encls (30), (38), (264)]

364. CNRH is under theadministrative controlof CNIC and the operational control of
PACFLT. [Encl (38)

365. FLC Pearl Harbor and NAVEAC Hawaii are assigned official additional duty to CNRH
‘These duties are not specified for FLC Pearl Harbor: the NAVFAC Hawaii CO is also dual-
hatted as the Region Engineer (CNRH N4). [Encls (32), (38). (268)
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366. CNRH oversees all matters of facility sustainment, restoration and modernization;
investment and military construction; environmental; real estate; facility planning; utilities; base
support vehicles and equipment; and facility services issues. CNRH serves as the point of
contactwith U.S. Congress and their staffs and coordinates arrangements for visits as well as
monitors visitsofother distinguished persons and coordinates protocol when deemed
appropriate. Additionally, CNRH serves as the Regional Environmental Coordinator (REC) and
Navy On-Scene Coordinator (NOSC) to coordinate environmental matters and responsesto oil
and hazardous substance (OHS) spills and coordinates issues with Commander, Navy Region
Southwest asthedesignated Department REC for Environmental Protection Agency Region IX,
as well asacting as the liaison for U.S. Navy interests before local offices, national offices, and
judicial forums in the Hawai areaofresponsibilty. [Encl (30)]

367. Per MOA between CNIC and NAVSUP, CNRH is responsible for liaising with FLC Pearl
Harbor on Navy bulk fuel matters and providing oversight and coordination, to include directing
actionsofal tenant and visiting commands, with regards to emergency management.
[Encl 37))

368. CNRH notifies COMPACFLT, Hawaii DOH, and EPA in the event an emergency response:
is required at Red Hil. [Encl (205)

Commander, Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam (JBPHH)

369. JBPHH is an echelon 4 major command, led by an Unrestricted Line Captain (0-6)
JBPHHhasno subordinate commands. [Encls (232), (264), 277)

370. JBPHH is under the administrative and operational control of CNRH. [Encl (31)]

371. JBPHH coordinates all Base operational maters including fire, emergency services and
‘management, and oversees all Base matters of Facility Sustainment, Restoration and
Modemization, and Environmental. JBPHH implements the Base Response Training Plan and
serves as the Base Environmental Coordinator (BEC) and NOSC to coordinate environmental
matters and responses to OHS spills. The JBPHH Mission, Function, and Tasks is unsigned.
[Encls (277)-280))

372. Per MOA between CNIC and NAVSUP, JBPHH retains Title 10 responsibilities for safety
and environmental stewardship for all personnel and property on installation; his includes bulk
fuel facilites. (Encl (38)]

Commander. Naval Facilities Engineering Systems Command (NAVFAC)

373. NAVFAC is an echelon 2 command, led by aCivil Engineer Coms Rear Admiral (O-8),
with a headquarters in Washington, DC. NAVFAC i the immediate superiorincommand and
assigned administrative control of four subordinate commands, including NAVFAC Pacific and
NAVFAC Engineering Systems and EXWC. NAVEAC is assigned official additional duty to
CNIC. The NAVFAC Commander is also dual-hatted as the Deputy Commander for Facilities
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and Environmental and provides technical and material support regarding shore facilites.
[Encl (39)]

374. NAVFAC is under the administrative control of CNO. [Encl (39)]

375. NAVFAC executes on behalfofthe Assistant Secretaryofthe Navy (Energy, Installations
and Environment) acquisition authority. use, management, and disposal actionsof real property.
NAVFAC serves as the technical authority for maintenance and facility services, environmental
remediation, and public works, as well as the technical authority and primary execution agent in
support of Navy installation commanding officers for environmental planning, compliance,
restoration, and natural and resource management for Navy shore facilities. [Enel (39)]

376. Per OPNAVINST 4020.27, NAVFAC is responsible for developing, awarding, and
administering contracts in supportofcleaning, inspecting, and repairing capitalized bulk fuel
tanks. (Encl (47)]

377. Per MOA with DLA Encray, NAVFAC is responsible for providing engineering, design,
‘SRM, and minor construction technical review services and contracting as well as executing non-
Navy funded POL facility maintenance and repair at DLA capitalized DFSPs executing the bulk
fcls mission. This MOA is dated6 October 2016 and has expired. [Encl (31))

‘Commander, Naval Facilities Engincering Systems Command Pacific (AVFAC PAC)

378. NAVFAC PAC is an echelon 3 command, led by aCivil Engincer Corps Rear Admiral (O-
8), with a headquarters in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. NAVFAC PAC is the immediate superior in
command and assigned administrative control ofseven subordinate commands, including
NAVFAC HI. [Encls (10), (39)]

379. NAVFAC PAC is under the administrative control ofNAVFAC. (Encls (39), (281)]

380. NAVFAC PAC is assigned official additional duty to PACFLT. The NAVFAC PAC
Commander is also dual-hatted as the Pacific Fleet Civil Engineer (N46). [Encls (10), (39)]

381. NAVFAC PAC provides prioritization, general engineering and resource management
advice, and support for all facility and operational engincering matters to PACFLT. [Encls
(10,39)

Commander. Naval Facilities Command Hawaii (NAVFAC Hawai)

382. NAVFAC Hlis an echelon4 major command, led by a Civil Engineer Corps Captain (O-
6). NAVFAC HI has no subordinate commands. (Encls (10), (232)

383. NAVFAC HIis responsible for the integrationofplanning, programming, and delivery of
NAVFAC capabilities and functions to supported commands. [Enel (10)]

384. NAVFAC HI is under the administrative control ofNAVFAC PAC. [Encls (10), (282)]
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385. NAVFAC HI is assigned official additional duty to CNRH. The NAVFAC HI CO is also
dual-hatted as the CNRH Region Engineer. (Encl (10)]

386. The JBPHH Public Works Officer is under the administrative control of NAVFAC Hl and
the operational control of JBPHH. The JBPHH CO establishes priorities ofeffort; the NAVFAC
Hawaii CO provides guidance to the Public Works Officer with processes, provides resources
and reach-back support, and coordinates efforts among the Public Works Departments.
[Encl (10)

Commander, Naval Facilities Engineering and Expeditionary Warfare Center (NAVFAC EXWC)

387. NAVFAC EXWC is an echelon 3 major command, led by a Civil Engineer Corps CAPT
(0-6). NAVFAC EXWC is located in Port Hueneme, California. NAVFAC EXWC is the
immediate superior in command and assigned administrative control of2 subordinate commands.
[Encl (283)]

388. NAVFAC EXWC provides research, development, testing, and evaluation for all
acquisition areas under NAVFAC cognizance. [Encl (39)

External Oversight

COMNAVSUP as ISIC

389. NAVSUP resources and conducts comprehensive periodic inspections and assessments of
bulk fuel facilites to assess compliance with applicable regulatory requirements and industry
standards through scheduled NAVSUP IG command inspections and management assist visits.
Resultsof the inspections are required to be provided to the CNIC Installation CO. [Encl (37)]

390. The NPO Assistant Officer in Charge leads NAVSUP IG command inspections of, and
‘management assist visits to, Navy fuel sits, ensuring they are maintained and operated per
regulations and procedures. (Encl (284)]

391. The NAVSUP IG, the main sourceof extemal oversight, conducts a review on a recurring.
three-year basis across all FLCs. NAVSUP IG has delegated the Fuels Department portion of
the inspection to NPO. NAVSUP IG command inspections cover facilites, operations,
inventory, and fuels quality. NAVSUP IG inspectors observe operations if they are in progress
and will secure any unsafe operations, but there is no requirement to inspect operations.
NAVSUP IG command inspections are focused on assessing program compliance, not
proficiency. [Encls (14), (71). (285). (286)]

392. On the most recent NAVSUP IG command inspection, conducted in January 2019, the
Fuels Department was evaluated as “not fully compliant,” with five of six programs assessed as
not fully compliant. These programs were organizational management, administration and
inventory, facilities management, environmental protection, and operations. Notably, the Fucls
Department did not conduct the required investigation when they exceeded their daily allowable
inventory tolerances on 14 different occasions. [Encls (287)-(289)]
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393. Atihe timeofths report, 45 of the 49 Fuels Department findings from the 2019 NAVSUP
1G command inspection have been closed. The remaining findings require long-term resolution,
and none ofthe open findings apply to Red Hill. [Encl (290)]

304, Since the 2019 NAVSUP IG command inspection, NPO personnel visited FLC Pearl
Harbor seven times. Threeofthese visits were related to the 6 May 2021 spill at Red Hill
Specifically, one was the NPO Deputy OIC conducting the NAVSUP command investigation.
The other two occurred afer the 20 November 2021 spill. COVID-19 travel restrictions
beginning in March 2020 curtailed sie visit opportunities. Since 2019, NPO has provided
remote communication and support to FLC Pearl Harbor in multiple areas, including assessment
ofbulk fuel storage requirements in the USINDOPACOM areaof responsibility; AFHE
maintenance and upgrades; AOC engagement involving DoD, regulators, and the public;
NATOPS refueling compliance at Hickam Airfield: fuel stock rotation challenges: DLA terminal
operations funding, and coordination of project development, funding, and execution for
multiple SRM projects. (Encl (290)]

Hawaii Department of Health/U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

395. The Hawaii DOH and the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
Region 9, provide regulatory oversight of Red Hill via the Administrative Order on Consent
(AOC), which was entered into by Hawaii DOH, EPA, U.S. Navy (via CNRH), and DLA
following a spill in January 2014. [Encl (41)]

396. The State of Hawaii obtained EPA state program approval for Hawaii's Underground
Storage Tank (UST) program to operate i lieu of EPA’s UST program under Sublitle 1 of the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976, as amended, 42 United States Code Section
6901 et seq. [Encl (41)]

397. Navy or DLA is required to immediately notify the Hawaii DOH Project Coordinator and
the EPA Project Coordinatorif the Navy or DLA encounter any condition or situation that
constitutes an emergency or may present an immediate threat to human health or the
environment. [Encl (41)]

398. Navy and DLA are required to consult with the Hawaii DOH Project Coordinator and the
EPA Project Coordinator to take immediate and appropriate action and must submit written
notification to Hawaii DOH and EPA within 24 hours of such discovery and, if further action is
required, submit aplan to further mitigate the threat within seven daysofsending the written
notification of the emergency. [Encl (40))

399. Navy and DLA are required to submit al results of sampling, testing, end modeling. This
includes raw data, which shall bemade availableif requested, to Hawaii DOH and EPA within
thirty calendar days of receipt. [Encls (40), (147)

400. Navy and DLA are required to provide written notice to Hawaii DOH and EPA at least
seven calendar days prior to conducting field sampling. At Hawaii DOH and EPA's request.
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Navy and DLA are required to allow split or duplicate samples to be taken by Hawaii DOH and
EPA. [Encl (40)

401. Hawaii DOH and EPA are allowed to enter Red Hill. [Enel (40)]

402. Navy and DLA are required to increase tank tightness testing from biennially to annually,
continue (© use an inventory control monitoring system, and conduct vapor monitoringforall in-
service tanks. [Encl (40)]

403. Per the AOC, the Navy is required to conduct soil vapor monitoring monthly and
‘groundwater sampling quarterly. Following the events of6 May 2021, Hawaii DOH issued
Notice of Interests tht increased soil vapor monitoring to twice per week and groundwater
sampling to once per week. [Encls (40), (114), (147)]

US. Coast Guard

404. The Coast Guard has jurisdiction over fuel facilities capable of wansferring oil or hazardous
materials, in bulk, o or from a vessel. [Encl (291)]

403. Marine transportation-related fuel facilites that could reasonably be expected to cause
substantial harm to the environment by discharging oil into or on the navigable waters, adjoining
shorclings, or exclusive ceonomic zon, are required to submit a response plan to the Coast
‘Guard. This requirement applies to FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department. [Encl (291)

406. The Coast Guard requires conductingofannual spill management team tabletop exercises.
Ina 3-year period, a least oneof these exercises must include a worst-case discharge scenario.
Additionally, equipment deployment exercisesmustbeconducted semiannually for facility
owned and operated equipment, and annually for oi spill removal organization equipment.
(Encl 291))

Defense Logistics Agency

407. DLA conducts and participates in financial inspections and audits of NAVSUP Defense
Fuel Supply Points (DFSP), including monthly reviewsof Terminal Operations expenditure
reports provided by the NAVSUP NPO and participation in the NAVSUP IG command
inspection and MAVSs and OMB A-123 inspections. (Encl (44)

408. DLA, in conjunction with the NAVSUP NPO, conducts in-depth financial reviews of
Terminal Operations expenditures on a recurring cycle not to exceed five years. [Encl (44)]

409. DLA ensures NAVSUP FLCs follow Quality Assurance/Quality Surveillance policies,
programs, and procedures that establish minimum standardsto be usedforDWCF Fuel, and
coordinates with the NAVSUP NPO on quality related to DWCF Fuel operations, to include
quality deficiencies. [Encl (44))
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CHAPTER 3
Opinions

6 Mav Fuel Spill

1. The proximate causeofthe fuel spill on 6 May 2021 was human error. The CRO and pump
operator took intentional shoricuts when transitioning between procedures. Their improper valve
operations resulted in drawing a vacuum in the JP-S line, then rapidly pressurizing it. This
pressure surge caused mechanical failureof two piping joints. This opinion is consistent with a
root cause analysis conducted by Austin Brockenbrough and Associates, LLC, a private
engincering and consulting firm. [FF (41), (42), (47)-50), (52)-(73), (164), (304), (306)-(310),
613,614)

2. The FLC Pearl Harbor Fucls Department does not have adequate defense in depth against
human error. Safe and effective operations require: (1) clear and accurate procedures, (2)
trained and proficient operators, and (3) effective supervision. Weaknesses in all threeofthese:
areas led to poor standards of procedural compliance across the FL Pearl Harbor Fucls
Department. For example, on 6 May 2021, operators performed four fuel movements governed
by the same operations order; no twoof thosefour transfers were conducted in the same
sequence. Although FLC Pearl Harbor has taken steps to improve operations orders and
procasses for controlling valve operations, supervisionof control room operations and validation
of taining ffcctiveness remain blind spots. Finally, the AFHEsystem does not provide operator
aidsor interlocks to prevent human error, [FF (48)-(50), (52)-(56). (63). (90). (120), (126),
(129), (135)-(138), (140), (161), (164), (165), (168)-(170), (173), (299310). (313}-318)]
3. NAVSUP oversight was not adequate to identify weaknesses in procedural compliance and
training at FLC Pearl Harbor prior to 6 May 2021. As the ISIC for FLCs and associated DFSPs,
NAVSUP is not organized or resourced to provide day-to-day oversight in the same manner as
other Navy ISICs (e.g., submarine squadrons, destroyer squadrons, carrier air wings. eic.).
NAVSUP IG command investigations, which are led by NPO and conducted every three years at
ach bulk fuel facility, focus on compliance with requirements and not operational proficiency.
NPO promulgates lessons learned and best practices, but NAVSUP does not have policy
guidance in place regarding qualifications, continuing training, self-assessment, or operational
practices such as required elements of procedures or methodsofvalve control at DESPs. [FF
(56), (132-135), (138)-(141), (389)-(394)]

4. NAVSUP should have provided additional assistance and oversight following the 6 May
2021 spill. During this period, COMNAVSUP had directed two simultaneous investigations and
was aware that the Fuels Director had been removed from her duties. Additionally, CNRH had
expressed his concerns to COMNAVSUP about the seriousness of the incident and the.
sensitivity of Red Hill issues.These circumstances should have provided sucient notice that
more scrutiny was required over FLC Pearl Harbor operations. NAVSUP convened a formal
investigation but resourced it poorly, did not provide additional on-the-ground support to
facilitate a safc return to operations, and did not provide intrusive oversightof the command's
self-assessment and restoration efforts. [FF (82), (90). (126)-(134), (138)-(140)]
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5. No consolidated technical authority is responsible for providing a comprehensive overview
of issues associated with Navy DFSPs. Identifying technical issues is a shared responsibility
among NAVSUP, NAVFAC, and potentially contractors performing maintenance. The
configurationofthe JP-5 pipeline on 6 May 2021, with three of four upper tanks disconnected,
highlights this gap. The combinationof these maintenance items may have made the pipeline
‘more vulnerable to damage during continued operations, but no organization is clearly
responsible for identifying or assessing that risk. The investigation team concluded that further
engineering analysis would be needed (o determine what effect this configuration may have had
on 6 May 2021. bu this uncertainty illustrates the need for a mechanism to proactively identity
and assess similar technical isks. (FF (44)-(46), (375)]

6. FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department personnel recognized the possibility that spilled fuel in
the fire suppression sump could have been transferred into the return lin, and they took
reasonable steps to investigate that possibility. During the night of6May 2021, they visually
inspcted the pumps and controllers for signs the pumps were running and visually inspecied the
fire suppression system retention tank, which was empty. Based on these indications, they
concluded the sumppumps did not run. Within two daysofthe incident, the fre suppression
system contractor checked a control panel designed to record system activity and also concluded
thesump pumps didnot run. System design, with the retention tank higher in elevation than a
significant portionof the piping, as well as a low level of knowledge of the system by Fuels
Departmentpersonnel, contributed to this incorrect conclusion. A system malfunction also
appears t0 have contributed, bu the investigation team was unable to determine the details of
that malfunction. At the time of this report, FLC Pearl Harbor is setting conditions o test the fire
suppression system sump pumps. [FF (41), (75)-(79), (93)-(95). (114)]

7. The decrease in tank inventoryofnearly 20,000 gallonsoffuel coincident with the 6 May
2021 spill should have prompted a more critical and through investigation by FLC Pearl Harbor
supervisors. Multiple supervisors were informedof this inventory loss. including the FLC Pearl
Harbor CO, but failed to ask hard questions or demand a detailed technical analysisofhow the
majorityof this fuel could have been retumedto the pipeline. Additionally, FLC Pearl Harbor
did not request assistance with this determination or report any uncertainty in the amount spilled
up the chainofcommand. The fact that the calculated quantityoffuel spilled closely matched
the quaniity recovered likely reinforced the incorrect calculations. For example, had they
recovered more fuel than the calculated quantity of fuel spilled, Fuels Department supervisors
would have conducted a more thorough investigation. [FF (41), (71), (74), (78)-81), (O1)-(94),
(97), (98), (105), (114)-(124), (130)]

8. FLC Pearl Harbor has no formal or effective processes for self-assessment. Ato time did
anyone direct or lead a meaningfulcritiqu or hotwash of the 6 May 2021 spill. Further, there is
no evidence that these typesofself-assessment events, which are common in other parts ofthe
Navy, are conducted as a meansofcontinuous improvemens. [FF (73), (125), (130)-132), (141),
147), (148)]

9. The NAVSUP command investigation conducted by the NPO Deputy OIC was inadequate
anda critical missed opportunity for ISIC oversight. The investigation report was cursory,

aggregating results from the work and analysisofother organizations with litle independent
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assessment. Tt failed to identify the root causesofthe 6 May 2021 incident, and it did not
recommend meaningful corrective actions or accountability measures. Perhaps most
significantly, it confirmed the reported quantityoffuel spilled withouta critical or thorough
verification. The NPO Deputy OIC was awareofthe decrease in tank inventory of nearly
20,000 gallons of fuct on 6 May 2021, buthedid not considerif relevant. He did not highlight
this information in his report, and he did not provide it o at least one engineer who
independently calculated the quantity spilled. (FF (74), (80). (81). (126)-(141)]

10. FLC Pearl Harbor's extemal reportingof the 6 May 2021 spill was not timely. The CO,
XO, and Fuels Department Icaders believed they had 24 hours to make formal reports, which is
contrary to Navy OPREP and NAVSUP/CNRH CCIR reporting requirements especially with
known media interest the nightof the incident. The reporting on 6-7 May 2021 was so
unsatisfying that CNRH created a new instruction, Red Hill Bulk Fuel Storage Facility
Emergency Response Notification Coordination Plan, to improve reporting in the event ofa
future incident. [FF (84)-092), (96)4112), (120)]

11. The FLC Pearl Harbor CO, XO, and Fuels Department leadership exhibited a consistent bias
toward assuming and reporting the “best case” scenario following the 6 May 2021 fuel spill. On
7 May 2021, FLC Pearl Harbor personnel had no affirmative evidence that fuel had been
contained in the tunnel and were sill unawareofthe total amount of fuel spilled and recovered.
Nevertheless, they reported that day that no fuel was releasedtothe environment. Importantly, I
found no evidence that poor reporting ofhis incident was motivated by a conscious effort io
deceive or obfuscate the truth. [FF (85)-(92), (96)-(112), (120)]

12. COMNAVSUP failed to provide oversight as ISIC to ensure FLC Pearl Harbor was able to
and did satisfactorily perform its mission to manage Red Hill, despite several indications that
further assistance and oversight was required. Two simultaneous investigations, ordered by
COMNAVSUP, were in progress during the period following the 6 May 2021 spill, and the
Fuels Director had transferred withouta relief. Later, COMNAVSUP received and approved the
final investigation into the6 May 2021 spill, which was noticeably incomplete and left key.
questions unanswered. In total, COMNAVSUP should have known that the FLC Pearl Harbor
Fuels Department needed additional assistance and oversight but failed to provide it. [FF (9),

(10), (126140)

13. The FLC Pearl Harbor CO during and after the 6 May 2021 fuel spill failed to act in order to
understand the causes or effectsofthe spill,or to validate that Fuels Department was safe to
continue operations. He reported thespill, conducted an administrative review via Management
Inquiry, and provided access to the NAVSUP investigator. However, the FLC Pearl Harbor CO
did not direct any meaningful operational pausc or safety stand down, did not direct meaningful
remedial action to prevent future spills, and did not adequately investigate the quantitiesoffuel
spilled and releasedto the environment. [FF (113), (116). (12)-(125), (129), (391-394)

14. The FLC Pearl Harbor Deputy Fuels Director filed to dircet the safe and effective operation
of Fuels Department. Specifically, he failed to ensure that operations orders were adequate or
sufficiently understood,failed to ensure effective supervision to monitor compliance with
operations orders, and failed to enforce standards surrounding procedural compliance ora culture
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of learning within the department. The Deputy Fucls Director is under-resourecd to be able to
fully perform his duties. On 6 May 2021, he had been performing his normal duties and
effectivelyactingas the Fucls Director for approximately thrce months. The Deputy Fucls
Director spent at least 50 percent ofhis time performing tasks notdirectly related to managing.
fuel operations, such as conducting tours and generating responses to requests for information
from other organizations. Since 6 May 2021, he has demonstrated a commitment to improving
Fuels Department operations. (FF (113), (116)-(124), (136-143). (299)- (325), (392), (393)]

15. The NAVSUP NPO investigating officer knew about the inventory loss from the6 May
2021 fuel spill but failed to report it. He incorrectly determined this information was not
relevant to his analysesof the root cause of the spill and the quantity of fuel spilled. The
investigating officer relied heavily on third parties to validate his findings, but becauseof his
ermoncous conclusion that the 6 May 2021 inventory loss was irrelevant, he did not provide that
information when seeking additional verificationof the quantity spilled. The investigating
officer was not resourced to conduct an investigation ofthis scope and complexity, but he did not
request additional resources. (FF (132)-(141), (389)-(394)]

16. The CRO on 6 May 2021 was responsible for the safe execution of scheduled fuel
‘movements in accordance with approved operations orders, which he failed to do. Automated
Togs show that valves were consistently operated not in accordance with prescribed operations
orders during his shift. Cognizant officials initiated employment actions to hold the CRO
accountable. He has since retired from FLC Pearl Harbor, effective 31 December 2021. (FF
(41), (48), (49), (54), (57-71), (G04)]

17. The pump operator on 6 May 2021 was not directly responsible for the safe execution of
scheduled fuel movements. Nevertheless, he operated valves not in accordance with prescribed
operations orders, under the supervision of the CRO. Thiswas a common practice between
CROs and pump operators, and was widely understood within Fuels Department to be the
manner by which a pump operator would lear and ultimately becomeaCRO. The pump.
operator incorrectly sequenced the valves that created the vacuum condition, which ultimately
led 10 the pipe rupture and fuel spill on 6 May 2021. [FF (48)-(50), (54). (S7)-71), (304)]

29 September Pressure Surge

18. The FLC Pearl Harbor CO acted prudently by ordering an operational pause afier being.
informedofan unexplained pressure surge. This action and subsequent evaluation demonstrate
an improved ability to self-assess when contrasted with the actions taken by FLC Pearl Harbor
following the 6 May 2021 spill. (FF (5)-7), (113), (124). (149)167). (172). (295). (297). 318),
(352), (356)]

19. The underlying causeofpressure surges ai Red Hil is still not fully understood. The
analysis conducted by Fuels Department engineers revealed that pressure surges have occurred

frequently during normal plant operations in all pipelincs. Fuels Department supervisors have
implemented measures to identify and mitigate this phenomenon, but a thorough engineering
analysis is needed to determine and correct the cause(s). NAVFAC EXWC has contracted
Austin Brockenbrough and Associates, LLC, a private engineering and consulting firm to conduct
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a root cause analysisofthe 29 September 2021 pressure surge event, This analysis will likely
inform a broader follow-on effort to identify and correet problems. [FF (149)-(173), (318).
G87), (388)

20 November Fuel Spill and Release to the Environment

20. The proximate causeofthe fuel spilled from the fire suppression system retention line on
20 November 2021 was a failure to properly account for the fuel spilled on 6 May 2021 (human
error), as discussed above. [FF (321-34), @1). (71), (75)-(78), (97), (98), (105), (114)-(118),
21141), (174), 252). G15)

21. The Red Hill over inadvertently struck the drain valve hand wheel with the passenger cart
ofa train, causing the PVCpipeto crack and leak. This tain is used to transit the tunnel system
and likely contacted the valve hand wheel multiple times, weakening andfinallycracking the
pipe. FLC Pearl Harbor conducted a preliminary inquiry regarding this eveat, and the report
postulates excessive speed may have caused the train to jump. The investigation team assesses it
is more likely that the weight of fuel in the 14-inch diameter PVC pipe caused it to sag over time.
Worn paint on the hand wheel suggests the train rubbed against it on several acasions. [ do not
assess this event was due to misconduct. [FF (2), (3), 5), (29), (33), (34), (1), (51), (174)-
(180), (222). (225), (233)-236)]

22. The fire suppression system is poorly designed and has not been properly maintained.
Portionsofthe return line are constructedof steel and others are constructed of PVC, which is
vulnerable to damage in an industrial environment. Although the system was fully installed in
2019, the associated maintenance program was only recently approved and is not fully
implemented. Had periodic maintenance been performed, the sump pumps may not have
‘malfunctioned on 6 May 2021 or the fuel may have been discovered in the retention line prior to
20 November 2021. (FF (15), (16). (20)-22), (32)-(34), (114), (174), (222). (225), (254)]

23. FLC Pearl Harbor personnel were not rained or equipped to stop the sourceof the fuel spill.
A low levelofknowledge of the fire suppression system by initial responders resulted in
confusion, inaccurate reporting, and ineffective actions. Additionally, appropriate PPE and pipe-
patching or plugging kits were not available at the scene. Without the ability to stop the spill.
responders defaulted to managing it. They did no know how much fuel would spill or for how
Tong, and even as spill was sill ongoing, personnel were focused on recovery and cleanup rather
than control. A lack of training and drills contributed to these problems. [FF (2), (3). (7). (11)-
(14), (32134), (174), (214), (222), (225), (232)-239). (245-256), (309). G12)]

24. No single person took charge at the scene. FLC Pearl Harbor, a the spilling command, was
responsible for taking charge as the on-scene incident commander or determining that the
response was beyond the command's capability and requesting additional response from CNH
The Deputy Fuels Director took charge initially. Later, with both the FL Pearl Harbor CO and
the NAVFAC Hawaii CO present, and with representatives of cach of their commands managing
different aspectsof the response effort, there was not a nityofeffort or clear linesofreporting.
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“This resulted in miscommunication and the sbsence ofa common sight picture. Again, a lack of
training and drills contributed. [FF (2), (3). (5), (11)-(14), (23), (24), (86). (87). (199), (208),
(09), 213), (233)-248), (295), (311)]

25. The initial external response was prompt, but it quickly dissipated based on early
characterizationofthe fluid as all or mostly water. FLC Pearl Harbor personnel called the Federal
Fire Department, as required, and the Federal Fire Deparment responded to Red Hill with
HAZMAT and atmosphere monitoring capabilities. Federal Fire Department personne departed
afte clearing the tunnel forentry and assessing the situation as stable. The NOSC representative
never went 10 the scene because the initial report to him was that the spill consistedof all or
mostly water. No one at the scene corrected that report to the NOSC representative or requested
additional assistance from CNRH, JBPPH, or the Federal Fire Department. (FF (2), (3). (11)-
(14),23), (24), (86), (87), (181)-(184), (191-198), (207)-(210),233)239),(366)]

26. Once responders determined that the spill was a fuel leak, they did not implement formal
incident response procedures. The FLC Pearl Harbor CO referenced the Red Hill Response Plan,
and his team performed manyof the actions therein, but responders did not universally
understand that this procedure was in use. One key action not taken was recalling the NOSC
representative. Having the NOSC representative on scene likely would have alerted CNRH and
other leaders that the incident was more serious than understood. Knowledge of the plan is
generally low among responders, and most assessed the plan is not applicable because it is
intended fora “catastrophic fuel release.”Ofnote, no steps in the Red Hill Response Plan would
have secured the drinking water well. [FF (2), (3), 5), (7), 8), (11)-14), (23), (24), (86), (87),
(186)(187)-(190), (200), 207), (212), (2321239), (311), (366)]

27. Leaders a the scene failed to communicate the seriousness ofthe incident. Every person
physically present at Red Hill on the evening of 20 November 2021 knew within a short time:
after arriving that the spill was all or mostly fuel. The fact that the spill was from a non-fucl
system was undoubicdly confusing and led to initial reports ofa water spill. However, those:
initial reports were never fully corrected. By midnight on 20 November 2021, the FLC Pearl
Harbor CO and NAVFAC Hawaii CO/Region Engineer knew the spill was primarily fucl and
likely from the 6 May 2021 spill. They assessed they had accurately communicated that the
spilling fluid contained fucl, but their reports allowed CNRH and Hawaii DOH to believe there
had been a wansition from water 0 fuel. Again, they displayed a consistent bias toward assuming
and reporting the "best case” scenario. Further, the FLC Pearl Harbor CO failed to report that the:
initial responder to the spill had gone to the hospital that evening due to chemical burnsor that a
second person had bec injured. Failure to communicate the seriousnessofthe incident would
not have changed controlling actions at the scene. but it would have resulted in a more aggressive
response from CNRH and other senior leaders. [FF (5), (11114), (20-24),
(175), (181)-(184), (192), (196)-(214), (228), (232)-(256), (344), (345), (366)]

28. The FLC Pearl Harbor CO was awareof the potential ofa fuel release to the environment via
the installed groundwater sump pump. but he did not communicate that possibilty to senior
Ieaders. On the night of 20 November 2021. the CO was unable to ascertain when the
groundwater sump pump was sccurcd. Based on this uncertainty, he sent Fuels Department
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personnel to look for any indicationoffuel in the area where he incorrectly believed the pump
discharges. They found no fuel, which confirmed t the CO that no fucl had been released. He
remained uncertain until ful was discovered in the discharge linc on 9 December, confirming
the pump transferred ful. While this pathway likely did not contribute 10 the drinking water
contamination, he nevertheless failed to clearly communicate his uncertainty about whether the
20 November 2021 spill had been contained. [FF (2), (3), 5). (11-15), (185), (189). 190).
(204), 205). (213)-221), (228). (230), (232)-(235), (245), (249)-253). (256). (257). (278)-
(285), (326)-(342), (348), (358)-(364), (369-372)

29. The history, visibility, and charged natureof Red Hill issues are reality, but they do not
absolve leaders from theirduties to think critically and report accurately. This atmosphere likely
contributed to the consistent bias toward assuming and reporting “best case” scenarios. am also
concerned that lessons misapplicd from the 6 May 2021 spill contributed to over-prioritzing
extemal reporting and under-prioritzing actual incident response on 20 November 2021. Tn
‘general,ian ongoing event is significant enough to inform senior military and government
officals, it would be appropriate to activate emergency response organizations such as the EOC
and ROC to ensure adequate assistance and a continuous flow of the most accurate information.
Resuming Red Hill operations will require stakeholders a all levels to face facts with brutal
honesty and communicate with full transparency. [FF (1), (4), (23). (24), (86). (87). (144),
(232)-239), (243)-256), (343), (366), (368). (395)-(406)]

30. The proximate causeofcontaminated drinking water was a failure to properly respond to the
fuel spill on 20 November 2021 (human error). Had leaders at the scene questioned more
critically the potentialfor a release to the environment, they would have acted more decisively to
stop the source of the spill and demanded more resources to manage it. Further, had leaders at
the scene communicated concerns about a potential release, CNRH and other stakeholders would
have provided additional resources during and after the incident (0 understand and mitigate
environmental impacts. (FF (5), (23), (24), (28), (30), (35), (86). (87). (185). (204), (205), (213),
(217)-(222), (227), (232)(239). (243)-(246), (248)(257), (261)285]

31. FLC Pearl Harbor and NAVFAC Hawaii personnel did notadequately understand or
appreciate risks 10 the nearby Red Hill well. Responders were awareof the wells location and
tookearly steps to verify that no ful lowed aboveground fiom the spill arca to the well. Based
on those initial actions, they incorrectly assessed there was no risk (0 the drinking water well
‘They had not anticipated a fuel spill in this area ofthe Red Hill tunnel system and were unaware
ofmultiple pathways to the environment and aquifer from the area. Nevertheless, this
knowledge gap is surprising and conceming given persistent scrutiny on the environmental risks.
associated with a major fuel spill at Red Hill. [FF (2), (3), (5). (6), (11)-(14). (20)422). (35).
(I85)189), (206), (216), (2191-(222), (234), (244), (243), (249)252), (256), (57), (261)-
Qs)

32. The JP-5 fuel released to the environment on 20-21 November 2021 contaminated the Navy
drinking water system. There arc multiple pathways to the Red Hill wel from the areaofthe
spill. The most prominent pathways by which fuel entered the drinking water well were the
hume line drainage system under the Adit 3 tunnel and cracks and imperfections in the floor and
wallsofthe groundwater sump. Penetrations in the tunnel floor and imperfections in the.
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concrete also provided pathways to the Red Hill well but were less prominent.A significant
amount of fuel was also released (0 the environment afer being pumped from two CHT sumps
and the groundwater sump. However, this fuel likely did not contribute to contaminationof the
drinking water system because it was first discharged to holding tanks down.-gradien rom the
Red Hill well. AECOM, an infrastructure consulting firm. is conducting a hydrologic
engineering analysis to determine the precise quantities of fuel and environmental pathways that
contaminated the drinking watcr. [FF (28)-30), (35). (36). (174), (185)-(189). 203)-205),
(213),(216), (221), 222), (229), (230), (245), (249), (250). (252), (256). (257). (260). (267).
69), 276))

33. The FLC Pearl Harbor CO failed 10 take charge as the on-scene incident commander or make
the determination that the required response was beyond his capability to address and request
additional response from CNRH. He demonstrated poor judgment by deciding that the spill was
stable and manageable despite uncertainty about key elements of the unfolding incident. In light
ofthat uncertainty, he further failed to convey the seriousnessofthe incident or the potential that
fuel was released {0 the environment via the groundwater sump pump. The FLC Pearl Harbor
CO has, however, demonstrateda sincere desire and ability to self-assess and apply lessons
leamed. He acted prudently by pausing operations afer an unexplained pressure surge on 29
September 2021, and he applied lessons leamed from the failures outlined above in his response
0 heavy rains and flooding on 6 December 2021. [FF (2), (5), (23), (24), (199), (209). 217),
(221),(222), (2314237), (240)(256), (295), (355)]

34. The NAVFAC Hawai CO was not the on-scene commander and was not overall responsible
for incident response on 20 November 2021. He asked critical and thoughtful questions that
evening and received satisfactory answers while working in step with the FLC Pearl Harbor CO.
As the Region Engineer and the senior CNRH leader on-scene, however, he had a duty to ensure
that NRF received timely and accurate reports that conveyed the seriousness of the
20 November 2021 spill. He failed to do so, and he also failed to recall or recommend recall of
the NOSC representative. [FF (5), 201-24),(86), (87), (199), (211), (212). 215), (221), 232)-
(247), (373), (374), (377)-385)]

Quantities of Fuel Spilled and Released"

35. The otal quaniity of fuel spilled on 6 May 2021 was 18,579 gallons. Austin Brockenbrough
and Associates. LLC, a private cngincering and consulting firm, conducted an independent third-
party validationofthis quantity. After the spill, 1,580 gallonsof fuel were recovered.
Therefore, up (0 16,999 gallons of fucl were transfrred to the fire suppression system retention
line.[FF (41), (76), (78), (93)-(95),(98). (114), (116),(118), (122)-(124), (131),(135), (139),
(147), 148), (174), 214), (287), 299)]

36. The quaniity of fuel released to the environment on 6 May 2021 cannotbecalculated, but is
assessedto be small. This opinion is based on the locationofthe spill in an area ofthe tunnel
with few pencirations as well as the resultsofpost-incident soil vapor and groundwater
monitoring results. Some amount of fuel entered the environment through soil vapor monitoring

AppendixCprovides a detailed summaryoffuel quantities spilled, recovered, and potentially eased othe
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ports when covers for those ports were disturbed during cleanup. [FF (37)-(39). (76)-(78). (94).
(97),(98), (105), 109), (112), (114), (119), (123), (124), (134), (142)-(146), 293)]

37. The majorityofthe fuel that was transferred to the fire suppression system retention line on
6 May 2021, up ta 16,999 gallons. spilled on 20 November 2021. A the timeofhis report,
13,677 gallonsoftha fuel were recovered. Efforts remain underway to locate and recover any
additional fuel. [FF (37)-39), (76)-(78). (94). (97). (98). (105), (109), (112), (114), (119), (123).
(124), (134), (142)-146), (29%)]

38. A totalof 3,322 gallonsoffuel remains unrecovered. Some or allof this fc is the source
ofcontaminationof the Navy drinking water system in and around JBPHH and its surrounding
arcas. The most prominent pathways by which fucl entered the drinking water well were the
hume line drainage system under the Adit3 tunnel and cracks and imperfections in the floor and
wallsofthe groundwater sump. [FF (40), (142)-(146),(174),(185), (20), (212), (21), (217),
(218), (224), (2571294)]

Personnel

39. Detailing practices and training pipeline requirements for the FLC Pearl arbor CO and XO
are no adequate. The CO and XO should be selectively detailed, and oncof the two should have
previous fuels experience at all times. Additionally, they should be trained in fuels management
and operations prior o reporting. The current FLC Pearl Harbor CO was assigned based on his
fuels experience, but his is nota formal or consistent policy. (FF (2), (3), (S-(8). (295)-297)]

40. “The University of Kansas MBA program alone does not prepare Supply Corps officers for
assignment as an FLC Fuels Director. Multiple interviews described the Fuels Director position
as a leaning role,” and many agreed tha i aks at least one year to be fully proficient in the
role. Given the high-consequence natureoffuel management operations, particularly at Red
Hil, his approach creates considerable risk. Tailored training or previous fuels expericnce
shouldberequired. [FF (2), (3), (11), (12), (41), (149), (174). (298), (300)]

41. The FLC Fuels Deparment is undermanned at every level and will require a significant
overhaul to improve standards and resume operations. By multiple accounts, the Fucls Dircetor
and Deputy Fuels Director cach spend atleast 50 percent of thei time responding to requests for
information to support the AOC, providing tours of Red Hill, and conducting other associated.
duis. Further, FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department operators typically work 16 hours or more
overtime per week. Establishing « cultureof high standards within Fucls Department wil require:
an infusion of leadership at multiple levels, and particularly among mid-level managers. [FF (2),
6), (1319), 299-304)

Material

42. The Red Hill tanks have been the focus of scrutiny since the 2014 leak. As this
investigation highlights, other components such as pipelines, valves, sensors and ancillary.
systems are also sources ofrisk that must be assessed and mitigated, commensurate with their
attendant risks. [FF (28)-(31), (33), (36), (47), (49), (59), (60), (66), (69). (94), (95). (114),
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(117),(121), (139), (144), (149), (151), (163), (164), (178), (257), (261), (264), (266), (274).
(275), (2811323), (324), (325), (330), (395)]

43. Unneeded systems should be removed rather than decommissioned in place. This practice
introduces complexity and confusion for operators and maintainers. For example, several
interviewees cited an ongoing issue with a decommissioned defueling line at Hotel Pier. That
Tine, and other systems like it, should be studicd and removed if their existence impedes safe or
effective fuel operations. (FF (208), (257), (261), (281), (282))

Qualifications, Continuing Training, and Self-Assessment

44. Qualifications and continuing training programs meet minimum requirements, but they are
not as comprehensive or robust as corresponding Navy shipboard programs or fucls indusiry
practices. For example, Signature Flight Support, the company that provides private and general
aviation ful support for Honolulu Intemational Airport, conducts quarterly fue spill drills and
comprehensive oral boardsforall technical positions. They have dedicated training personncl on
staff who supervise and perform quality assuranceof the company's training program. Because
the U.S. Coast Guard provides robust oversight of FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department
watcrbome refueling operations, the department's raining and drill programs are focused on
‘meeting those requirements. CNRH, JBPHH, and FLC Pearl Harbor do not conduct periodic
fuel spill response drills at Red Hill, as would be appropriate. [FF (222), (309), (311)]

45. FLC Pearl Harbor docs not have a culture that embraces self-assessment and continuous
learning, This limits the command's ability to sel-regulate. The Fuels Department docs not
conduct critiques, hotwashes,or debriefs following complex operations. Supervisors and
engineers in the department who study events to understand root causes do not routinely
disseminate that information to operators in the department. This is due, in part, to the
perception that ongoing litigation surrounding Red Hill and the AOC creates an obligation to
hold information, rather than share it. [FF (313), (314)]

Command and Control

46. The C2 of Red Hil is complex but fairly well defined. The investigation team reviewed
instructions governing DFSPs; mission, functions, and tasks documents; and MOAS among
various stakeholders. T expected to find significant scams or overlaps in C2 that created
ambiguity —but I did not. In short: (1) FLC Pearl Harbor is responsible for day-to-day
operations; (2) NAVFAC Hawaii is responsible for maintenance and repair
contracts; (3) CNRH is responsible for environmental functions and incident response; and (4)DLA funds operations and maintenance. This arrangementof multiple stakeholders is not
unique among shore facilites (e.g. military hospitals). [FF (344)-390), (407)-(409)]

47. In practice, the C2 among Red Hill stakeholders has devolved into “management by
committee” among O-6s. The lines of responsibility, authority, and accountability have become
blurred, and commanders have not embraced the full extentof theirauthorities. When gray arcas
exist regarding Red Hill, for example, the FLC Pearl Harbor CO is normally the most logical
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commander to take ownershipof those gaps. This has not always happened. Furthermore, when
disagreements or ambiguities exist, it would notbedifficult to formalize local agreements
“The history and sensitivityofRed Hill issues and the requirementsofthe AOC add complexity,
but they do not supersede other clearly defined command relationships and authorities. [FF
(207). 209), (212), (214), (238), (241), (243), (244), (248)]

48. All stakeholders agreed that DLA funding, via working capital fund, is almost never a
limiting factor. Stakeholders did point to NAVFAC Hawaii's capacity for contracting as a
limiting factor for both Red Hill maintenance and CNRH environmental functions. [FF (25)
(27.62), (302), (323), (324), (349), (373), (407)-(409)]
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Recommendations

‘The following reconunendations are organized by cognizant commander under the current C2
structure. These recommendations include short-term actions that strengthen the existing

role as the Navy's Senior Officer Present in Hawaii. 1also recommend a long-term action to
review the C2 for DFSPs to determineif technical expertise, responsibility, authority, and
accountability canbebetter aligned.

Cg

-
I —

4. Contract an independent third-party consultant with expeise in bulk fuel operations to assist
in the oversight of Red Hill. This will continue after Red Hill resumes operations.

|
conducted by NAVSUP as ISIC.

.



FleetLogisticsCenterPearlHarbor
Actions Prior to Resuming Operations

7. Apply additional supervision to all fuel operations, particularly in the control room
Operations internal to Red Hill are suspended, but other FLC Pearl Harbor fucl operations arc
‘ongoing and warrant supervision (¢.g., operationof aboveground tanks, ship and aircraft fueling.
ctc.). The FLC Pearl Harbor CO should propose the appropriate levelof supervision forvarious
operations to COMNAVSUP for approval. FLC Pearl Harbor and NAVSUP should provide a
significant portionofths additional supervision, bul supervisors from other Navy commands
with applicable subject matter or supervisory expertise are appropriate. COMPACFLT should
approve any Red Hill operations required prior to certification for maintenance or testing based
ona detailed recommendation from COMNAVSUP, concurrence from CNRH, and in
consultation with regulatory partncrs,

8. Ifnot already done, verify the tunnel rain path clearofany potential blockages or risks lo
operator or equipment safety.

9. Fully implement the lessons leamed and corrective actions identified since 6 May 2021. This
includes formalizing these lessons and actions in NAVSUP or FLC Pearl Harbor instructions,
training personnel, and monitoring operations to verify they are understood and effective:
Specific corrective actions include developing more detailed operations orders, assigning a
sceondary CRO during operations, and requiring a two-person “point and call” method of
controlling valve operations. Additional corrective actions wil likely be identified and should be
implemented prior to certification.

10. Hire additional Fuels Department watch standers to support corrective actions idenified
since 6 May 2021. Coordinate with DLA for funding and NAVSUP for assistance if required.
‘These may be military personnelorcivilian hires, and they wil be in excessofcurrent billets in
the near term.

11. Implement best practices from other parts ofthe military and industry for conducting
technically complex, high-consequence operations. For example, the FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels
Department should lear and incorporate lessons from the recent FlectMajorFires Review as
they relate to wach standing principles, qualification and training programs, and critical sclf-
assessmentiimprovement processes. Similarly, the Navy contracted Simpson, Gumpertz, and
Heger 0 independently assess operations at Red Hil: this assessment will inform future
operations and certification.

12. Clearly define incident response capabilities that canbeperformed by FL Pearl Harbor
personnel. Those response capabilsis shouldbedrilled, and material 1 affect those responses
should be staged throughout the Red Hil facility. For those incidents that are beyond FLC Pearl
Harbor response capability, clearly define the responsible organization and formalize those.
responsibilities in written agreements.
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13. Requalify all watch standers. Requalification should require operators and rovers to
demonstrate individual knowledge and skills in a manner similar to shipboard qualifications and
industry best practices (e.¢ , knowledge interviews, skills demonstrations, written examinations,
final boards, etc.). The FLC Pearl Harbor CO should propose the detailsof the requalification
plan to COMNAVSUP for approval.

14. Determine and correct the causeofunexplained pipeline vacuum conditions. NAVFAC
EXWC is contracting Austin Brockenbrough andAssociates, LLC to conduct an engineering
analysis to determine the root cause of the vacuum conditions and pressure surge that occurred
on 29 September 2021. This analysis will likely inform a broader effort to conduc a system-
wide functional piping survey to identify redundant or unnecessary valves and fittings, update
the thermal relief scheme, and to install components to prevent vacuum conditions and surge
evens.

15. Identify and mitigate risks associated with all non-fcl systems, tunnel penetrations, and
other pathwaysto the environment in Red Hill. This includes removing or scaling unnecessary
connections, verifying penetration covers arc il-tight (.&., cavironmental monitoring port
covers), and clearly marking all penetrations and pathways to the environment with warning
labels. Ensure all pathways to the environment are incorporated into incident response plans and
checked periodically by rovers. This recommendation will require close coordination with
CNRH and NAVFAC Hawaii.

16. Install additional PITS in pipeline systems to monitor for vacuum conditions and pressure
differentials. FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department engineers identified recommended PIT
locations, and NIWC is contracting ENGlobal to install them. The engineering analysis of
pipeline vacuum conditions may identify additional PIT locations.

17. densify and mitigate material issues and other risks associated with the fire suppression
system. This includes determining and executing any necessary changes to system design,
configuration, operation, or maintenance requirements.

Long-Term Actions

18. Develop rigorous and susainable qualification, raining, and monitoring programs based on
Navy shipboard processes and industry best practices. Training should stress all aspects of FLC
Pearl Harbor Fuels Department operations and not focus exclusively on any one competency.
“Training should be realistic and incorporate full-scale drills at Red Hill,

19. Conduct at least one Red Hill incident response training event quarterly. Training events
should include classroom training, tabletop exercises, and incident response drills. This
periodicity is consistent with requirements for some shipboard fie drill per the Naval Sea
Systems Command (NAVSEA) 8010 Manual and indusiry best practices. Regulatory partners
and other local agencies should participate during larger eves.

20. Per the CNO's Charge of Command, developa culture that is effective at sel assessing,
self-correcting, and learning.
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21. Upgrade the AFHE system to incorporate automatic interlocks and/or operator aid functions.

22. Evaluate the secondary containment capability throughout Red Hill. Expand or enhance

23. Prioritize and request any necessary infrastructure repairs, to include ancillary systems and

24. Establish a region-specific Support Agreement with CNRH as required by the MOA.
between CNIC and NAVSUP. [Encl (38)]

>I
26. Create a NPO detachment in Hawaii to facilitate local assistance and oversight for Red Hill,
and to liaise with COMPACFLT and CNRH. This detachment should be staffed by an O-5/0-6

CCOMPACFLT, NAVSUP, and CNRH and participate in their weekly battle rhythm events.

27. Double the number of leaders and supervisors in the FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department.

and assign an additional, qualified officer to that position as his or her assistant. Assign an

enlisted advisor and a cadreof three to fourChiefPetty Officers should also be assigned to the

28. Review officer assignment policies for FLC Pearl Harbor. Officers assigned to CO. XO,

Submarine Force detailing to “watch list” ships). Additionally. the CO or XO should have prior
fuels experience. and the Fuels Director should have prior fuels experience (i.e.. Fuels Item or
previous Fuels Director assignment). Issue formal detailing policy guidance to this effect.

=
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31. Include incident response in the formal operational readiness certification. Ata minimum.
conduct an evaluated spill response drill with participation by all commands with Red Hill
incident responsibilities. Satisfactory performance by all commands (or satisfactory
performance wperades) should be required.

Long-Term Actions

32. Conduct formal manpower assessments and coordinate with OPNAV to resource all
manpower requirements associated with Red Hill operations, maintenance, and oversight.
Coordinate with CNPC/NAVMAC to conduct these assessments for NAVSUP (including NPO
Fort Belvoir and NPO Hawaii) and FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department.

33. Conduct anual material, operational, and incident response readiness inspections similar to
he certification events described above. Conduct periodic assisvisits and readiness evaluations
as required

34. Evaluate the feasibility ofaGOCO model for Red Hill

++

Actions Prior to Resuming Operations

36. Assist FLC Pearl Harbor with the recommended actions above.

37. Lead a comprehensive overhaulofRed Hill incident response plans. Recommended
improvements include making the plan scalable. euploying the full rangeof CNRH aud JBPHIH
resowces available 10 respond to all spills, defining key fers used durmg response (e.&. “spill”
vs. “release.” “contained.” etc.), and protecting the drinking water system by securing the Red
Hill well uniil samples confinn no release to the environment. Coordinate these updates with
regulatory partners, COMPACFLT should approve updatedRed Hill incideut response plans.

38. Consider streamlining reporting requirements in the event ofa Red Hill incident. One
senior officer should contact senior government officials for unity of message. Additionally.
consider use of an automated text message system (e.8.. AtHoc) to keep stakeliolders informed.

39. Investigate the cause of elevated sample results at groundwater monitoring well 02 and the
tank 17 soil vapor monitoring port.
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goespiroes wn Res HH covommenl motood ovgt,
incident response, and requirements related to complying with the AOC. Coordinate with
CNPC/NAVMAC to conduct these assessments for CNRH and JBPHH.

Nox meenCRS Tony
‘Commander, Navy Installations Command

©

oN
Commander Nave Facts and Engioring Stems Command Hawt

#4. Avi FLCPeatHah and CNR with he scommenddscons ove

to fund the first 6 monthsof operation.

46. Develop a water treatment capability at Red Hill. COMPACELT has tasked NAVFAC with
planning and designinga drinking water treatment system at the Red Hill well vicinity to comply

47. Evaluate whether NAVFAC Hawaii is appropriately resourced to award contract funds in
support of Red Hill maintenance, operations, and environmental monitoring. Coordinate with

”



Commander, Navy Facilities and Engineering Systems Command

44. [I

al
Long-Term: Actions

50. Evaluate, via the Learning to Action Board process, the C2 for Navy DFSPs to determine if

the capacity ofNAVSUP alone to conduct.

The following issues were identified but deemed outside the scopeofthis investigation. They

«HE
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APPENDIX A
Enclosures

(1) COMPACFLT ltr S830 Ser NOO/1232of23 Nov 21
(2) COMPACFLT lr 5830 Ser 00/1260 of 3 Dec 21
(3) COMPACFLT ltr 5830 Ser NOO/1275 of9 Dec 21
(4) COMPACFLT Ir 5830 Ser N00/1279 of 10 Dec 21
(5) NAVSUPINST 5450.139 - Missions. Functions, and Tasks of NAVSUP FLC Pearl Harbor

(8 September 2020)
(6) NAVSUPFLCPHINST 5450 37 - Missions, Functions, and Organizations (13 May 2021)
(7) NAVSUPFLCPHINST 5450.35 - Missions, Functions, and Organizations (31 July 2018)
(8) MOA between NAVSUP and NAVFAC - § August 2014 (Regional POL Engineers)
(9) DFSP Pearl Harbor Bulk Terminal Operation. Maintenance. Environmental. and Safety Plan

(August 2018)
(10)NAVFAC Concept of Operations (April 2021)
(11) USN Regulations, Chapter 7 - CommandersinChiefand Other Commanders
(12) USN Regulations. Chapter§ - The Commanding Officer
(13) Interview Summary - CAPT Trent Kalp. SC. USN
(14) Interview Summary-CAPT Albert Homyak, SC, USN
(15) Email from Supply Corps Assistant Commander Detailer ICO FLC XO Positions

(10 January 2022)
(16) NAVSUP DFSP Snapshot
47eriSurEERESC. USN
(18) Position Description ri gram (October 2019)
(19) Interview Suaryi
(20) DLA Energy Accountability and Custodial Responsibilities P-7 (5 February 2014)
@1) Interview Summary - SC. USN
(22) Interview Summary- | SC. USN
(23) NAVSUPFLCPH 7320 - Appointment as Responsible Officer for Personal Property ICO
I(16 June 2020)

(24)NA 4020 Appointmentof ResponsibleOfficer|NN(6
December 2020)

(25) NAVSUPFLCPH 7320 Appoinment as Responsible Officer 10[NN©
September 2021)

(26) NAVSUP FLCPH Reliefof Department Director ICO|NNN(0 September
2021)

(27) FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department FY22 Actual Organization Chart (6 December 2021)E—
(29) NAVSUP FLC Pear HarborCO - Letter of instruction 10[ENN5c.

USN (11 February 2021)
(30) COMNAVREGHIINST 3120.2D — CNRH SORM (9 March 2018)
(31) MOA between DLA Energy and NAVEAC - 6 October 2018 (Fund Program Execution for

SRM Capitalized D33 Navy Fuel Facilities)
(32) OPNAVIST 5090.1E Environmental Readiness Program Manual (25 June 2021)
(33) Interview Summary - CAPT Gordie Meyer. CEC, USN
(34) OPNAVINST 5450.348A - Missions. Functions, and Tasks of NAVFAC (23 June 2021)
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(35) Interview Summary.FA CEC, USN
(36) NAVEAC Hawaii Red TH irectos Missions. Functions. aud Tasks -NNN
[ifrom 3 January 2022

(37) MOA between NAVSUP aud CNIC - 30 April 2015 (ManagementofBulk Fuel)
(38) CNICINST 5450.8B - Missions. Functions. and Tasks ofCNRH (16 April 2013)
of ——
(40) Red Hill Administrative Order on Consent
(41) Interview SummaryTR
(42) Interview Summary- o wick, USN
(43) Interview Summary - RDML Timothy Koft, USN
(44) MOA between DLA Energy and NAVSUP GLS - 22 December 2015 (Funding Fuel

Terminal Operations)
(45) DoD $101 08E CH-2 - DoDEA for Bulk Petroleum (2 May 2019)
(46) Interview Summary - INENECCIEEE, SC. USN
(47) OPNAVINST 4020.27 - Capitalized Bulk Fuel Tank Management at Navy Installations (8

September 2017)
(48) Institute for Defense Analysis - Bulk Fuel Infrastructure Final (December 2018)
(49) DELETED
(50) CNRH Iutegaated Contingency Plan - Appendix I Drainage and Containment
(51) CNRH Red Hill Fuel Storage Facility Response Plan (August 2020)
(52) NAVFAC PAC Interim Update on the Final Groundwater Protection Plan (August 2014)
(53) Interview Summary-
(54) Interview Summary -
(55) Johnson Controls Field Service Report on Red Hill (21 December 2017)
(56) Email to 1CO Red Hill Fire Suppression System Maintenance Efforts (9

January 202:
(57) Interview Summary-po)(Second Interview)
(38) Sump Drain Line and i LineBrief(CNRH and NAVFAC)
(59) UFC Fire Protection Engineering for Facilities 2016
(60) Interview SummaryNi
(61) P-1551 Red Hill Retention Drain Pine Modification (21 December 2017)
(62) ImageofSoil Vapor Monitoring Well with Port Cover Removed
(63) Ennai from NAVFAC HI CO to CNRH Regarding Water Distribution Efforts (29

November 2021)
(64) NAVSUP Command Investigation Report Regarding 6 May 2021 JP-5 Spill
(65) DFSP Pearl Harbor Combined AFHE Event and Alan Logs for 6 May 2021
(66) DFSP Pearl Harbor AFHE Tank Data for 6 May 2021
(67) Hawaii Administrative Rules (HAR) 11-280.1 (11 November 2021)
(68) FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department Operations Orders (1 May - 20 November 2021)
(69) Red Hill and Hickam UST Operation Permit Draft (Effective: July 2019: Expires: July

2024)
(70) Enclosures to NAVSUP Command vestigation Report Regarding 6 May 21 JP-5 Spill
einSuey

(72) NAVFAC Hawaii Red PH rectorBrief on Red Hill NAVFAC Status (16
November 2021)
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(73)Red Hill Root Cause Analysis Meno and Report Regarding 6 May 2021 JP-5 Spi (7
September 2021)

(74) JBPHEL-Red Hill HI - 2021 Semi-Annual Bulk Fuel Constructed Storage Tanks Leak
Detection Testing Report (June 2021)

(75) Red Hill Tank OOS Historical
(76) Unifiod Faniltoe Critoia (IFC) 2460.1 Dain: Doteoloumm Fuel Ensiliion
(77) DLA AFHE Master Operational Schematic asof 6 March 2020.
(78) Interview Summary -|
(79) Interview Summary
(80) FLC Pear] Harbor Fuels Department Operators Monthly Work Schedule (Red Hill)
(81) CRO Logs 5 May 2021. 26-29 September 2021, 19-22 November 2021
(82) Red Hill Rover Checklist 5-7 May 2021, 26-29 September 2021, 20-22 Noveauber 2021
(8) Interview Summary -
(84) Interview Summary -
(85) Interview Summary -
(86) FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department Estimates of Fuel Recovered after 6 May 2021 JP-5

Spill
(8) Interview Summary-
(88) Interview Summary
(89) Powerpointof Red HI etention Sketch Revision | (Created: 22 November 2021)
(90) Interview Summary -
O1) Interview Summary -
(92) Interview Summary-
(93)FLC Pearl Harbor Timeline of Incident and Action 6 May 2021
(94) FEDFIRE Red Hill NFIRS for 6 May 2021 Spill
(95)Interview Summary - FEDFIRE
omnesSu SIT
(97) CNRH 5750. Designation as FOSC Representative, NOSC Representative. and QI ICO]

na)
©8) egaited Contingency Pian - Core Plan (May 2014)
(99) CNRH Combined Integrated Contingency Plan (August 2018)(100) erview Summary“——
(101) Fire Suppression Reclamation System Record Drawings
(102) P-1551 Desi Drawings. Change R. (Signed 22 June 2018) (attend and half size)
(103) Three-Way Phone call with FLC PH CO. Deputy Fuels Director, and Fuels Director (6

May 2021)
(104) NAVSUPINST 30202 - NAVSUP HQ CIR (8 June 2021)
(105) Euwail from FLC PH CO to COMNAVSUP - Red Hil Fuel Release (7 May 2021)
(106) COMNAVREGHICOMNAVSURGRUMIDPACINST 5214.1 - CNRH and CNSG

MIDPAC CCIRs (21 January 2020)
(107) NAVSUP FLC Pearl Harbor CCIRs and Voice Reports 7MAY 21
(108) OPNAVINST F3100 6K — Special Incident Reporting (10 August 2021)
(109) Interview Summary - | UsN
(110) Interview Sumy -|
(111) CPF. COMNAVSUP PLE Pea CO Emails ICO 6 May 2021 JP-5 Spill(12) terview Summary -|SRERIGERREN Sc. UsN
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(113) Email from FLC Pearl Harbor XO with Reports (CCIRs and OPREPs) from6May 2021
pil

(114) Interview Summary ER
(115) P-40 DFSP Pearl Harbor Red Hill Tank 20-001

(116) FLC Pear Harbor Training Timeline Afer 6 May 2021 Spill
(117) DLA Energy P-1. CI13 (4 April 2019)
(118) Docamentasion Regarding Other Explanations For Missing 20.000 Gals (26 May 2021)
(119) inventory JP-5 MFR for 6 May 2021
(120) FLC Pear Harbor Fuels Department Estimated P-S Volume Release a Tanks 19 and 20

7 May 2021
(121) Excel Spreadsheet with Estimated JPS Line Volume Release (17 May 2021)
(122) FuclsManager Defense (FMD) Ledger May 2021
(123) Email from CAPT Kalp to Investigation Team Responding to RF (557 gallons) (11

January 2022)
(124) Email from CAPT Kalp to Investigation Team Responding to RFI (11 January 2022)
134) FL ea Harbor C0 Merri or te Recor 100 INNTRTDCEERSNN 17 vy

2021)
(126) Interview Summary -|EERREEARAN
(127) Powerpoint Presentation on Red Hill JP-S Line Column Separation (Created: 28 June

2021)
(128) Email from CNRH to NAVSUP ICO Red Hill Pipe Failure on 6 May 2021 (9 May 2021)
(129) Interview Summary - RADM John Korka, CEC, USN
(130) NAVSUP Command investigation of 13 August 2021
pgOC]
(132) Interview Summary- RADM Pete Stamatopoulos, SC, USN
(133) Email from FLC Pearl Harbor CO to NAVFAC Hawaii CO Regarding 6 May 2021 Spill

Relesse and Recovery Calulatons (3 October 2021)
(134) Email from NPO Deputy OIC Regarding Draft Red Hill Investigation Deliverables (8 June

20)
(135) Amendment to NAVSUP Command Investigation Regarding 6 May 2021 17-5 Spill
(136) Email from NAVFAC HI EV Business Line Leader Regarding 6 May 2021 Spill

Reporting Made to the State of Hawaii DOH (11 January 2022)( oo iene Rls
(138) Interview Summary-|FNNRER (Second Interview)
(139) FL Pear Harbor Fucls Departmen: Qualifications and Training Programs
(140) Email from NAVSUP to CPF Regarding 6 May 2021 Spill (17 September 2021)
(141) (CUI-AWP) Email from FLC Pearl Harbor CO to COMNAVSUP ICO Update to COM

Regarding Red Hill Permit and6 May 2021 Spill (28 September 2021)
(142) (COLAWP) Email from FLC Pear Harbor CO to COMNAVSUP ICO Update to COM

Regarding Red Hill Permit and 6 May 2021 Spill - CPF to INDOPACOM (1 October
2021)

(143) Email to Pond Regarding FOR Trench Concrete Repair (13 July 2021)
(144) Red Hill Notice of Interest - Sampling Results (10 May 2021 - 2 December 2021)

(145) NAVSUP FLC Pearl Harbor FY21 MIC Checklisis
(146) FLC Pearl Harbor and NAVFAC EV Red Hill Remedial Actions after 6 May 2021 Spill

(147) 6 May 2021 and 20 November 2021 GW Sampling Plan a of§ December 2022
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(148) Email from FLC Pearl Harbor CO to COMNAVSUP Regarding Elevated GW Samples (30
June 2021)

(149) Austin Brockenbrough 6 May 2021 Loss Calculations (6 December 2021)
(150) Email from C700 Engineer Regarding F-24 Pipeline (1 October 2021)

(151) Interview Summary.my
(152) Interview Summary |
(153) laterview Summary |
(154) (CUD) Enaail from C700 Engineer to €700 Deputy Fuels Director- Red Hill Pipeline

Pressure Surges (12 October 2021)
(155) FLC Pearl Harbor Red Hill AFHE Data - All Events (21 - 29 September 2021)
(156) Email from FLC Pearl Harbor CO ICO Response to RFI Regarding 29 September 2021

Pressure Surge (10 January 2022)
(157) FLC Pearl Harbor Timeline of Events - 29 September 2021
(158) (CUI-AWP) Email from FLC Pearl Harbor CO to COMNAVSUP —Red Hill Discussion

Items (10 November 2021)
(159) (CUI) Email from CPF to CNO and Follow-on Discuss with FLC Pearl Harbor CO,

PACFLT N4. and COMNAVSUP (13 November 2021)

(160) Email from FLC Pearl Harbor CO to COMNAVSUP Red Hill F-24 Pipeline Transient
Surge

(161) FLC Pearl Harbor Fuels Department Investigation ICO 29 Septernber 2021
(162) Email from FLC Pearl HarborCO to COMNAVSUP Regarding 29 September 2021

Pressure Surge (3 October 2021)
(163) Red Hill F-24 Pipeline Transieat Surge
(164) Email from Fuels Director Responding to RFI on 29 September 2021 Pressure Surge (10

January 2022)
(165) FLC Pearl Harbor CO to COMNAVSUP Email ICO 29 September 2021 Pressure Surge
(166) Excel Spreadsheet with Underground Pump House PIT Pressures (5 October 2021)
(167) NAVFAC EXWC Modification Contract Request in January 2022
(168) FLC Pearl Harbor Timeline ofEvents - 20 November 2021
(169) Compilationof Images Taken on Red Hill Tour on 30 November 2021
(170) P-40 DFSP Pearl Harbor Red Hill Adit 3 Release Report
470 ere Summary-RN

(172) FLC Pearl Harbor Endorsed Preliminary Inquiry ICO Release from Fire Suppression Drain
Line at Red Hill (9 December 2021)

(173) 20 November 2021 Video - 11 Seconds

(174) 20 November 2021 Video - 11.2 Seconds
(175) 20 November 2021 Video - 12 seconds
(176) 20 November 2021 Video - 43 Seconds
(177) Red Hill Fuel Inventory 20 December 2021
(178) ImageofFire Suppression System Retention Line Low Point Drain with Plug (Taken: 20

November 2021)
(179) ImageofFire Suppression System Retention Line Low Point Drain Valve with Paint

Missing from Haud Wheel (Taken: 20 Noveuber 2021)
(180) Imageof Fire Suppression System Retention Line in Adit 3 (Taken: 20 November 2021)
(181) Image of Fire Suppression System Retention Line Low Point Drain with Plug, Alternate

View (Taken: 20 November 2021)
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(182) Image of Leak in Adit 3on 20 November 2021(Taken: 20 November 2021)

(183) DELETED
(184) DELETED
(185) DELETED
(186) Image of Fire Suppression Retention Line Low Point Drain Valve with leak on 20

November 2021 (Taken: 20 November 2021)
(187) Red Hill AFFF Retention Line Low-point Drain Rupture 20 November 2021
(188) Compilationof Images Taken on Red Hill Tour on 7 December 2021
(189) Interview Summary- CAPT Albert Homyak, SC. USN (Second Interview)
(190) Iteriew SumaaryBo]
(191) Interview Sununary— ie Meyer, CEC. USN (Second Interview)(192) FEDFIRE Red Hi NFIRS for 20 Noveaioer 2021 Spill
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APPENDIX C
Quantities of Fuel Spilled, Recovered, and Potentially Released to the Environment

Total Fuel Spilled, Recovered, and Missing on 6 May
On 6 May 2021, Red Hill operators improperly exccuted a fuel transfer procedure, resulting in
two piping joint ruptures and a subsequent JP-S fucl spill. Although unknown at thetime, a fire
suppression system sump pump transfered most ofthe fuel intoa retention line, wher i
remained until 20 November 2021.

+ Fuel lost from tank 12 between rupture and tank isolation 19,866 gal
+ Fuel spied from laral pipes connecting tanks 17/18 and 19/20, based on 351 gal

pipe volumes
+ Fuel “repacked” nto the pipeline to fll the void drawn prior to the rupture, (1638) zl

equal to surge tank 2 level increase prior to the incident
Total quantityoffuel spilled on 6 May 2021" 18,579gal

«Fuel recovered from sumps and recovery tank 311 1230 gal
* Fuel absorbed in cleanup materials 350 gal
Total quantityoffuel recovered immediately after 6 May 2021 1,580 gal

‘The quantity of fuel released to the environment on 6 May 2021 cannot be calculated, but is
assessed to be small. In addition to some evaporation, potential pathways to the environment in
iheareaof the spill ar thee Soil vapor monitoring ports in the upper (ak gallery and
approximatelyix imperfections in the concrete. The following calculations assume al
unrecovered fuel from 6 May 2021 was transfered fo the fie suppression system
« Fuel spilled on 6 May 2021 18,579 gal

Fuel recovered immediately after 6 May2021 (1,580) gal
Maximum quantity offue transferred o thefire suppression system 16999 gal
Total Fuel Spilled and Recovered Since 20 November
On 20 November 2021, the Red Hil rover inadvertently struck the fir supprssion system
retention line drain valve with the passenger cartof atrain,cracking the PVC pipe near Adit 3.
Although not known at the time, this retention line contained JP-5 fuel from the6 May 2021
spill. The folowing quantities of fuel were recovered immediately ater 20 November 2021.
+ Fuel recovered by vacuum trucks 10.757 gal
+ Fuel recovered from Adit 3 groundwater sump pump discharge line 1134 gal
«Fuel recovered from flushing of fuel oil recovery facility sump line 420 gal
Total quantityoffuel recovered immediately after 20 November2021 12,311 gal

Th mvstigato team requestedaindependent verisonofthe ustofful pled an 6 May rom Aust
Irockebrongh and Ascites 1 That analysis 5 consitnt wih the inspection en's calculations
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Following the 20 November 2021 spill, FLC Pearl Harbor drained fucl remaining in the fire
suppression system retention line. At the timeof this report, the line has not been flushed, which
‘may recover some additional ful.

= Fuel recovered from main sump following pumping from retention line a8 gal
« Fuel recovered from retention line low point drains 415 gal
Total quantityoffuel recoveredfrom fire suppression system retention line 843gal

Beginning in December, FLC Pearl Harbor and other organizations continued to recover fuel as
it was discovered.

« Fuel recovered from Adit 3 groundwater sump discharge holding tank 235 gal
«Fuel recovered from Red Hill well shaf via skimmer pumps 140 gal
«Fuel recovered from CHT Sump? 148 gal
Total quantityof fuel recoveredfrom additional locations 523 gal

‘Total Fuel Spilled, Recovered, and Unaceounted for Since 6 May
Below is a summaryof the total quantities of fuel recovered since 6 May 2021 compared to the
‘quantity spilled. A totalof3,322 gallons of fuel remain unaccounted for, and some or all of that
fuel contaminated the Red Hill well and Navy water distribution system

« Total quaniity of fuel recovered immediately after 6 May 2021 1,580 gal
« Total quaniity of fuel recovered immediately after 20 November 2021 12301 gal
* Total quanity of fuel recovered from fire suppression system retention line: 843gal
+ Total quantity of fuel ecovered from additional locations 523 gal
Total quantityoffuel recoveredsince 6 May 2021 15.257 gal

= Total fuel spilled on 6May 2021 ” 18,579 gal
« Total fuel recovered since 6 May 2021 (15.257) gal

| Total quanity of fuel thatremainsunrecovered amg

On 6-7 December heavy ais flooded the Red Hil unnel near Adit. This resulted in fuel and wate mixture
ha vas collected nthe CHT sump. The CHET sump pump automatically pumped the flito holding tank outsideAGC, where was subsequently recovered
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APPENDIX E
Acronyms

ACRONYM FULL DESCRIPTION

ADDU Additional Duties
ADM Admiral
APHE Automated Fuel Handling Equipment
AOC Administrative Order on Consent
ASD(S) Assistant Secretary of Defense (Sustainment)
BEC Base Environmental Coordinator
BWS Boardof Water Supply
Q Command and Control
CAPT Captain
CCIR Commander's Critical Information Requirements
cerv Closed-Circuit Television
DO Command Duty Officer
CDR Commander
CHT Collection, Holding, and Transfer
CIR Clean, Inspect, and Repair
NIC Commander, Navy Installations Command
NO Chiefof Naval Operations
onee Commander, Navy Personnel Command
CNRH Commander, Navy Region Hawaii
co Commanding Officer
coco Contractor-owned, Contractor-operated
CODEL Congressional Delegation
COMPACFLT Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet
cos Chiefof Staff
CRO Control Room Operator
CSG Component Steering Group
DESP Defense Fuel Support Point
DOD Department of Defense
Dol Department of Health
DLA Defense Logistics Agency
DWCF Defense Working Capital Fund
EA Executive Agent
ED Executive Director
EPA Environmental Protection Agency
ESAMS Enterprise Safety Applications Management System
EXWC Expeditionary Warfare Center
F24 Aviation Turbine Fuel
F-76 Dicsel Marine Fuel
FITREP Fitness Report
FLC Fleet Logistics Center
FMD Fuels Manager Defense
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FOR Fuel Oil Reclaimed
FORFAC Fuel Oil Reclaimed Facility
GOco Government-owned, Contractor-operated
GOGO Government-owned, Government-operated
[ General Schedule
HEFC Hawaii Fuel Facilities Corporation
icp Integrated Contingency Plan
iG Inspector General
INDOPACOM US. Indo-Pacific Command
INSURV ‘Boardof Inspection and Survey
ISIC Immediate Superior in Charge.
JBPHH Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam
-5 Jet Propellant 5
LCDR Lieutenant Commander
MAV Material Assist Visits
MBA Master of Business Administration
MFR Memorandum for the Record
MILCON Military Construction
MOA Memorandumof Agreement
NAS Naval Air Station
NAVEAC Naval Facilites Engineering Systems Command
NAVMAC Navy Manpower Analysis Center
NAVSEA Naval Sea Systems Command
NAVSUP Naval Supply Systems Command
NLEC Navy Leadership and Ethics Center
NPO Naval Petroleum Office.
OHS. Oil and Hazardous Substance
oic Officer in Charge
OPREP Operational Report
0sD Officeofthe SecretaryofDefense
PAO Public Affairs Officer
PIT Pressure Indicating Transmitter
PMO Project Management Office
POL Petroleum, Oil, and Lubricant
PPE Personal Protective Equipment
PVC Polyvinyl Chloride
RADM Rear Admiral Upper Half
RDML Rear Admiral Lower Half

REC Regional Environmental Coordinator
ROC Regional Operations Center
RPE Regional POL Engineer
sc Supply Corps
SRM Sustainment, Restoration, and Modemization
USD(A&S) Under SecretaryofDefense (Acquisition and Sustainment)
uM Ulities Management
usT Underground Storage Tank
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VADM Vice Admiral
WG Wage Grade
x0 Executive Officer
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APPENDIX F
Command Investigation Team Members

RANKINAMETITLE COMMAND BACKGROUND
ROML Christopher Cavanaugh conracrLT Submarin Officer

Investigating Officer Nuclear Qualiicd
—— COMPACELT Former FLC Pes
Cg Harbor XO
ECON ACOMTELSTA Command Organization
enlor POINT ASOT INEEHOr San Diego Submarine Qualified

EN SuBPAC Former NPO OIC
Thesighor
—— compacFLT Nuclear Weapons Inspector
Pvesigator Former JBPHH XO

Submarine Qualified

—— NECC Lite Creek Former FLC Pear HarborPhot Fuels Director
—— COMPACELT Engincering Dury Officerengmor Former INSURY Inspestor
CI COMPACELT Nuclear Propision

Examination Board
—— RLSO SW peg
CE Advisor De Lemoore Former CNRH SIA
—— RLSONW Legal
Cary Det Hawi
—— RLSOSE Leal

oO] compACELT AdministsionSupper

II RLSONW LegalSax Support Det Hawaii
—C— RLSOSW Legal

CEA Nippon
I NAVFAC EXWC PetroleumFailsIegator Engineer
| oo] COMPACELT Public Affirs Officer
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